Forming A
Small Self-Sufficient
Community

A story about forming a democratic selfsufficient community in the Megalong valley.

by Bryden Allen

I enjoy writing novels. It gives me something to do now I can’t go walking
or climbing. Also, because I like to live simply, I have an excess of money.
So I easily can afford to get these novels printed. So I am happy to give my
books to anyone who might read them.
Also all my books show how we can live in a much simpler and healthy
fashion. So I fancy that my books might help our world to progress.
You can contact me in all the usual ways:
My phone number is: 0412 871 544
My email address is: brydentallen@gmail.com
I am on Facebook (Bryden Allen) and I will make you a friend, if you send
me a request.
My address is: 7/5 Knox St, Ashfield, Sydney 2131.
I still perform (squeeze box and recorder) every Saturday morning from
11.am till 11.40 am - with my books on show. This is in the open space,
beside the Town Hall in front of the Ashfield Mall. So you can make
personal contact with me then as well.
I also go to SICG every Tuesday night at St Peters. So you can see me there
also as well.
1/6/2019.
At the end of this novel I also show the front pages of my major books.
They principle ones are:
1.

My autobiography: Glorious Ambitions.
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My book, which has all the fine detail: Green Living.

3.

My most important book: Forming Green Communities.

4.
My book on our biggest problem: A Special Period to stop 		
					
Climate Change.
Also there are some of my novels front covers.
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1.

Lindfield

On a very special Sunday evening at the end of November, the world was
at peace in our beautiful street in Lindfield. Thus the pleasant drone of
Cicadas was continuing to remind us of our peaceful co-existence with the
many creatures with whom we share this world of ours. The lawnmowers
had mostly finished their labours for the day – but one could still be heard
in the distance. Most people had finished their gardening work now and
so this was the time to admire our various creations. So everyone was
chatting with their neighbours comparing all their native flowers and
trees. In Lindfield here, we are very socially aware and so there was a
lot of discussion on our most economical use of water. Also we all had
done the right thing and had planted lots of small dense bushes and so we
were helping to preserve our small native birds. And, in return, our native
birds were doing the right thing as well and so they were praising us, their
benefactors, with a fine evening chorus before retiring to bed. And we in
Lindfield are always happy to accept praise when praise is due. The horrors
of “climate change” might be gradually advancing upon us all. But here
in Lindfield we are still living in perfect harmony with nature and we had
every hope that this life of ours will continue in this pleasant manner for as
long as we can imagine.
And so our outside world was at peace – but, within our home, I had a little
niggling feeling that the beautiful peace, which our family has enjoyed for
many years, might soon be disturbed. Tonight we were due to discuss our
coming Summer holidays - and I had a feeling that things could go wrong.
My ever-loving hubby, George, had a very strange glint in his eye. On
Sunday nights, we always have a traditional roast meal and so, tonight, I
went out of my way to make sure this meal was cooked to perfection. And
I am proud to say it was. I wanted everyone to be in a good mellow mood
before this discussion began. We had finished our first course and, now
with our hunger mostly assuaged, the discussion could start. Vicki, our first
borne and very much my husband’s favourite, was the first to let her views
be aired in no uncertain terms.
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‘Last year we had a comparatively cheap holiday in New Zealand.’
She said. ‘You, Dad, have promised us a good skiing holiday overseas
sometime. So now is the time. It is winter in the European Alps at the
moment - so this is a perfect time. And don’t come up with any of that
rubbish that we can’t afford it. I know precisely how wealthy you are. We
can afford it - so let’s do it right now.’
‘There is plenty of snow in lots of places of the world.’ Michael,
our youngest, chimed in. ‘But the Mediterranean is the birth-place of our
civilization. A boat tour of the islands is what we need. It would be very
good for my school work as well.’
‘Rubbish.’ Vicki replied. ‘You can learn all you need from books
and DVDs. To live is to be active. You need more exercise - you slob. You
will support me Mum won’t you? You love a bit skiing.’
I do like a bit of skiing - and so normally I would have supported
Vicki. But I was worried about George. ‘George.’ I said turning to him.
‘It is your money that we will be spending. What do you think is best?’ I
always play for safety.
George, like the natural orator he is, didn’t reply immediately. He
waited till all eyes were upon him, rubbed his brow, put his elbows on
the table with his hands together in front of him and then looked at us all
individually full in the eyes. Finally, he spoke carefully and slowly.
‘I have been thinking about what we should do for our holidays
very seriously for some time. And this is what I have decided. We are all
strongly opposed to climate change and any lifestyle that causes this. These
holidays can give us the opportunity to learn to do something practical
about this problem. I have found out that there is a small enterprise called
the “Community Farm” near Lithgow. There they live and teach how to
live in a very green manner. People can go there for holidays. So we all
shall go there now for the coming holidays.’
I took this situation very seriously indeed. But Vicki just laughed
out loud. ‘Dad, just give us a break and quit playing the pompous ass. We
know you are not as bad as you sound. Lithgow is a dump and there is no
way that we are going anywhere near it. If we don’t go overseas, we shall
stay right where we are and mope. Furthermore, I personally shall make
your life here hell on earth. Come to your senses and forget it. Besides
you know we are only phoney greenies – we have no serious intention
of changing our lifestyle to become more green. We belong to the upper
crust of our society with all its advantages. And that is exactly where we
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all intend to stay. We are not going to mix with the riffraff of the world at
some dump near Lithgow. So just forget it.’
But George just didn’t turn a hair. He just quietly tapped his fingers
together and once again looked at us all full in the eyes. ‘I have always
been fully green,’ he continued on, ‘inasmuch as I have always supported
the view that any form of world pollution is illegal. It always has been
illegal to pollute outside one’s own land and the only way that the world
can remain unpolluted is to make this law universal. A group of lawyers
is meeting at Zurich over Christmas with the aim of drafting a resolution
to the United Nations pointing out how essential it is to make any form of
world pollution illegal. So, if we don’t go to this “Community Farm”, then
that is where I shall go. So you can forget about making my life here hell
on earth. You can mope here all by yourselves just as much as you like.’
This would be the worst outcome that I could possibly imagine.
I had to step in strongly and immediately. ‘I support George completely.’
I said. ‘We have always had our main holidays together and I think that
this must continue. We all do profess green principles and going to this
“Community Farm” would be a great opportunity for us to learn more
about green living. We definitely must go.’ This conversation may give you
the impression that George and I are very saintly greenie-type people. This
is most definitely not the case. But I will explain this later when I have told
you more about us all.
Vicki then turned on me in fury. ‘You wimp – you traitor. You never
have the courage to stand up for yourself. But you are always like that.
Give us a break for a moment. Go and do the only thing you are capable
of doing and bring out your bread and butter pudding. You do that so often
you can’t make a mess of that.’
And I was glad to escape into the kitchen to my own territory. I hate
scenes like this. I am a very peaceful soul. I took my time in the kitchen
and then finally returned with the goods. But George did the right thing
and went out of his way to congratulate me on my excellent cooking. He is
always polite.
Then he added to the children. ‘Your mother and I are in complete
agreement about going to this Community Farm for our holidays. So that is
where we all shall be going whether you want to or not.’ The children then
simply ate the pudding in silent fury.
But finally Vicki spoke again. ‘If we are to go to this blasted farm
then you, Mum and Dad, would have things too easy. Being a married
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couple, you have yourselves for company and don’t need to socialise with
everyone else. But we will have to join in. The only fair thing to do is for
you to go - but not as a married couple. Thus I could go with Mum to the
farm quite soon because Uni holidays start next week - and Mum is always
free. Dad and Michael can then go when school holidays begin. Then
Michael and I can have the pleasure of watching you two trying to mix
with the common riffraff of the world. Let’s see if you two have the guts to
also face this world on your own.’
I wasn’t keen on this idea either but I feared George would accept
it. George is a great one for fair play and he couldn’t bear to have his own
social abilities questioned. Vicki had been clever in posing the situation in
such a way that George would accept it. We looked at each other. We both
knew what the other was thinking. But I always do what George thinks
is best. I gave a resigned smile of acquiescence and he returned my smile
with a smile of thanks.
‘OK.’ He said to Vicki. ‘We will go along with that. We will show
that we also can mix with the riffraff of the world, as you put it, just as well
as you can. Vicki now, if you do play your part at the Community Farm,
then I could well reward you by buying you a small car for getting about.
You have been pestering me about this for the past year. How about that?’
Vicki clapped for joy and gave Dad a big kiss. In a way they
understand each other very well. George likes to do things properly so he
opened a bottle of champagne and we all drank to our coming holiday at
the Community Farm. Our die was cast.
Now, before telling what lay behind this conversation, I first need to tell
you about my family. Let’s deal with George first. I think, in many ways, he
is just a perfect sort of guy - though I could be a bit biased. Physically he
is big, well-built and quite athletic. He used to play rugby a lot and now he
keeps himself fit by playing a bit of tennis and going for the occasional jog.
He has a dark rugged appearance and I think he is very good looking. He is
a barrister by trade and comes from an old established wealthy family. He
is a little over forty years old and is proud of how fit he is for his age. Some
people would regard him as a bit old fashioned and autocratic. But all our
family is bit old fashioned and I am happy for him to be just the way he is.
Vicki takes after George. She is 18 years old, big, well developed
and also quite athletic. She has beautiful golden hair – this bit at least
comes from me, via my mum. She considers herself to be very beautiful.
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She has just completed her first year at Sydney University doing economics
and has done reasonably well. She goes swimming as her main form of
exercise but she enjoys most forms of sport. So George and Vicki have
much in common and they tend to form a mutual self-admiration society
together.
I am quite different. Physically I used to think of myself as having
a perfectly normal female shape. But, in recent years, females in particular
seem to have become bigger and more athletic. And so people now think
of me as being on the small side and well-rounded. This doesn’t mean I
am fat – just well curved - like Marilyn Monroe used to be, or so I fancy.
I have normal Australian colouring and so I have the usual brown hair. I
am not beautiful like Vicki fancies herself to be. But I certainly do look all
right and, because I am so easy going and friendly, there are usually a few
guys around that are keen to know me better. So I am OK. When Vicki and
I are seen together we are usually taken to be sisters rather than mother and
daughter. This is because Vicki superficially looks reasonably mature and I
am only 35.
Michael follows more after me. So he is quite normal and not
particularly athletic or good-looking. He likes playing soccer with his
friends but he doesn’t take it seriously. He tends to be bookish but not in an
academic way. For him reading is just a pleasant means of passing away the
time. Like me he is not terribly ambitious and we two often ally ourselves
together against the more ambitious side of our family.
Before I can bear to go any further, I must reply to that implied slur on my
character already made on me by my beloved daughter Vicki. She said I
was always free - implying I never do any work. I don’t work very hard –
but I do work a bit. I work as a casual in our local primary schools. I only
work two or three days a week – but that is enough. And I am quite popular
wherever I go. Mostly because I am good at fitting in with other people and
I never complain. If someone asks me to do something that is too difficult
or takes too long, I just don’t do it very well. Then hopefully they won’t
ask me to do it again. I always take the easiest strategy. Also, whereas
George and Vicki are usually thought of as being very active go-getter
type of people, I take a much more sensible relaxed attitude to life. At least
that is how I think of myself. But Vicki simply thinks I am bone-idle and
even George, in a more diplomatic way, thinks I lack initiative at times
occasionally. I think that is all I need to tell you about me. Oh yes, one
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minor point. My name is Sophie Fitzgerald. I also tend to be a bit forgetful.
And finally you will want to know about me and George and what we
were thinking about in that discussion. We are actually a very loving
couple, but this will need some explaining. So I will need to start at the
beginning. I am just from a normal working class family in Wollongong
and I met George when I was doing work experience at his law firm in
Sydney. We were immediately attracted to each other - both of us thinking
the other very sexy indeed. And then things progressed very quickly - as
you will doubtlessly realise, if you remember the respective ages of Vicki
and myself. But we made the whole thing look reasonably respectable by
getting married quite quickly. But, when our children were old enough to
think about these things carefully, George thought it best to add a year to
my age. He didn’t want Vicki to do the same thing that I had done and have
a child when she was very young.
George was wealthy and had a good job - so I didn’t need to work.
When I was young, I believed that old fashioned idea that a woman’s
job was just to have and bring up children. But George only wanted two
children – so after a few years I didn’t have enough to do. So I had I do
a bit of work just in order to give myself an interest in life. Initially I just
helped in the school tuck-shop but, as time progressed, I nobly obtained a
few minor qualifications. I am fairly lazy and don’t like taking exams. But,
on the other hand, I am the greenest person in my family. I actually love
travelling on public transport. And Lindfield is on a good train service. So
I don’t use a car and this makes me very green. I am afraid I don’t indulge
in any specific exercise regime as a lot of people do these days. But a bit
of walking and gardening seems to keep me in reasonable shape and some
people still think me fairly sexy.
George and I, right from the beginning, have always been very
close indeed. So we spend a lot of time with each other, we have a good sex
life together and we tell each other about everything we do. But this doesn’t
mean that we are not also interested in other people. And I, because I am
always friendly and fit in with people, always have some guys interested
in me. And George, with his wealth and good looks, likewise has women
interested in him. And we always tell each other about these interests in full
detail. This is what we like to do.
But George travels a lot and, when he is away from home, he
sometimes has a full-blown affair. And I, with great trepidation, hear about
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these affairs in detail. As I have had no proper sexual experience outside
our marriage, George encourages me to dabble with guys just a little to
get more experience and so equalise things a bit between us. But I can’t
do it. I know that, if I had a proper affair with a guy I liked, then I could
very easily fall in love and go too far. And then what could happen to our
beautiful marriage. George, I suppose, can do it because he has had more
affairs and he can take it and leave it more easily. But I can’t do it. But our
telling each other about our various interests gives us a fuller life and more
intimate life together. And, when the trepidation stage is over, I really like
this form of intimacy.
Six months ago a woman called Vera joined George’s company
and, after a while, George and she started to work together a lot. She
effectively became George’s off-sider. George told me all about her and
she, like many woman, was obviously quite keen on him. I met her once at
one of the company’s social functions. She was in her mid-to-late twenties,
very fit and quite good-looking. These facts were enough for me to consider
her a person of significance to my peace of mind. George never said he
was actually keen on her - but the way he talked about her was sufficient
for me to tell he probably was. After all, if I was in George’s shoes, that is
what I would feel about Vera myself. Thus it was the possibility of George
doing something with Vera that was worrying me in our family discussion.
So, if George had gone to Zurich, then Vera might have gone with him to
give him technical support. And I didn’t like that idea at all. So that idea
had to be squashed very definitely. But even the thought of George being
left alone with a very available Vera for three weeks was very worrying.
Also George’s greater interest in green living seemed to correspond to his
association with Vera. Perhaps she was playing upon this common interest
between them to bring them together.
So, when George and I went to bed together that night, we would
need to talk about this matter very carefully indeed. The trepidation stage,
that I usually go through under these circumstances, was now on in a very
big way indeed.
But when we went to bed that night, we both did our very best to pretend
that everything was perfectly normal. So I took my time in brushing my
hair to make myself look as beautiful as possible. George usually gets to
bed first and tonight, as normal, George was patiently watching me with the
interest of someone who expects a fine sexy night to soon come his way.
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Then I popped into bed with him and we had our usual preparatory cuddle.
Both of us tried to be as relaxed as possible to try to give the impression
that there was no problem between us. But finally the subject had to be
approached. And I had to take the initiative myself - which I don’t like.
‘George,’ I said, ‘Vicki’s suggestion that we go independently to
this Community Farm is going to give us some problems.’
‘We can cope with these problems fairly easily.’ He replied in his
usual glib manner.
‘I am worried about what you might do with Vera while I am away.’
‘I am sure I can control myself with Vera.’
‘I am also sure you can. But I know you. And I don’t think you will
willingly be prepared to throw away a golden opportunity like this to flirt
with Vera a bit. So just how far do you intend to go?’
‘I believe we are put on this world to enjoy ourselves.’ George said
with a teasing smile. ‘And my thinking on this matter is that the maximum
amount of enjoyment would be had by all if I went the full way with Vera.’
‘You might enjoy having an affair with Vera - but I certainly won’t.’
‘Not initially I know. You always get scared, jealous and highly
emotional in the early stages. But, when you realise I still love you and care
for you just as much as I always have, you will realise you are safe. And
then this affair will only enhance our own intimacy. We all need to take
a few risks in life. It brings us alive. So come here, my wife and the love
of my life, and let us show each other how much we really do love each
other.’
And he pulled me to him and we had a big kiss and a further
cuddle. This bit of conversation so far may have given you, my reader, a
completely false impression of what was going on between me and George.
When couples know each other very well, they play games with each other.
And this conversation was just our opening initial skirmish. George always
teases me in this way and I play up to him for a while. It just gets the blood
circulating and we get in the right mood. But it was also partially true,
and I certainly was rather worried about the situation. However, after this,
I now had the hard task of pointing out to him the important facts of the
current case. But I had prepared myself for this very carefully. In important
situations like this, I always do like to do my homework. I am not lazy
when my lovely life in Lindfield is really being threatened.
‘George,’ I said, ‘your situation with Vera is far more serious than
we have ever faced before. Now listen very carefully to what I am going
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to say and remember it all. I shall test you in the morning that you have
remembered everything that I have said.’
‘Yes madam.’ He was just being his normal cocky self.
‘For a start, the only person you have ever had an affair with at
work before is me. And we got married. Marrying two people is against the
law you know.’
‘I am not proposing to marry Vera - in case you hadn’t noticed.’
‘That is just my opening point.’ I replied. ‘Now all the other affairs,
you have had so far, have not been in Sydney. So, when you returned to
Sydney, these affairs quite naturally came to an end. And your partner
always knew this clearly beforehand. You have never broken up with a
person before in difficult circumstances, have you? And breaking up with a
person you must work with every day must be terribly difficult.’
‘Yes I admit there could be problems there.’
‘I suspect your preferred option with Vera would be to continue
with this relationship, but at a very low level, for an indefinite period of
time. What most women would do then in my position, is to give you a
really hard time. And most women are good at this. But you know very
well that I wouldn’t do this. I couldn’t bear to do that sort of thing. We love
each other at the moment and, by doing this, we would end-up by hating
each other. And that would be horrible. So I would put up with such an
affair. But I would most definitely need to bolster my personal self-esteem
in those circumstances. And so I would have an affair with someone else.
And, as you know, I could do this fairly easily. There are plenty of guys
that are quite keen on me. But I would have great difficulty in controlling
such an affair - and I could very easily go too far. And so we would end up
by going our separate ways and then our marriage would be at an end.’
Towards the end of this long speech of mine, he finally started to
look as if he realized the situation was very serious. ‘You are right.’ He
said. ‘I can now see your point. I can’t afford to have an affair in these
circumstances at all. I will forget any such idea completely.’
‘But I haven’t finished yet.’ I said. ‘You must also think about
Vicki. She is proud of you and initially she probably wouldn’t mind you
having an affair. But, when Vera threatened her own position as the number
one person in your heart, all hell would be let loose. Vicki is not like me
– as you know, she has a wicked tongue in her head, if she wants to use it.
You would eventually lose the very good close friendship you share with
Vicki as well.’
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head.’
future.’

‘No, you are absolutely right. I must put Vera completely out of my
‘So now I can sleep in peace tonight with no worries about us in the

But then he looked at me and smiled. ‘If you are too much at peace,
you won’t be quite as sexy tonight. You have to think that there is a very
slight possibility that I may stray with Vera just to add a bit of spice to this
night’s activities.’
So I should have kept my big mouth shut about ‘being at peace
tonight’. But on the whole I was very pleased with how this conversation
went. Of course there was always a possibility that George would stray.
But there always is and I have always borne this in mind. Then, as always
in these sort of circumstances, we had a very sexy night. In our own way
we are a very loving couple and I wanted it to remain that way. But I still
checked in the morning that he remembered my four points. And he was
very good. He remembered all my four points in detail with no prompting
at all. {I bet you, my reader, couldn’t do that, and you only read them less
than a minute ago.} So he now was quite genuine about not doing anything
with Vera.
On the following Monday and Tuesday, I had to fulfil my last two casual
teaching commitments for the year. And so I could leave the arrangements
of the holiday to Vicki (she was now on holidays). I always prefer to leave
that sort of work to other people. And she arranged for us to go up to the
farm on Wednesday afternoon. And George independently organised for
him and Michael to go up three weeks later. So, on Tuesday night, George
and I were due to have our last night together for quite a long time. So this
was to be another very important night for us.
‘We have a further slight problem about our trip.’ George told me
after were both in bed and we had had our initial kiss and cuddle.
‘Speak on.’ I replied. ‘Life is not supposed to be easy. We must all
bear our trials.’
‘The Community Farm has a policy that everyone, at the farm,
should be fully engaged in the activities of the farm while they are there.’
‘I approve of that. We should do the thing properly and join in fully
while we are there.’
‘Yes, it is good. But, to make sure this happens, people are
not given many other options. So there are no TV sets or phones in
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our accommodation at all. There is just one TV set and one phone for
communal use in the community’s centre. And no one is allowed to take a
mobile phone there. So I won’t be able to ring you every day, as I normally
do, while we are parted.’
This was a blow to me. I did appreciate the daily phone calls I
always get from George while he was away. I could ring him from the
farm, but, if there was only one phone there, it would be heavily used
and very public. Besides, we were going as single people, so we couldn’t
appear to be having an intimate conversation.
‘I suppose we will just have to manage without our frequent
phoning.’ I said. ‘I will clearly ring you if anything important happens. But
there probably won’t be anything worth telling you. Also you could leave a
message for me if there is anything worth telling. But again there probably
won’t be. But, on another subject, did you tell Vera about our holiday
arrangements?’
‘I’m afraid I didn’t have any choice about the matter. When and
where I go for holidays are important at work so I had to tell her the full
details of what I was doing. And then, because I am usually open about
everything, she sort-of forced me to tell her the details about all the family
as well.’
‘So what did she say?’
‘I had better tell you how the whole conversation went in detail.
Otherwise I might appear in a very poor light.
This now was George’s reply.
“
Vera smiled at me and said. ‘These arrangements will give us a superb
chance to get to know each other better over the next three weeks.’
I frowned at her and said quite bluntly. ‘I am afraid nothing is
going to happen between us at all. Sophie and I have a very good marriage
together and doing anything with you would interfere with this. So we can
do nothing.’
‘I am fully aware how close you and Sophie are.’ Vera replied
but continuing to smile at me. ‘But I am younger and I have a stronger
personality than Sophie does. I still intend to take you in hand. So you can
say farewell to your peaceful life with Sophie.’
‘Over my dead body.’ I replied. ‘This conversation is now at an
end.’ And I walked away from her.’
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”
‘So you certainly did the right thing then.’ I, Sophie, replied. ‘But I
am sure you would have made peace with her later on.’
‘Yes, I had to.’ George said. ‘We have to work together a lot. I
told her I liked her a lot and we work together very well. But I reiterated
that I couldn’t do anything with her because it would interfere with our
marriage.’
‘I think you have done very well.’ And I gave him a kiss.
‘I fear Vera is going to try to give me problems. But, we do love
each other and I am completely determined that Vera shall not undermine
our marriage. So let’s spend this night cementing our marriage in the
normal way and you mustn’t worry about Vera. That bit of conversation
has now turned me completely against Vera. I’m glad she said what she
said. She has put me fully on my guard so you have nothing to worry about
now.’
And so we enjoyed our last night together with good spirits and
high passion. The forces of evil were raging around us and trying to split
us up. But our love for each other must surely prevail. “The hosts of God
encamp around the dwellings of the just,” I vaguely remember, is what
we used to sing in church. I love those old hymns from the psalms with
all their ancient imagery. And surely God would recognise that it was me
and George who were the just people of this world. And Vera was equally
definitely one of the evil ones.
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2.

The “Community Farm”

So on Wednesday Vicki and I took the midday train up to Lithgow. I
love the train journey over the Blue Mountains with all its great views
of wildness and rugged terrain. There had been some bad bush fires
recently so we could see a lot of fire devastation. But there was also a
lot of regrowth because gum trees recover very easily. Nevertheless, we
wondered if this was a symbol of things to come and so climate change is
already advancing upon us. Fortunately, there was a fair amount of wattle
in full bloom and this it is always a joy to see. The only trouble was that I
had to share the journey with Vicki. And Vicki talks forever. Furthermore,
she had taken the best seat, which is the window seat facing the direction
we were going. Fortunately, the trains they use for this journey are terrific
in that one can change the seat direction so you can face whichever
direction you like. So I was facing Vicki with a window seat as well. But
she was facing forwards and I was facing backwards. And she talked so
much that she had no time to appreciate the view at all. Whereas I could
easily have watched the changing view all day long. But I suppose a
backwards view is not too bad. One can in fact see everything.
Of course, normally I don’t pay much attention to what she says at
all. But one bit of her monologue did rouse my interest a bit.
‘I bet you are wondering why I was prepared to go away just with
you?’ She asked of me.
‘Yes, I was a little surprised. You do normally prefer your Dad’s
company.’
‘Well, you see Mum, I do have a slight problem. I do scare guys
away. For a start I am very beautiful and I am very fit and healthy. There
are very few guys that come up to my high standard. But I don’t intend to
do anything about that. But guys also tend to think me haughty and I think
I must do something about this. I get it from Dad. Dad is a bit haughty and
I admire it in him. But a girl can’t really afford to be too haughty. Now
Mum, you have many faults, but no one can accuse you of being haughty.
So I am here partly to learn your technique.’
When I heard this, I had to suppress a fit of laughter by having a fit
of coughing instead. Then I had to wipe the tears out of my eyes as well.
But I said, ‘Vicki, this is wonderful. You are not all that bad - but this trip
could be useful to you.’ I suppose, if I was a good Mum, I would have told
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her the real truth. And this, of course, is that she is a hopeless case. She
has a self-opinion of her abilities, which is quite beyond belief. Probably
most guys have a sensible well-reasoned opinion of her and this is that she
is simply a “pain in the bum”. But I wasn’t going to tell her that. Besides,
she won’t come to any harm just as she is. She is healthy and well and she
would add a certain amount of colour to most groups of people. Some guy
might eventually like her just as a weird pompous freak.
‘So, with this objective in mind,’ Vicki continued on, ‘you will see
me mixing with the common riffraff that this farm is bound to have. But
please don’t think I have gone out of my mind. I am still the classy female
I have always been. It is just that I need to practise my technique when
dealing with the common herd. You will understand, won’t you?’
‘You needn’t worry Vicki. You will continue to be, in my mind,
the same “nonpareil” you have always been.’ I learnt that fine word in
the romantic novels I sometimes read. It was a good time to use it. I was
hoping Vicki would ask me what it meant. But she didn’t.
‘With this in mind, I have decided we shall do the job of being
independent of Dad and Michael thoroughly. So I used your maiden name
of Barnard for our surnames. I preferred not to use our Fitzgerald surname
because it sounds too classy. And also I don’t want the name, Fitzgerald,
besmirched. I told the person in charge that we lived in a unit at our current
address. We can still say we know Dad and Michael because Dad will be
the owner of our block of units. I thought it best to tell everyone that we are
quite poor and you had me out of wedlock when you were very young. So
you can tell the sob story that you spent your life bringing me up and this
will explain why I am so good. I will spread the word that you are in need
of a nice healthy country man as a partner. This will add a bit of fun to our
life. Don’t you think I am a brilliant organiser?’
‘I could do without your sort of organization completely.’ I replied
to Vicki. ‘But unfortunately I will have to put up with it now.’
‘The other thing I have resolved to do is to learn all the buzzwords
about green living. At Uni now, a lot of the students are putting on a fine act
of being very green. Of course it is just words. They all like the amenities
and facilities that Australia’s wealth derived from exporting coal and iron
ore brings us - just as much as I do. But to appear green, all you need to do
is spout out the right words and phrases at the right times. So that is what I
need to learn.’
‘Why that really is exceedingly magnanimous of you.’ I replied in
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what was supposed a sarcastic manner. But this reply was wasted on Vicki.
‘And you know, I have even taken the degrading step of telling my
student friends that I am going to this “Community Farm”. They were quite
impressed. Most of my friends are quite thick about what is best for them
in this world. But I don’t mind gaining a bit of cheap status. Besides I must
now at least appear to be like one of the common herd.’
I wanted to reply with, ‘Why my mind boggles at the lengths you
will go to support your green principles.’ But I curbed my sarcasm. She
is my daughter. ‘Why that is very good of you indeed,’ I more placidly
replied.
‘But, on a different matter. When this ordeal is over and Dad has
appreciated what I have done, I have a further project in mind. The class
of people in Lindfield is dropping. Too many rich Asians are moving in. I
think we should move to Woollahra in a few-years time. We won’t be able
to have quite as big a house but we would be with a better class of people.
So in a few-months time, I will start dropping hints to Dad on the subject.
What do you think about the matter?’
I didn’t like this idea at all. My life is very pleasantly organised in
Lindfield. And I had no desire at all to move to the eastern suburbs with
their fancy bridge parties and their congested streets. But, as in everything,
it is safer to check out how everyone else feels about the matter before
taking a firm stand oneself – particularly as regards George. So I simply
said, ‘I haven’t thought about such an idea at all. Let’s wait and see. It is
still a long way off.’ But this possibility was still a worry to me.
And then Vicki continued with her monologue and I continued to
absorb the scenery. But this didn’t last for long. I started to think carefully
about Vicki posing as a phoney greenie. And the thought of this really irked
me exceedingly. I, in my quiet way, really do believe in green principles.
And I do live in a very green lifestyle. I know this is partly because I
am simply lazy. But I am also very genuine about it – particularly about
causing climate change. So I would be completely happy to forgo any
financial benefits we derive in Australia from exporting coal. And, if this
means that they have to tax us, the rich, to get more money – so much
the better. It might mean that Vicki wouldn’t get the car that George was
offering her after the holidays and we couldn’t afford to go to the eastern
suburbs. And this would be terrific. And so I then made a firm resolution to
myself. And this was that, while we were at the farm, I really would learn
absolutely everything about green living. I didn’t intend to be ostentatious
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about it like Vicki will be. But I will learn it and try to apply it back at our
Lindfield home. Besides I could possibly use these green plans as a means
of avoiding going to the Eastern suburbs. So, in my quiet little way, I
wouldn’t let Vicki get the better of me.
But I am afraid, my dear reader, that this decision will affect you
as well. Here in my story I will now be writing down every single detail
I have learnt about green living - no matter how boring it might appear to
be. If I have to suffer the details, so can you. So I am warning you, if you
are not interested in green living, then you should chuck this story away
immediately.
We had caught this train
because then we could get
a lift in the community’s
school bus back to the farm.
So we had a quarter of an
hour’s wait before it arrived.
When it did, it was fairly full
with children. The woman
driving it got out and we
introduced ourselves. She
was called Nancy and she
with her husband Greg
owned and ran the show.
She was the mother of
three of the children. But
there were a lot of children
yelling to get home so we
moved off quickly. We
went south through pleasant
country-side. I hadn’t been
to this area for a few years
and there was a lot of new
development. Clearly
This map shows where every thing is. The red rectangle
many other people were
shows the community (bottom left). Then Mt Victoria is
on the right. And Little Hartley is on the top left.
also thinking that this was a
pleasant place to live. It only
took ten minutes to get to our farm.
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The farm was much more modern than I was expecting. (The detailed
diagram of the community is show on page 3 at front.) I had envisaged an
old farmhouse surrounded by a few quaint mud huts for us visitors. There
was an old farmhouse, back and to right of where we parked, but it had
been completely modernised. And our accommodation consisted of a line
of new terrace houses. When the children had scrambled out of the bus,
Nancy finally had a bit of time for us.
‘This old farm-house is the centre of our community and I
am going there now. Most of the residents will meet here at 6.30 for a
communal meal. And the rest of the residents will join us at 7.30 for a little
bush dance after the meal. I will introduce you to every one then. Tonight
you can either cook for yourself or join us for a meal in the centre. I advise
you to eat at the centre for tonight because you probably won’t be used to
cooking just with a microwave oven and you will need to get some food.
So which would you like to do?’
‘The centre would be fine.’ Vicki replied. Vicki always tends to
looks like the one that is in charge. And she had made the booking.
‘I will be busy with family till this evening. Bernard, who will be
your neighbour, will show you your unit and the farm in general. You can
see him coming over now.’ She waved to him and left us to him. I had
forgotten how demanding young children tend to be, and there were quite a
crowd of children here.
But Bernard, who was meeting us, had the more relaxed country
style. He ambled over to us, greeted us with a slow “G’day”, and even
touched his slouched hat. Vicki introduced us.
‘I had been expecting a mother and daughter.’ He replied. ‘Instead
I find two beautiful young women. I shall be very fortunate in my
neighbours.’
I find this old style courtesy a bit embarrassing so I let Vicki
explain the situation. It left me appearing to be the shy old mum - but it was
easier this way. Also I could see immediately that he would be just the sort
of person that Vicki would try to partner me off with. So I had to be very
careful. He took my pack as the older and frailer of the party and we made
our way to our terrace. But, as we approached the terraces, I could finally
take a little bit of initiative in the conversation and learn about green living.
‘What are the terraces made of?’ I asked of Bernard. ‘I was
expecting to see accommodation that we could make ourselves. But these
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terraces look too modern for that.’
‘If one wants to live comfortably in a green manner,’ Bernard
replied, ‘then one needs to make use of any good modern materials
that exist. So the material you can see on the outside of our terraces is
Styrofoam covered by a thin tough layer of plastic. This provides us with
a very good cheap insulation external layer. We are following the good
example of the animals of this world. Thus they insulate themselves by
having a nice, light fur on the outside. It would be far too expensive to
cover our buildings with fur. But Styrofoam is cheap and probably does the
job better. Come and I will show you.’ So we went to the terraces and he
showed us the external layer of Styrofoam.
‘But surely insulation won’t help us
on a hot day, like today, when we want to
keep cool?’ I asked.
‘Yes, it does.’ He replied. ‘Come
inside and see.’ And he took us to our unit.
The terraces weren’t the same as normal
terrace houses. Thus each terrace house
consisted of four units with two units on
the bottom level and two on the top level.
On the bottom level, a central passage way
led through to the back garden. On the
right-hand side of this was one unit. On the
left-hand side of the passageway, there was
the stair well at the front, then the laundry
and a storage room at the back. The second
ground unit was behind these communal
facilities and accessed through the stair well.
But we made our way up the stairwell to the
second level. Then Bernard’s unit was now
on the right-hand side of the stairwell and
our unit was on the left. Bernard then led us
into our unit. And he was right, our unit was
beautifully cool - but it was a bit dark.
‘How do we open the windows?’
Vicki promptly asked.
And Bernard took Vicki to the front
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This picture shows all the
details of our terrace houses.

window and showed her how to slide to the side two insulation panels and
so she let the light in.
‘So how does this whole insulation system work?’ Vicki asked.
Once again taking the lead away from me in the conversation.
‘The process of keeping cool in summer and warm in winter
without using any electricity requires a little thinking.’ Bernard said. ‘In
summer, like now, we open the windows at night and we let the cool night
air flow through the units. We can help this process with fans as well if
there is no wind. And now you can see that most of our walls are made
of low-grade concrete blocks, which have a high thermal capacity. Thus
they retain the coolness of the night air and the walls maintain the unit at a
low temperature during the day. Naturally during the day, we exclude heat
coming in through the windows by closing our insulation panels. We can
leave the panels open now, however, because the main heat of the day is
over.
‘In winter we do the reverse. So we close the insulation panels at
night to conserve what heat we have. Then, during the day, we open the
insulation panels to receive any heat we can. But, besides this, we have a
hot water collecting system on the roof and this water can be used in the
heating elements you can now see on your walls of our units. Also, to deal
with the problem of what to do when the sun does not shine for several
days, we have a large insulated hot water container. It is that large object
that you would have seen at the end of the terrace-houses. This holds
enough hot water to keep us all warm for several days in a row. So we can
deal with almost any eventuality.’ Bernard was evidently very proud of how
well this community could cope without the use of electricity. So I was
starting to learn a little about green living.
Bernard then showed us around the unit. In the front was the usual
small balcony. But access was slightly more awkward because one needed
to step through the front window to get to it. Bernard was a bit apologetic
about this. But he explained that large windows are expensive in materials
and waste heat. And besides, these balconies are seldom used and stepping
over the low widow-sill was quite easy. The front room was a reasonably
sized lounge with kitchen facilities at the back. Behind this was a toilet/
shower room. But the item he showed with enormous pride was the
insulated, hot water container, which was in the corner of this room closest
to the lounge.
‘This container,’ he explained, ‘mixes hot and cold water to give a
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temperature of 50 degrees centigrade. And you can check that it is because
it has a thermometer attached to it. The water we obtain from our hot water
panels is usually at about 70 degrees. Before I installed these individual
containers in each unit, the temperature of our water varied very much
on how many people were using it. So, if you were having a shower, you
tended to get scalded or frozen. But, with individual containers, this now
never happens. Admittedly our water may get a little cooler if our demand
is very high. But you can see what the temperature is from the thermometer
before you use it. So then you can adjust your actions accordingly. Thus
now we can shower without any worries.’
This seemed to me to be a rather minor point to rave on about. But,
on the other hand, I have often preferred to take a nice lazy bath simply to
avoid the problem of our shower running too hot or too cold. So I suppose
he had a point. And it showed that Bernard was a nice practical sort of
person. Finally, in the unit there were two bedrooms at the back - one for
both of us.
‘This unit fits us two people perfectly.’ I said. ‘But what about
different sized families and groups?’
‘This is the major point that we are so proud of about our
accommodation. Let me show you.’ And he took us to the area in front of
the central bedroom belonging to our unit (in the middle of the complete
terrace house). And there he showed us a doorway on the far side that was
currently bolted. ‘This door leads to my unit. Now my unit is just a single
bedroom unit, like most of the units here. But, if I was to open the bolt
that leads to my side and close the bolt on your side, then my unit would
become a two-bedroom unit and your unit would become a single bedroom
unit. But more than this, if both doors are left unbolted, then this whole
of the top floor would become a substantial three-bedroom unit. But we
can go further than this. The bottom left hand unit and this top floor can
become a four bed-room house simply by giving the tenant the sole key to
the stairwell door. And finally the whole terrace can become a five bedroom house by giving the tenant the sole key to the front door. So, you see,
we can provide all sizes of accommodation with just one terrace form.’
‘I can see now that your design form has been very cleverly conceived.’ I
replied. ‘And so we have accommodation that can be adjusted to suit any
circumstance. But each terrace house is quite large. Surely that will make
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the construction more difficult.’
‘No, not at all. We keep everything very simple. Thus all of the four
units are essentially the same. And so we can use all the same items. Also
the central section has the same width as each of the units. Thus the cross
beams for all our floors, and the roof as well, are all of exactly the same
length. So a lot of our construction simply consists of putting a lot of premade items on top of each other. We can do it all quite easily. You wait and
see.’
But Vicki rapidly bored of how to construct simple and easy
accommodation. ‘Come along you two.’ She said. ‘I feel like stretching my
legs. We can leave our gear here now and Bernard can show us around the
farm.’
‘I’d love to.’ Bernard replied.
‘You two can go.’ I broke in. ‘But I’d like to stay here and get
settled in. I like to take my time in settling in.’
‘OK.’ Bernard said. ‘But, if you want to get a quick easy view, all
you need do is to continue on up the stairs onto the roof and you will get a
good view of most of our farm.’ So they left and I was left in blessed peace.
You might perhaps have guessed why I wanted to be left alone – besides
the fact that I had seen and heard enough of my daughter for the day.
Bernard seemed a really nice guy – but he showed signs of being keen
on me. There is nothing wrong with that of course – in fact it was to be
expected. After all, I was exactly the right age being, I would imagine,
just a few years younger than he was. And also I am the sort of woman
that most men like. But, with my dangerous situation with George, the last
thing I wanted was an affair. And besides this, as I said before, Vicki would
be angling to get us together. So, I clearly wanted to keep him as a good
friend, but not to let him have any indication that I might want to let things
go any further.
Physically Bernard was tallish and of a lighter build than George
was. He was quite brown through spending at lot of time in the sun and his
hair was either naturally fair or had been bleached that way by the sun. He
was obviously used to doing a fair amount of physical work. He had bright
blue eyes that spent a fair amount of time looking at me. So he was OK, but
I definitely wanted to keep things in check between us.
The first thing I did therefore was to plonk my luggage down
in the side bedroom. The central bedroom would be next to his. I knew
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there would still be a thick wall and a bolted door between the two of
us. But a bit of extra distance would also help. The next thing to do was
to check how much living stuff had been provided. And this turned out
to be everything you could expect - as in a motel. The unit didn’t have a
fridge but instead it had a cold box with a cold pack. There was a notice
on it explaining that the box would keep its contents cool for a day. But
you needed to change the cold pack when you collected your fresh food
from the cold room in the centre. They had left sufficient food there for an
afternoon tea for both of us plus a light breakfast as well. So everything
was in order. So I could have now a pleasant rest on the bed all by myself
and contemplate the infinite.
When one lies down in bed, the first things one’s eyes rest upon
are the ceilings and the walls. And this was what mine did. And the ceiling
consisted of simple healthy wooden beams that supported the floorboards
above. The walls were painted but the low-grade concrete blocks showed
up clearly beneath the paint. The sole adornment to these walls was the
ducts that contained the essential services of: electricity; drinking water;
and hot water for washing and heating for the hot-water radiators. So,
although every facility was quite adequate for all practical purposes, there
was no attempt at all to give a feeling of smoothness and luxury. But then I
thought to myself, if I had to build my own home with my own hands, then
there is no way in the world I would be going to the fag of plastering the
walls or putting up an unnecessary ceiling. So I understood the situation. I
could rough it here for a couple of months, but it was nice to know I had a
nice smooth luxurious house to return to. On the other hand, I had to admit
I was a lot more comfortable in this unit at this moment than I would be in
our house in Lindfield on a hot afternoon like this. So there was plenty for
me to think about on the nature of different living styles.
But, after about twenty minutes of such contemplation, I was ready to rouse
myself and investigate things further. So, after packing my gear away, I
made my way up the stair-well onto the flat roof of the terrace housing.
The roof was very well used. Thus there were PV panels (for
electricity), hot-water panels and clothes drying facilities. Also the floor
itself consisted of panel/tiles that had clearly been specially designed to
collect water efficiently.
But I ignored these features in favour of absorbing the view. Directly in
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front of the terraces was a lawn with a few playground items like: swings; a
slide; climbing frames, a playing field and flower gardens. Behind this was
the community centre. And behind this, in the distance, was the western
end of the Blue Mountains. But the bush lands of the mountains lead down
to our farm. But, where they met, there were also some areas and I couldn’t
understand what they were for.
I then walked across to the back of the terraces to see what was
there. But this was just all the other local farms.
Then, I walked to the road area of the community and this area
was mostly used for parking. I then turned and walked to the other end of
the terraces to get a view, which was the farming area. In the foreground,
there was the vegetable area. And then behind this was a selection fruit
trees. Following this, there were: the wheat, maize and potatoes areas. And,
finally behind this, there were some animal grazing fields. Next to this, on
the mountain, side there was what could have been their dam.
So the farm contained all the various features that one would
expect. So I, and you hopefully my reader as well, now have a rough
picture of what our farm was like. (For the details please see page 3 again.)
A bit later Vicki returned and we both settled down to some afternoon tea.
‘So what do you think of Bernard?’ Vicki bluntly asked.
‘I think he is a nice pleasant country guy who will make a good
neighbour.’ I replied in my best diplomatic tone.
‘I think he can be much more than that. I think he is a person who
you should get to know very well.’
‘Thank very much for your advice.’ I said. ‘But I, and I alone, will
decide who I wish to get to know better. And he is not such a person.’
‘I asked him to come in for afternoon tea just now.’
‘And I am glad to see he has obviously refused.’
‘Not entirely. He said he would love to come. But he said the offer
should also come from you as well.’
‘That is OK then. Because no such an offer will be forthcoming.’
‘Tough luck - I am afraid I have left you no such choice. I said I
would ask you and I was sure an offer would be forthcoming from you for
him to come tomorrow. If an offer was not forthcoming, then you would be
acting in a downright unneighbourly fashion. And you know you can’t do
that.’
This was infuriating. I ground my teeth in aggravation. But there
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was nothing I could do. Vicki had got me cornered. ‘OK. I will do the
neighbourly thing. But that is as far as it will go.’
‘I, of course, have told Bernard how much you needed a man in
your life. But, unfortunately, you are a bit on the shy side. So he will now
be pursuing you with my active encouragement.’
‘If you don’t think of me, why don’t you at least think about
Bernard? One can’t lead a guy up the garden path for two months and then
tell him it means nothing at all. Have a bit of sense.’
‘You are a wimp and always have been a wimp. You have played
for safety all your life and you are going nowhere. Life is not about simply
having a safe life but having a full life. But now you are in my capable
hands, and I will now make sure you live life to the full. A bit of suffering,
as you know, is good for everyone.’
‘Look at who is talking. You are a girl of 18 with no experience of
suffering at all and very little experience of men as well. I am not claiming
that I have had a vast experience of life. But I have had a damn lot more
experience than you have. You just try to organise your own life and I will
look after mine.’
‘I have enough organising ability to be able to deal with both of us.
You just wait and see.’
But I gave up trying to argue with my stupid daughter. She is quite
beyond the pail. But fortunately Bernard himself actually seemed to be
a very sensible sort of person. It sounded as if he already didn’t believe
everything that Vicki was saying. So eventually everything should probably
work out OK - in spite of Vicki’s stupid interfering ways. Besides, I didn’t
want Vicki to have any justification for feeling that I was worried by her
actions. I like to feel that I am above such things.
At six-thirty Vicki and I made our way to the centre to have a meal and
meet everyone. There was a crowd of people there and we were introduced
to everyone. But there were too many people there for me to remember
everyone - so I won’t try to overload your memory either. There were
slightly more than twenty people here at the moment and this would rise
to the maximum of thirty when the school holidays started. The people
represented a good mixture of all ages and sexes. Contrary to Vicki’s
idea, they certainly weren’t the riffraff of the country. People interested in
green living tend to come from the well-educated, thinking section of our
community. Some of the people there may have looked as if they might
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be the riffraff of the world. But when you talked to them you found they
certainly weren’t.
Our meal was healthy and sustainable and clearly it was our own
produce. The meat portions were small but still adequate. The meal didn’t
have the variety and luxury that we, in the western world, now expect. But
a bit of simple healthy country living wouldn’t do us any harm for a couple
of months. We would then appreciate our Lindfield home just that bit more
when we returned. Nancy sat next to us during the meal and she took the
opportunity to explain a few things about the place.
‘As you can see, most people prefer to eat communally.’ Nancy
said. ‘What would you like to do?’
And both Vicki and myself were happy to follow the majority and
eat communally.
‘We have one roster for the cooking and another roster for the
clearing away and washing up. We find that it is best if both these tasks are
done by a couple of people. Can I put your two names down on each of the
rosters?’
And we both agreed. I would have preferred to have been rostered
with someone else because Vicki is lazy and hopeless about doing such
practical tasks. But I couldn’t kick up a fuss in public. I should have taught
and insisted that Vicki do these tasks at home. But it was hard to do this
with an indulgent father like George always supporting Vicki. But then
later it would be fun to see how George would manage doing such tasks
with Michael. Neither of them are used to doing the more mundane jobs of
this world.
‘The work here,’ Nancy continued on, ‘divides into two parts construction and agriculture. Bernard, who you already know, is in charge
of construction and Dorothy is in charge of agriculture. Dorothy will see
you later. I have nothing to do with these things. My own interests are in
what goes on in the evening. My own personal challenge in life is to make
sure that everyone here gets involved and enjoys our evening activities
completely. If everyone does – I am jubilant and dance around the place
with a smile on my face. But if people don’t - I prowl round our farm with
a black scowl on my face wondering which perverse person should be
eaten first. We haven’t eaten anyone yet. But don’t try me too much. You
get the picture.’
Yes, we immediately assented - we did get the picture. ‘So tonight
is a bush dance. But what happens on the other nights?’ Vicki asked.
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‘Monday is TV night.’ Nancy replied. ‘The TV set is normally
available in our small TV room but, on Monday nights, we take it out from
there so we can all watch it together. And on such nights, everyone feels
very free to give full voice to their opinions of the programs in no uncertain
terms. DVDs or video replays can also be played depending on popular
demand. Then Tuesday night is our book night. And this includes people
reading any books or excerpts that they particularly like. Then tonight is
our bush dance night, which you already know about. Greg and I run it and
it is our own very special night. So you had better make a particular attempt
to like it.
Thursday night is games night. Saturday night is our big night and
it consists of a big campfire out on the edge on our bush land. So Friday
night is spent preparing items for Saturday night. So that is our program
for the week. And remember, if you don’t like it, I will promptly put you in
charge of whatever activity you do wish to indulge in. So be warned.’
The bush dance for this night was held on the large porch at the back of
the centre because it was a little larger and cooler. Nancy, in spite of her
brusque ways, ran it very well indeed. She played what I had assumed to
be a small button accordion. But, when I complemented her on her lively
playing, she proudly assured me it most definitely was not an accordion. It
was a melodeon. Apparently an accordion has the note structure of a piano
whereas a melodeon has the note structure of a mouth-organ. This means
you can’t play as complicated pieces on the melodeon as an accordion but
you are forced to enunciate each note much more clearly. And this results
in a simpler but livelier playing style suitable for a bush dance. Nancy and
Greg apparently used
to belong to the folk
scene in Sydney
when they were
young. And hence
their knowledge
about all these type
of things.
The dances
were just all the
old standards –
Brown Jug Polka,
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This picture gives you an idea of the nature of our dances.

Galopede, Manchester Gallop, Virginia Reel, The Barn Dance, Country
Waltz, Waves of Tory etc. I had been to a couple of bush dances when I
was young, so I was slightly familiar with how they went. But Nancy and
Greg demonstrated how to do everything before each dance started and
then, during the dance, Greg called out loudly and reminded everyone of
what they would be doing next. So everyone could join in and mostly we
did. Nancy didn’t play the whole time because she was keen to join in the
dancing a well. So some of the time we just danced to some recorded music
on CDs. But we all had a jolly night.
During the dance, there was one guy that I started to take a slight
interest in. He was nothing much to look at. He was small, slight and a
little bit scruffy. He seemed a bit of a throwback from the beatnik years
of years gone by. So his hair was too long and horribly out of control. But
what caught my interest was how carefully he was studying everything that
was going on here. Why should anyone want to do that? But nevertheless
it intrigued me. I managed to dance with him and we introduced ourselves.
His name was Aaron. I would have been keen to have talked to him further.
But soon after that, Vicki also seemed to decide that Aaron was a person
of interest. And she took over and she was his dancing partner now for
most of the rest of the night. But I could understand why. Aaron looked
as if he was in his late twenties and this, for Vicki, would still be an age
of interest. There were a couple of other guys there who would also be
of an appropriate age. But they looked like just normal country people.
And Aaron looked more interesting than any of these guys - if not as good
looking.
This more-or-less completes my first day at the Community Farm. And
on the whole I was very pleased with it. The place had some interesting
people there and I was learning a lot about green living. Bernard could be a
problem. But I have dealt with these types of situations before. I should be
able to deal with him.
But, before going to sleep, I followed my new resolution and
thought again about what I had learnt about green building. So in brief –
insulation on the outside of the building and thermal bulk on the inside.
During Summer – open insulation panels and windows during the night and
keep them closed during the day. During Winter – open insulation panels
during day and keep them closed during the night. So I think I’ve got that –
I hope you have. I also thought about applying this system to our Lindfield
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home - but it wouldn’t easy. We couldn’t put any insulation on the front of
our house because our neighbours would object. It would lower the tone of
Lindfield. But, fortunately, this shouldn’t matter too much because the front
of our house only gets the morning sun and there are also a lot of trees at
the front for shade. We could probably put some insulation on the back of
the house - and there it could make a difference. It was something we could
think about when we returned. So I could use my green knowledge and do
a bit more to prevent climate change.
Many of my favourite romantic novels are written about the regency period
in England, (particularly “Sylvester” by Georgette Heyer). Now during the
regency period, the rich were incredibly rich and the poor were incredibly
poor. Also there was not much a woman could do but get married and then
be very dependent on her husband. This results in magnificent dramatic
novels because the consequences of making an incorrect marriage could
be so ghastly. And I love the stories. But, of course, it would be absolutely
awful to live in those times.
But, on the other hand, you, my reader, will probably be thinking
how horribly healthy everything is in this simple green community. And so
my story is boring. Well it probably is. Green living is all about living in a
sensible healthy sort of way. And that tends to give rise to a boring story.
But there is nothing I can do about it. I have done my best. If you don’t like
it you had better come here and write your own story.
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3.

Aaron

Work on our farm during Summer started at eight o’clock. This was so
that any essential outside work could be done before conditions became
excessively hot. Usually the guys did the construction work while we,
the women, did the agricultural work. But, as Vicki considered herself to
be at least as good as any normal male at any task, she opted to work on
the constructional side. Besides she would then have a better chance of
meeting more of the guys there and let them appreciate her physical beauty.
I naturally was pleased about this decision because I would see less of her.
Of course, gardening is one of my particular interests, and so I was very
pleased to work on the agricultural side.
We, the gardeners, met at the barn, which was next to our farm crop
area. Dorothy met me there and she first explained the situation about our
work.
‘We have set work hours here in Summer from eight to eleven
o’clock in the morning and from one to four in the afternoon.’ She said.
‘But we definitely don’t want you to work too hard. There is no need to
– there is not all that amount of essential work that needs to be done. But
all we want is that you at least are outside watching what is going on. We
don’t want you to be inside reading a book. We find that all normal people
in those circumstances want to understand what we are doing and then they
will join in, if they see that they can be useful. That is human nature. That
is probably what happened in all primitive societies before the idea of work
was invented. Anyway this system seems to work perfectly well with us. So
feel free to do nothing whenever you want to. But also feel free to join in
with us whenever and wherever it is convenient. Also, if you want to watch
what is going on anywhere else, you are completely at liberty to wander
off. All you can’t do is to sneak off and read a book.’
She then introduced me to everyone and showed me around. On
this particular day there were just five of us because many people had other
things to do. The main crop was corn of various types i.e. maize for the
animals and sweet-corn for us humans. They had a small wheat patch but
naturally this was a little more difficult to harvest by hand. Most of the
work was done by hand but we had a couple of hard working helpers to
assist us as well. They were called Donkey and Buffalo.
Our Donkey was a battery-powered cart. The whole of our cropping
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and grazing area was well supplied with level tiled paths. So most of the
cartage around our farm could be done manually without any difficulty
using light aluminium carts. But, when we had a heavy load or a bit of an
incline to overcome, we could use our Donkey.
Our Buffalo consisted of a small battery powered tractor. The
person in charge would walk beside it and control it using a small hand-set
with switches which was connected to the vehicle by an electric lead. It
was a bit like those electric toy cars and planes you see around the place at
the moment that are controlled by a remote hand-set. The Buffalo, like all
normal buffalo, was used to drag our simple plough (it just had one blade).
Apparently Greg, Nancy’s husband, ran a small engineering business in
Lithgow. He mostly sold and set up PV and solar hot water systems. But
his chief pride were these several items he made solely for the farm.
On our grazing land we also ran a few cows, pigs and chooks. But I
didn’t have much to do with these animals.
So, for just a few minutes, I watched what people were doing.
But very soon I joined in completely. I found this to be a very free and
easy way of passing the day. In the morning we did the normal jobs like
watering, weeding and picking. And in the afternoon we washed and
prepared our produce and put it in our cold room.
We stopped at 10 o’clock to have morning tea. And then I had a
wonderful surprise. Aaron joined us and, after getting his cup of tea, he sat
down right next to me. After the usual greetings, I asked. ‘And what do you
do to support this wonderful community that I have so recently joined?’ I
wanted to make a friend of him so I thought my best approach was to show
a lot of enthusiasm for the farm.
‘I am proud to say,’ he replied with a smile, ‘that it is me who
makes sure that there is always an adequate supply of water for the
wonderful crops you are growing. If it wasn’t for me, your valiant efforts
would often be in vain.’
‘Your efforts are indeed very well appreciated.’ I replied. ‘But what
brings you here. All our water facilities are far removed from here.’
‘A water system will normally work perfectly by itself until
something goes wrong. And then that item needs to be mended. Our
workshop adjoins your barn here and that is where I spend a lot of my time.
But I am a social animal and so I join you, the gardeners, for morning tea
whenever I get a chance.’
‘I am very keen to learn absolutely everything about green living.
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So can I join you sometime so I can learn about water?’
‘Yes, you certainly can. In fact, that is why I sat next to you so I
could offer my services. The best day to see everything is Monday because
I always do the full tour of our water system to check if any thing has gone
wrong over the weekend. But, before that, you could come with me at the
end of the day for an hour, when I always check that the animal’s water
supply is OK. So would you like to come then?’
And I, of course, rapidly agreed. So it appeared that Aaron was just
as keen to see more of me as I was to see more of him. Things couldn’t be
better.
This conversation was quite different from my normal behaviour.
Normally I am just friendly to everyone. Then, sometimes, a guy will show
a particular interest in me. I am then friendly in return - but I am very
careful to not go too far. Bernard was just like this. And these were the sort
of people whom George and Vicki expected me to show an interest in. But
Aaron was different. I found him to be positively interesting and I wanted
to know him better. I found him exciting. And I took a perverse pleasure
in knowing the fact that neither George nor Vicki would like me to have
an interest in that sort of person. I wouldn’t go too far of course. But this
holiday looked like being an interesting one for me.
This clearly would be the highlight of my day, but I should tell you about
what happened before then so you can learn our normal routine. We
finished our morning’s work at eleven and then I joined with Vicki and we
chose what food we needed from the store. We could eat lunch in our unit
if we wanted to, but we found it more sociable to eat with most of the other
people at the centre. Then I had a short rest in the unit and then back to
work at one o’clock to do the food preparation work.
Aaron picked me up at three and we walked down to the pasture area,
which was conveniently one of the furthest areas of our farm. Checking
that the chooks, cows and pigs wouldn’t be thirsty overnight didn’t take us
long. So then I could ask the slightly leading and intimate question that I
had been wondering about for a while.
‘You clearly take an enormous amount of interest in everyone and
in everything that goes on this community. I was wondering why.’ I asked.
‘You are very observant to notice this. It will take me a long while
to explain. I am happy to tell you, - but do you really want to know?’
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‘I certainly do if you don’t mind taking the time.’
‘OK then I will. I have always been deeply unhappy about much
of the so-called progress of this world over the past fifty years. I came here
six months ago and I was deeply impressed about what they were doing
here. And then, after thinking about the situation for a couple of months,
I decided irrevocably what my life was going to be devoted to doing. And
this was to form a permanent community based on what we are doing here.’
‘But what is wrong with this Community Farm we have here
already? To my eyes we seem to be doing everything here as perfectly as it
can be done.’
‘Yes we are – but we are very limited as to how far we can go here.
Physically we are limited because we don’t have enough land to support
many more people. But, more importantly than this, Nancy and Greg own
and run this whole show. Admittedly they are doing an extremely good
job for which we are all very appreciative. But, if one is to form a genuine
community, then the community as a whole must own the whole land. And
we must institute a democratic method of running the whole community.
Now I know that this is a terribly difficult thing to do. And many good
people have tried to do this and failed. But I think that, if we could do
these things correctly, then a community like this could keep on expanding,
accept anyone that wanted to join us and then eventually show the world
how people can live in a simple self-sufficient manner. And this manner
would be a healthier, happier and more fulfilling way of living than the way
that the people of world are living at the moment. So this is my ultimate
dream.
‘But now getting back to your original question as to why I am
studying everyone here so very carefully. Well this farm is an absolutely
perfect place for me to find people who might be interested in such a
venture. And moreover my thinking is that you, and possibly Vicki as well,
could be interested in such a venture. Hence my own personal interest in
you.’
I was a bit taken aback when he told me this because I was happily
married. But I really liked Aaron and in general I thought this concept was
a terrific idea. So I was determined to continue to show all the enthusiasm
I possibly could. ‘That is a fantastic idea and I will support you as much as
I possibly can. But I do have some commitments back in Sydney - so that
would be difficult. Do you have other people interested in such a venture?’
‘A lot of people are the same as you. They are keen on the idea
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but they have commitments
elsewhere. I have the names and
addresses of about a dozen people
like this. But it is early days yet.
I am thinking of spending at
least two years here before I find
enough people to be able to do
anything independent here. So
my plan for the moment is simply
to keep trying to find people
that could be interested in an
independent venture here.’
‘Is there anything I can
do to help you while I am here?’
I wanted to do this with Aaron.
But I would never have suggested
doing such a thing with anyone
else before.
‘Actually there is. I know
you can sing very well because
I was your partner during the
Blaydon Races dance last night.
And then you joined in the song
in great style. So would you
help me with a song that is very
special to me at our campfire on
Saturday night?’
‘I would love to. So what
is the song?’
‘It is called “The Streets
of Laredo” and it is in the Sydney
University songbook, which is
the main songbook we use on
Saturday night. But it is not the
standard folk song of that name
that most people know. Do you
know how the normal song
goes?’
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This is the poem by Louis MacNiece.

‘Yes, I do. I quite like it.’
‘This song goes to the same tune. But this song is written by Louis
MacNiece, who is one of the well-known modern poets. Not that I know
much about these things. But he does have two poems in the poetry book I
use called “Everyman’s Book of Evergreen Verse”. And like modern poetry
it is a bit wilder and it is not clear what it is all about. But I have a copy
with me now. Have a read.’
So I read it. ‘It is difficult to understand. So what do you think it
means?’ I asked.
‘I would imagine that, for many people, the song could be referring
to the earthquake and fire that occurred in San Francisco at the beginning of
the twentieth century. But for me, the meaning is that it is a condemnation
of this modern world for causing Climate Change. I love to think of
Bunyan and Blake arising from their graves with wrath in their nostrils to
condemn the people of this world for our stupidity in destroying our world.
So, if I introduce it at the campfire with this in mind, I think it will make a
dramatic sort of song.’
‘Yes, I think it will, if we can do it justice – which won’t be easy.
But what do you want me to do?’
‘For a start you must sing the part that I would love to take myself.
This is the last two verses where you are speaking as “the voice of the fire”.
Unfortunately, the song requires this to be a woman.’
‘I suspect that you rather fancy yourself as “the voice of the fire” to
the people of this world. Am I right?’
‘Yes I do. But I have to be careful to keep my thoughts to myself on
these sort of subjects. I get carried away with myself.’
‘Sometime I would like to hear you get carried away with yourself.
But for the moment how shall we divide up the rest of the song?’
‘I think it would be best if I sung all the other character dialogue
parts because they are all men. Then it is probably best if we sing the
narrator parts together. But, when a person has dialogue coming up, they
should drop out of the narrator part so that they can prepare to play their
character. They should do this a line or two before they are due to sing their
part. Would this be OK?’
‘Yes, that would be perfect. But should we try to dress up for the
performance?’
‘Yes, I would like us to, and we do have all the facilities to do this
here on the farm. So we have a large recycle room here where people put
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any old clothes they are no longer using. Also people have done little plays
and skits here before and so their old costumes are there as well. So we
should be able to find something suitable there.’
‘Right let us go there now.’ And off we went. I was going to be
pushed for time a little because I was due to have afternoon tea with Vicki
and Bernard at four o’clock. But it was still only half-past-three so I could
just fit it in. And I was very keen to do it because, the more time we spent
on the song, the more time I would have with Aaron. And I was certainly
finding him to be an interesting character.
There was a reasonable choice of items in the recycle room to choose from.
There was an old scarlet dress there, but it was a bit big. However, there
was a sewing machine there so I could adjust it later and then it would fit.
There was also an old straw bonnet there. I could dye this red and then
sew strips of the discarded bottom of the dress to the edges of the bonnet.
I would put this on just before the last two verses and the strips would
represent the flames of fire. Aaron put on an old fashioned waistcoat and a
white cravat to go with it. He then found some old black trousers that were
too big. He cut the bottoms off these and tied them up with some coarse
string to make some rustic knickerbockers for himself. For foot wear he
found some black shoes that were also too big and he used these with some
long white socks to go up to the knickerbockers. And finally he found an
old battered black hat to complete the picture. When all dressed up, he
really did look the part of an ancient loony demagogue. I was impressed.
But I was pressed for time. ‘I have to go and meet Vicki and
Bernard for afternoon tea at four o’clock.’ I said. ‘When can we practise?’
‘At social occasions Vicki may wish to monopolise me and I
don’t wish to offend her. I don’t think this will last long, but for the time
being I think it would be best if we are as discreet as possible about our
association. But we can always meet at three o’clock when we check on the
animals’ water. So could we do our practise then?’
This suited me fine. Also it was good to see that he recognised that
there would be the problem with Vicki as well. I didn’t want to take the red
dress back to the unit and be questioned by Vicki on the subject. So I hid it
in a drawer with a note saying I was going to use it and adjust it later. Then
I rushed back to the unit. I was going to enjoy my time at this Community
Farm. There were things to do here that I was good at and an interesting
person to get to know. Life was good here. Moreover, it was exciting – I
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had never been so excited for many years. Of course George was still my
husband and I had no intention of leaving him. But it was fun to associate
with a person with such different and exciting ideas.
Back in the unit I prepared to return to playing the solid dependable Mum
I have played for many years. Bernard and Vicki were waiting and we told
each other about the adventures of our first day in a green community.
I casually told them I had watered the animals at the end of the day and
hence my slightly late arrival. I thought this was sufficiently close to the
truth so that, if questioned, I could defend my position. But, on the other
hand, it gave no indication of my new interest in Aaron. Bernard, as
always, at this tea was the perfect gentleman.
Just before Bernard was due to leave, Vicki said. ‘It is good for all
of us to have this little afternoon tea together. I think we should now make
it part of our daily routine on all working days.’
And I, of course, was forced to give my assent.
‘Also,’ Vicki continued on, ‘as Bernard will now be our daily
visitor, why don’t we leave your door unbolted so that you, Bernard, can
enter our unit when you like by the quickest way. We all trust each other
don’t we?’
Again I was forced to give my consent.
Vicki then turned to Bernard. ‘Mum takes forever in our toilet/
shower unit at times. Do you mind if I use yours sometimes? I am sure I
won’t bother you at all.’
Naturally Bernard agreed. Clearly Vicki was continuing with her
little game of making us into a little family group with the idea of linking
me with Bernard. But I felt I was quite safe. I had a genuine interest
in Aaron and this would stop me getting too involved in Bernard. And
Bernard was clearly a perfect gentleman. So Vicki could try to do her
damnest. I would not crack.
At the centre that night we had our games-night. And Vicki continued to
manage to couple herself with Aaron for most of the night. This left me
alone for much of the night and Bernard did the gentlemanly thing and
kept me company whenever he was free. He was kind and friendly and one
has to show a slight amount of appreciation under those circumstances.
Then, back at the unit, Vicki started her new regime of using Bernard’s
toilet facilities and I was a bit horrified. For a start she used his toilet all the
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time. Then she always left Bernard’s door completely open, and I could see
that Bernard’s bedroom door was open as well. But, of course, there was a
reason for this. Remember, in Summer, we needed to keep all our windows
and doors open at night in order to obtain a maximum through-draft. And
this would cool our unit’s big thermal bulk down at night and so our units
would stay cool during the day. And so, as a newly converted greeny, I
could hardly complain about this.
But the worst thing was the way she dressed. She had bought this
new night outfit which consisted of just a frilly set of pants and a very brief
loose night dress. And she didn’t use a dressing gown at all. So she was
appearing in his unit in the middle of the night in a very sexy provocative
manner indeed. She was asking for trouble. So, at breakfast, I would need
to speak to her strongly about the situation.
But with Vicki, I had to admit, one doesn’t need to initiate awkward
conversations. She is so full of herself that she is happy to boast about
everything she does.
‘Don’t you think,’ Vicki said, ‘that I have been rather clever in
tying us together into a nice little happy family.’
‘You are going far too far - to the extent that you could now be in
danger yourself. You can’t enter Bernard’s unit dressed in that sexually
provocative manner. Bernard is bound to get sexually interested in you
yourself. And you can’t want that?’
‘You are forgetting what a sexually limited life you have led. And
you are projecting your ideas onto me. But, I am proud to say, I am not like
you at all. I have every intention of stirring Bernard’s sexual passions for
me just as far as they can possibly go. I am suitably blessed in this direction
and I enjoy using my powers. Bernard will be just one of many men in my
life who will develop a hopeless passion for me. It is good for them and
it is good for me. We are here to live and as I move through life, the more
passion I induce in the men of life the better.’
‘Suppose he should make a pass at you. What will you do then?
Don’t come running to me for aid if you get into trouble.’
‘I wouldn’t have a problem at all. Physically I am strong enough
to put anyone in their place if I have to. But Bernard won’t - he is a
gentleman and knows his position. I am a daughter to him and he is keen
for this situation to continue. He is doing what all men have to do in this
situation, which is to project his interests into a more productive direction.
It is all standard psychology as you would find out, if you bothered to
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read any good psychology book. But you are too lazy. And the person he
is projecting all his good healthy sexual passions onto is you. And, in due
time, you will indeed find it to be your duty to receive those passions. But
that can wait. I shall just patiently wait till you finally fall.’
Vicki is impossible. I had no intention of falling for Bernard
and fortunately Bernard was a perfect gentleman. So there should be no
problem. And I wasn’t even going to keep up this stupid conversation with
Vicki. She could wallow in these psychological ideas to her hearts content.
So I said. ‘I am a free agent. What you do with Bernard is your business
and I refuse to take any responsibility for you at all. Enjoy yourself if you
like but, if you get too enmeshed with Bernard, that is your worry. Do what
you like.’ I seem to be a heartless old mum. But Vicki’s ego is so strong
that she won’t come to any serious harm.
‘We shall see,’ was Vicki’s final little say.
The day now followed its normal pleasant easy-going course. And for me
the high-light was my hour with Aaron at the end of the day. We polished
our song, now called ‘the Voice of the Fire’, to be ready for a performance
at the campfire on Saturday night. So that was all in the bag. That evening
you might remember we were due to prepare for the campfire. A whole
new family had arrived this week. They were Tom, Bernie and their four
children and they were special friends of Nancy and Greg. And they came
here every Summer. And, when they were here, Tom took charge of the
campfire. So the following Saturday night was to be a special night and
they had written a special little skit on the basis of the final scene of the
“Lord of the Rings”. In this skit, the hosts of the good people, i.e. the
hobbits, goblins, men and elves, were facing Sauron and his host of Orcs
outside the gates of Mordor. So most of us were just part of the crowd, - the
guys being the Orcs, us females being the Elves and men, and the children
being the hobbits. It was going to be good fun. But alas it would take away
some of the speciality of my and Aaron’s song.
Then Saturday followed and Vicki continued her practise of monopolising
most of Aaron’s time. But I didn’t mind. I was sure that, in his quiet way,
Aaron appreciated me more than Vicki. And eventually this preference
would begin to show. Vicki’s pushy ways would not eventually win out.
For me, the campfire itself turned out to be a very pleasant surprise. We
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simply sang a lot. They had made quite a few copies of the old Sydney
University songbook and we simply sang all the standard favourites out of
the songbook. So the songs I have marked in my songbook for the night
were: ‘Abdul’, ‘All My Trials’, ‘All Through the Night’, ‘Ballad of 1891’,
‘Big Rock Candy Mountains’, ‘Botany Bay’, ‘Campdown Races’, ‘Click
Go the Shears’, ‘Cock Robin’, ‘Cockles and Mussels’, ‘Foggy Foggy
Dew’, ‘The Gospel Train’, ‘Harry Pollitt’, ‘Hullabaloo Balay’, ‘Joshua
fit de Battle’. So for most of the night without any fuss we simply sat
down and sang. And for me this was perfect because I dearly love to sing
particularly when it is all the old standards.
I didn’t know all the songs and, in particular, I didn’t know ‘Harry
Pollitt’. But it is a great song. I loved the image of Harry Pollitt, past
secretary of the English communist party, ‘Tucking his nightie round his
knees, and floating down to Hell’. I recalled the image again before going
to bed. We started of course with “Fires burning, fires burning, draw nearer,
draw nearer, in the gloaming, in the gloaming, come sing and be merry.”
which is a simple round and is perfect to get everyone singing. So it was a
very pleasant night.
Supper was served halfway through the night and we did the
“Lord of the Rings” skit just before that. It was a great skit but I won’t try
to describe it in detail. It was a modern version and Mordor was a very
capitalist state and this was corrupting the world by selling cheap power to
everyone made from coal. Frodo and Sam Samwise were out to blow the
power station up which they did. Sauron was referring to them as terrorists
and so there was a lot of choice for us the crowd to barrack one way or
another on green issues. All good fun.
Aaron and I finally got our chance to do our song after the supper
break. We naturally had to change the song a bit to fit in with what we
thought the song was all about. So the following is our adjusted version.
Aaron gave a nice little introduction along the lines that he gave to me on
Thursday. That went well. And then we did the song as below.
			
Singing
together
		
		

THE VOICE OF THE FIRE

Early one morning we walked through the cities,
Early one morning to walk through the fires		
Dodging the pythons that leaked from our pavements
With tinkle of glasses and tangle of wire.		
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Aaron now put on a helmet, a yellow plastic coat and ash on his
face.
Just me		
When, grimed to the eyebrows, I met an old fireman
		I acted the part of meeting him.
		Who looked at me wryly, and thus he did say:		
Aaron		
“All traffic is closed on the streets of our city,
		We won’t never master this joker today.		
		“Oh, hold the branch tightly and wield the axe brightly,
		
Aaron wielded an actual axe.
		
The bank is in powder, the banker’s in hell;
		But loot is still free in the streets of the city,
		
And when we drive home we drive home on the bell.”
		
Me again
		
Aaron		
		

Aaron took off his fire-gear and donned a cap instead
Then out of a doorway there sidled a Cockney		
A rocking-chair rocking on top of his head		
Saying. “Fifty-five years I been feathering me love-nest,
And look at it now – why, you’d sooner be dead.”

		
Aaron laid down, putting a woman’s wig on his head
Me		 At which there arose from a wound in the asphalt,
		
His big wig a-smoulder, Sir Christopher Wren,
Aaron		
Who said, “Let them make hay in the streets of our city,
		Aaron arose with great drama
		When your ground-rent expires I will build it again.”
		
Aaron took off his wig and picked up a bible
Me with drama Then twanging their bibles, with wrath in their nostrils,
		
From Bunhill fields came Bunyan and Blake;
Aaron		
“The cities the golden are fallen, are fallen,		
		
Your fire shall not quench nor your thirst shall not slake.”
		
Aaron		

Aaron put down the bible and put on a skull cap
“I came to this city to find me asylum,”		
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Me again
Aaron		
		

Says Tom, Dick and Harry, the Wandering Jew;
“They said to report at the first police station,		
But the station is pancaked, so what can I do?”

Both together
		
		
		
Aaron 		
		

Thus eavesdropping sadly, we strolled through our cities,
Perplexed by the dicta misfortunes inspire		
I finally dropped out and put on my red bonnet with the red
ribbons of fire.
Till one low last whisper inveigled my earhole:
The voice of the Angel, the voice of the fire.

Finally		
my big part
		
		
		
		

Singing, “Late, very late, have I come to Laredo,
A whimsical bride in my new scarlet dress		
Till at last I took pity on those who were waiting
To see my regalia and feel my caress.
I now walked out into the crowd touching people with my
hand of death.

		Oh ring the bell gaily and play the hose daily
		
Put splints on your legs, put a gag in your mouth,
		
Oh streets of the cities, you streets of the cities,
		
Lay down the red carpet – my dowry is death.”
It went well and we were loudly applauded. But I thought the song was
horribly serious and longed to do something lighter together. We were such
a great team – so why should we waste our talent on this serious rubbish.
But naturally I kept these thoughts strictly to myself. Aaron obviously took
himself fairly seriously and I had no wish to lose his friendship. He himself
was very pleased with the performance and thanked me profusely.
We naturally sat down together for the rest of the campfire. I managed to
avoid seeing or speaking to either Bernard or Vicki for the rest of the night.
But at breakfast in the morning I knew Vicki would be questioning my
association with Aaron. But I had prepared myself. I was determined to
stand my ground. I am not lazy when a very definite interest of mine could
be threatened.
‘I have carefully laid the ground-work,’ Vicki began, ‘for you to
have interest in Bernard. And he is a very suitable guy to be your partner.
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But last night you were plainly interfering with the guy I am mildly
interested in. So what do you mean by this?’
I looked at Vicki straight in the eye and took my time in replying.
She wasn’t going to cower me into submission. ‘Everyone in this world
is an independent person and everyone has the right to associate with
whoever they like. You have no right at all to say what I should or should
not do with Aaron. But you say you have an interest in him. OK – then tell
me - what does he want to do with his life?’ This was a bit risky because he
might have told Vicki about his goal in life. But it was probably too early
for him to have told her about this.
Vicki, fortunately, looked completely blank. So I had scored. ‘No
one knows what they want to do with their life.’ She said, ‘And I would
never believe them even if they told me. So I am not interested in knowing
such things.’ Vicki would never willingly show her ignorance to me.
‘So you see you have no genuine interest in anyone – you are
completely self-centred. And I am not going to help you and tell you about
Aaron’s ideas. But this is your problem. You think you know everything
and are completely phoney in wanting to live in a green manner. So you
don’t ask anyone anything and simply assume everyone will chase after
you simply because you are young and beautiful. But some people are
interested in the important questions of life. And with such people you will
make no genuine contact at all. And I am happy to say, Aaron could be one
such person. You, in a way, are a dead person to us here. We can’t help you
and you can’t help us.’
But Vicki was completely unfazed by this rather savage attack of
mine. She smiled at me, and then she closed her eyes, bowed her head and
rubbed her brow. She was giving the pretence that she was thinking very
seriously. ‘Oh dear, oh dear, oh dear.’ She then cried. ‘I have thought very
carefully about everything I have done. And now I see the wicked errors in
all my previous ideas. I have seen the light and I completely repent about
all my previous evil materialist ambitions. But I am reformed. I am now a
complete genuine greeny. So how do you like me now?’
‘I have grave doubts about such rapid conversions.’ I continued on
in the same sarcastic vein.
‘You, my dear mum, can be as cynical as you like. But you don’t
matter. But as regards the rest of the people here, I shall now be as green
as it is possible to be. And I shall be asking lots of questions to everyone. I
can see that I have been lax in this direction, - but I intend to make up for
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it. Thank you for your advice. And Aaron shall eventually be mine whether
he wants to be or not. It is a pity that he is such a little runt – but he is a
person that it will be a challenge for me to get. And so I now have a clear
goal for my life at this farm.’
Vicki could think what she liked – she was always a bit of a nut
case in her self-confidence. But I wanted to be sure of my time with Aaron
come what may. So I said. ‘I help Aaron when he waters the animals at the
end of the day - and there is no reason why I shouldn’t continue to do this
with him. Also on Monday, he will show me how the water system works
completely. He is in charge of this. Aaron and I enjoy each other’s company
and there is no reason at all why we shouldn’t continue to do so. You can
do what you like with him in your time, but I refuse to be budged from the
small time I spend with him. I have my own life to live independent from
you.’
‘I am not objecting to you working with Aaron some of the time. I
myself like working with Bernard. But, as regards everything else, we shall
have to wait and see how everything else turns out.’
So I felt I had kept Vicki reasonably well under control. That
day we did what everyone else did, which was to drive down to the local
swimming place on the Cox’s river. It was just about a10-minute drive
away and we all had lunch
there. Most of the local
families in the surrounding
district went as well - so it
was quite a social occasion.
I was careful not to associate
with Aaron too much during
the day. And Vicki stuck to
her word and circulated and
talked to a lot more people
than previously - so she
The red spot on the left is the swimming pool. And you
wasn’t with Aaron all the
can
see the community area on the right. And then you
time. So that was OK.
can see the roads between them.
That night our social
activities continued with some hymn singing. We could sing any song we
liked in fact. But it is just that most people know the standard old hymns
and it is nice to sing songs that you know.
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The following day was Monday, which was to be my big day with Aaron.
And I was determined to make the most of it. But first and foremost I really
wanted to know all about water as part of my genuine commitment to green
living. So you, my dear reader, have to learn about it all as well. Aaron also
took the subject very seriously as well.
‘The first thing that you have to realise,’ he said, ‘is that, if we wish
to live in a truly green fashion, we must put a lot more effort into our water
collection and saving than we do in the current western world. We might
think we put a lot of effort into our water supplies. But, if you compare
the amount of work we put into this subject in comparison, Babylonian,
Egyptian, Roman and Aztec empires, we do very little work indeed. For
example, in a Roman city in North Africa, the whole city was built with the
primary objective of collecting water and then saving that water so that it
would not evaporate away. We never think about water as carefully as they
did. Water is the fundamental ingredient of all forms of life and we need
to spend a large amount of time collecting and dispensing this essential
ingredient of life. We cannot leave it to chance.’
‘But what more can we do?’ I asked. ‘I would have thought we do
the best we can in Australia. We collect most of the water that is available,
don’t we?’
‘Come and see what we do here about collecting water.’ And he
took me over to the farm’s eastern side, beneath the mountains, which was
divided up into small areas of bush-land and tiled areas.
‘There are laws in Australia which limit the amount of water that
we are allowed to collect. But we here consider it is best to be in blissful
ignorance of what these laws are. But given that, it is best to demonstrate
to the world that we are living in a perfectly green manner. And to live in
a green manner, we must go to all possible lengths to avoid bushfires. This
is because a bushfire will send a huge amount of CO2 shooting up into the
atmosphere. And to do this your bushland should be separated by good
firebreaks like our tiled areas. Also there should be no dead wood build-up.
We naturally avoid this as well.
‘But the important thing is that these tiled areas also give us a
perfect opportunity to collect a lot of water, which is what we really need.’
‘But why don’t we just collect the water that comes to us naturally
from the bushland.’
‘Natural Australian bush is very clever. It uses at least 90% of the
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water that comes its way. So this means that less than 10% of water is
available for collection. But worse still the Australian bush absorbs almost
all the water that arises from standard weather events. The rain that our
bushland can’t absorb are those freak flood events that occur once or twice
a year. And such events are very random. It is OK if you can build a dam of
the size of Warragamba dam with a huge catchment area. But, for a small
community like us, it is absolutely essential that we specifically collect
water in an area designed to catch as much as possible. Let’s go and look at
our water collecting areas in more detail.’
And so we did. Fortunately, the land that is best suited for water
collection is the sloping land, which is not quite so useful for farming.
This collecting area had been covered with many tough plastic panels a
meter across (see picture). The panels had a light yellow colour. Each panel
had small holes at each corner. And these holes were used to bolt them all
together. Naturally
the higher panels
over lapped the lower
panels so that water
could run down to
Pasture
Reservoir
collection gutters at
the bottom of these
regions freely. Our
job was to check
that these gutters
beneath were free of
leaves, dirt and any
other obstacles. The
collection gutters then
fed into pipes beneath
them. And these pipes
eventually led down
to the reservoir in the
North. Naturally, the
This picture shows the major elements of our water system. On
reservoir was at the the right are some of the water collection panels. In the middle
lowest spot, so that
is the pipe and over flow channel, which go to the reservoir
the water would flow
above.
down to this spot.
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But their reservoir was significantly higher
than the gutters. But they had a small electric
pump to pump this water up into the dam.
But, when there was a heavy down-pour,
Bolts
this pump wouldn’t be able to cope with all
the water. And so, before the reservoir, there
was a grassy area surrounded by ridges,
which could serve as a temporary dam.
So water could settle here for a few hours
This diagram shows how the panel
until the pump could pump this water up
over lap and are held together by
into the reservoir. So this area could act as a
bolts
temporary dam.
But our water was collected
in other circumstances as well. So the
next thing we had to do was to inspect
our entire horizontal tiled areas like our
paths, our parking area and the roofs of
our buildings. Our water was collected
here as well. But a special tile had been
designed for this purpose. Each tile had
its own little collection pipe that led from
the middle of the panel to the outside (on
the bottom). Then the top of the panel
had been moulded to have a little ridge/
valley system that led to the central exit
pipe. This would be very effective in
collecting the water and yet a foot or
wheel would feel only the horizontal
ridges and so give an even ride or walk.
Below these horizontal panel/tiles was a
network of small collection pipes. They
This diagram shows what horizontal
had certainly done as much as possible
collection tiles look like.
to collect all spare water. I could now see
that, compared with them, we in Australia
don’t try to collect much water at all
The central collection pipe on these tiles could easily get clogged
up with leaves. So our next job was to use a small battery operated
vacuum-cleaner and suck out any rubbish that could be causing a problem
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from the central pipe. This was a slightly tedious task. But it was only done
once a week and it took less than an hour.
By now it was morning teatime. At this time, we were back in the
collecting area and I was rather hoping Aaron would find an excuse for us
to have it alone and together. And I was pleased to say he did. He had taken
a little pack containing mugs, a billy, together with matches milk, tea and
sugar. So he then played the part of being a genuine bushman. He lit a fire,
used some water from a handy tap that was used for bush fires, and then
produced a couple of old-fashioned mugs of tea. I was quite impressed.
But this also gave me precisely the occasion I wanted - namely the chance
for a slightly more intimate conversation with him. After all he had set the
perfect scene - so the least I could do was to make use of the opportunity.
‘As you doubtlessly realise,’ I said, ‘I am terribly impressed by all
you know and are trying to do. But tell me about yourself now and how
you got here. You don’t have an Australian accent?’
‘Let us make ourselves comfy,’ he replied, ‘this will take a while.’
So we did. The little fire was still between us so we weren’t within touching
distance. In my position I shouldn’t have been thinking about such things but I was a little.
‘My Mum is English and my Dad is a Canadian,’ Aaron continued
on, ‘and I was brought up in Toronto. So that explains my accent. I was
a normal boy. In my early years I was fairly studious and I did well at
Physics at University. But, when I worked for industry, I didn’t like it at
all. I felt that nothing I was doing was helping the world because it was
too sophisticated and complicated and nobody needed things we were
making in any case. And the more I looked at the world, the less I liked the
way the world was going. I longed for a simpler life where people could
relax more and have children more easily. The idea of simply trying to
bolster economic growth for no reason at all just seemed to be the height of
stupidity.
‘Then I came to Australia and I first had to get a serious job so I
could obtain citizenship. After this I worked for a few years as a casual
labourer mostly as a fruit picker. This gave me a better perspective on the
nature of real life. Then I found this place six-months ago, and decided
that there really was a way that the world, by very gradual degrees, could
possibly be changed. So that is a very brief history of my life. But tell me
about yourself.’
So I had to give a very slightly more elaborate version of the story
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that Vicki gave me on the train coming up. I couldn’t really differ from the
version that Vicki may already have told to Bernard. But I could honestly
describe in detail what a green life I led. And because of this, at the end
of that talk I felt he was looking at me as if he was quite keen on me. So I
could go very slightly further in our friendship.
I took his hand. ‘I like to think that I could now be your most
devoted follower. Now I know that you think of yourself as ‘The Voice of
the Fire’. And we have a gay little fire in front of us made by you that is
urging you to be heard. I would simply love to hear the real ‘Voice of the
Fire’ speak to encourage his most devoted follower onwards. So why don’t
you give me the full spiel now - I would love to hear it.’
During this he held my hand and acknowledged our friendship. But
unfortunately when he started to speak he needed his hands to demonstrate
with. ‘Yes I do love to speak about the many stupid iniquities of our current
world. But I am not your normal firebrand. A normal firebrand will speak
to an audience and tell them that they are not getting what they think they
ought to expect. But many groups of people expect to get far too much
of this world. You have to think very long and hard about a life-style that
is sustainable for all the people of this world. So you must not expect too
much of me. I can’t be all that fiery.’
‘Don’t worry – I won’t expect too much.’ I said. But I was a bit
disappointed. I was looking forward to a good long rave that I wouldn’t
have to think about. I might have guessed he wouldn’t be like that.
‘I naturally, like you and many people, am very worried about what
we are physically doing to our current world. But you know all that. So
I will talk about the other serious problems. The best recognised of these
is that our rich people are getting richer and our poor people are getting
poorer.’
‘That is what the papers say. But why do you think that this is
occurring?’
‘The primary reason is very simple. The rich people of a nation
own most of the facilities of the nation. And from these facilities they
receive income and so they become richer. The poor people, on the other
hand, have to pay for these facilities and so they become poorer. And this
process will accelerate as the rich become richer and the poor become
poorer. But of course usually things are not as simple as this. For example,
if a nation is determined, then this process can be changed. Thus, in the
UK during the period of the two world wars, a huge amount of wealth was
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taken away from the wealthy landed aristocracy and this wealth was used
to buy the facilities that the common people need. And it was no secret how
this was done. During the war years and afterwards as well, all rents were
fixed and so the rich didn’t receive their normal income. And besides this,
the rich had to pay huge death duties.
‘But since that time, the world has become slack about these
matters. Our astute rich people have bought up all the media and there they
give out their own convenient message. And this is that one can’t tax the
rich too much otherwise they won’t have the incentive to create work for
the masses of people who want to work.’
‘So what do you think should be done?’
‘In the current world the only thing we can do is to start taxing
the rich again with a simple tax on all wealth. I would say that that the
people that have more than the average wealth, which is in Australia about
$400,000, should pay an excess wealth tax of 2% per year on all wealth
above this average. This would not be popular because many homes in
Australia are valued at about a million dollars and so, if a million-dollar
home was just owned by a single person, they would pay an excess wealth
tax of $12,000 p.a. But this is just what we need in Australia. The value of
the rich properties in the cities would crash because people won’t like to
pay the excess wealth tax. Young people with families could now return
to live in the city because then each house would be supporting a sensible
number of people. Thus they wouldn’t pay the excess wealth tax. And this
excess wealth tax itself can be used to build good energy-efficient public
transport systems for the families that continue to live in our outer-suburbs.
Such a excess wealth tax would not stop people having an excess of wealth.
All it would do would be to reduce their income by 2%, which they could
cope with. But it would mean now that young working class families could
now easily cope with the extra cost of non-green energy sources.’
‘You have certainly seemed to have worked out everything in
detail.’
‘When I was employed as a physicist in industry I didn’t have
enough to do. I worked out this system to fill in the time.’
‘Do you think that Australians as a whole would accept such a
system?’
‘I think most people would if everything was explained carefully
and people could understand that the system of the wealthy getting
wealthier and the poor getting poorer must eventually lead to disaster. But
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the fact that the wealthy people own all the media, makes this a problem.’
‘So what should we do?’
‘We should form self-sufficient communities, like I am proposing,
and then in our communities we can make sure that these sort of stupidities
don’t happen.’
‘So in our communities will you be proposing an excess wealth
tax?’
‘No, certainly not. It is far better if the community makes sure that
this problem never occurs in the first place. It is essential that each person,
as they get older, own their correct-share of the assets of the community.
This means that they can look after their own welfare when they become
too old to work. But there is only a certain amount of equity associated
with the community and, for the communities I am thinking about, this is
about $200,000 per person. I think a person needs roughly this amount of
money to take care of their old age expenses. And this means we cannot
allow individuals to own more of the equity than they need. And this
implies that the older members of our community must be restricted as to
how much work they can do. Otherwise the younger members won’t get
the chance of earning their correct share of equity to become full members
and look after their old age.’
‘My poor old head is beginning to spin.’
‘I’m sorry. I always get carried away with these sort of matters. I’ve
been thinking about them for years. You also have years ahead of you to
think about these matters. How a community finances itself and pays all its
members fairly is enormously important! But, at the moment, all you have
to remember is that this is a problem we must eventually face.’
‘Yes, let’s forget for a moment our own future problems. But I am
quite happy to hear you rave on about the iniquities of our current world.
So tell me more. You haven’t told me all that much yet.’
‘Yes, there is lots to rave on about – particularly all our stupid
materialism which in practical terms doesn’t help us at all. But that can go
on forever. However, would you like to hear about what I think is the most
fundamental problem of all? It is quite worrying.’
And I agreed. But I shouldn’t have. In a way this problem throws in
doubt the whole basis of civilisation - which I am very happy with. And in
this story of mine I don’t want to be accused of spreading heretical ideas.
But I have to include the idea because Aaron was so keen on his “The
Voice of the Fire” song. But it would be better if you don’t read about this
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idea. Or if you do read it – then just promptly forget it afterwards.
‘We now all mostly agree with Darwin,’ Aaron said, ‘that the
evolution of this world proceeded because of the principle of the survival
of the fittest. Do you agree with that?’
‘Yes, of course, I do.’ I said.
‘What the current world conveniently forgets is how this principle
is implemented in practise. In the animal kingdom, there is eternal fighting
over which group or family can use what land. And this system used
to apply to human communities as well. But the Romans realised that
eternal fighting is most unpleasant. And this concept was supported by the
Christian and Islam religious faiths as well. The problem is then, how shall
we decide who shall use and own what land? However, the world has found
that this problem is much too hard to solve. So in practise we choose the
easiest option, which is that, the nation that has the land, shall have that
land in the future. Unless of course some nation manages to permanently
pinch some land from another nation. And then we do our best to forget
about the people who held the land beforehand.
‘So this is the problem. And I think this situation is at the root of
some of our current problems. In the developed world, the status quo of
national land ownership is very strong indeed. This is partly due to the
terrifying thought of international atomic warfare. But this means that some
nations can become very slack. Thus the rulers of some nations can become
enormously wealthy and powerful and treat their subjects appallingly badly.
And there is very little threat of interference from other states. Also nations
can pollute as much as they like and no one has the right to interfere. The
status quo of land ownership reigns supreme.
‘If good normal wild animals were to study modern human life,
they would be very critical indeed. Animals spend an enormous amount
of time and effort rearing and teaching their children. Instead we buy big
houses and cars, which don’t really help us at all. They are just status
symbols. Most human societies spend a huge amount of effort making
goods for our rich. Animal societies are much more egalitarian. And
animals keep themselves fit by fighting with their neighbours while we just
get fat. Eternal peace gives us a life of ease. But a life of ease does not keep
us fit or let us evolve in a healthy manner. I am not suggesting a return to
eternal warfare. But we do need to think about these things particularly,
when we remember we spend our life of ease creating objects we don’t
need, which use up the world’s resources and pollute our world. What do
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you think Sophie?’
I didn’t like the bend of this talk at all. But I didn’t want to offend
Aaron. Besides it doesn’t matter if just a few people have a few weird
ideas. The majority of the world is very happy with world peace. But I had
to be diplomatic. ‘You could be right. But it would be dangerous to tell
such things to other people. It would set them against us. And our little fire
is going out now and so it is telling us we have had enough of the fire talk
for the moment. Besides it is time for lunch, so let us return to the centre
for the moment.’
‘Yes, that is a sensible approach. I do normally keep quiet on this
subject.’
And so we returned for lunch. And, if you, my reader, did read that
little rave, please now forget it completely. This is not a heretical book.
Over lunch I thought things had progressed between Aaron and me
sufficiently well so that I could now go on to my next stage. And this was
for us to prepare another song to do together at our next campfire. So I
took up my copy of the Sydney University Song Book and studied it for
a suitable song. And I am proud to say I came up with the perfect song. I
took the songbook with me for our afternoon session.
After lunch we returned to look at our dam and there I could learn about
the problems of water storage. And you my reader will have to as well. As
we approached the dam I could see that all its embankments were covered
with tiles as well. This farm certainly used every possible opportunity
to collect water. The dam was more like a reservoir than a normal dam.
This was because the farm didn’t have a creek of its own. It was set at the
lowest part of our land where the water would naturally flow into it. But
the embankment had to almost completely encircle the dam in order hold
enough water. Then we climbed the embankment to see the water. But we
couldn’t actually see the water because it was covered by a floating cover
which would prevent evaporation. I was impressed and I expressed this to
Aaron.
‘We use a simple cheap system which stops most evaporation.’
Aaron said. ‘But, as the person that has to work it, I am acutely aware of its
limitations. The worst problem is that when the cover develops a problem it
is terribly hard to get at the problem area to fix it up. Also, as the reservoir
fills or empties, the cover must be adjusted. You can see now that there are
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two concentric circles of cover lying on the top part of our embankment
that are not being used. If they were used, then they would be stretched to
breaking point. As the reservoir empties, I need to loosen the ropes that join
the concentric circles of cover and then attach the smaller inner cover area
to new attachment points lower down on the bank. Then I have to reverse
this process as the reservoir refills again. It is a clever cheap system – but it
has its problems.’
‘Are there any other options?’ I asked.
‘The best system is to have a rigid cover system supported on
concrete poles in the dam itself. This would be a lot more expensive but it
would be worth it. Such a system would be much more permanent and we
would have much better access for mending things. Also it would mean
we could aerate our water and so our water would be much more alive and
support growth. We could even possibly grow and farm fish.’
‘Are there any plans to do this?’
‘Not here. But that is what I would be advising if I can ever
persuade an independent community to start. And I have worked out all the
cost figures and we could afford to have a rigid cover system. I spend a lot
of time thinking about these things.’
‘I’m glad you do these things. How big should a community’s
reservoir be?’
‘It is best to have a little over six months supply of water. This
means, if one’s reservoir is fairly full, one can always plant a crop and be
sure of a good harvest even if one gets no rain at all while it is growing.
We have slightly more water collection here than we normally need and so
our reservoir is usually fairly full. Should our reservoir be completely full,
we use any excess water to promote growth in our bush-land. So no water
is wasted. If we don’t have sufficient water, then we don’t plant a crop.
But we also keep a good store of grain and so we and our animals can live
mainly on this grain till a drought is over. If a community thinks carefully
ahead, then it should be able to deal with almost any contingency.’
‘You certainly have thought things out very carefully. Does the
cover need adjusting today?’
‘Our water level has gone down a little over the past few days. We
aren’t ready to let out the next concentric ring of cover yet. But the guys on
the current ring are under a little tension. We need to go around and loosen
all the guys on the current ring. Otherwise they could rip.’
And this is what we now did. This meant we had to go the
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full distance round the reservoir walking on the rather slippery inner
embankment. And every few metres we had to loosen a guy rope. Aaron
was right, - it was a tedious and awkward job. A rigid permanent cover
would be much better.
When this task was over we could finally do our normal last job of the day,
which was to check our animals had plenty of water. This, as usual, didn’t
take long. Then I could get down to the subject that was really interesting
me. And this was to persuade Aaron to practise my new song for our next
campfire.
‘I have found this fantastic new song from the Sydney University
Song Book.’ I told him. ‘And we could do it superbly well. It is called
“Vilikens and His Dinah” and you can play Vilikens and I can play Dinah.
Here, you have a read.’
And he did. ‘Yes, it would be fun. Let’s give it a go.’
And so we started practising the song then and there. And we soon
decided we would try to do it on the following Saturday. So my full day
with Aaron had gone superbly well. That night was TV night but I took
care not to become too involved. I had enough to think about. But that
night I revised all I had learnt about water, and how we will need to go to
much greater efforts to make sure we have enough. And I hope you, my
reader, have remembered the essentials as well. Thus it is essential for
a community to devote some of its land purely to collecting water. The
community’s reservoir must then be covered so that its precious water
doesn’t evaporate away. And, finally, a community ought to store at least
six months supply of water in order to be sure any crop it plants won’t be
wasted.
Aaron and I met the following day as usual for the last hour of the day
and we continued to practise ‘Vilikens and His Dinah’, - which we both
continued to enjoy. But at the end of this he took both my hands in his and
looked at me with a slightly worried look on his face.
‘Do you mind if we have a serious conversation?’ Aaron said. ‘I
would really appreciate it.’
‘Of course not. People ought to have serious conversations at times.
Please go ahead.’
‘I have been thinking about us a lot. We enjoy each other’s
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company, we work well together and besides this we both take green living
very seriously indeed. And yesterday you said you could be my most
devoted disciple and, as far as I can judge, this is certainly the case. Do you
still feel the same way?’
‘I certainly do.’ I replied. But I was a bit worried about the way the
conversation was going. ‘But I could be limited about how much I can help
you because of my commitments back in Sydney.’
‘The important thing you must remember is that forming a good,
genuine, workable, green community will take many years. Now I know
you have commitments back in Sydney but that doesn’t matter at all.
There is no reason why you shouldn’t return here many times over the
coming years. And I can come and visit you sometimes. So I would like
our friendship to be permanent and last till we die. And during this time we
should help each other whenever we can. Would you be happy to go along
with this?’
‘I hadn’t thought about us in those terms. But you are absolutely
right. Our friendship must last for ever.’ Then I gave his hands a good
squeeze and he took me in his arms and we had a very tight hug. Our
eternal friendship was sealed – at least as much as any friendship can be
sealed. And now I was being to feel I could be more closely associated with
Aaron than I was with George. After all I had never worked with George in
the way I was now working with Aaron.
‘So now hopefully,’ Aaron said, ‘we have a permanent friendship
that will last till we die. But we must be careful not to overdo things in
our early stages. Now it is great fun practising and performing our songs.
And I want this to continue. But, if we continue to do duets together every
Saturday night, then people will couple us together too much and this could
be dangerous for our long term friendship.’
In a way I actually wanted us to be coupled together every Saturday
night. It was great fun. But, even if I wanted this, I couldn’t tell Aaron so.
So I said. ‘Yes, you have made your point and you are absolutely correct.
We can’t perform too often on Saturday night otherwise people will get
wrong ideas. It would be nice to keep practising ‘Vilikens and His Dinah’
in secret, but not think of performing it this Saturday. Our permanent
friendship is too important to take any risks. Sad, but it has to be.’
So we gave each other another close hug and we returned home.
So I would have to stop running after Aaron too much. But he was right – a
stable permanent relationship would be best for both of us. We still had a
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lot of time ahead of us. Someday I would have to tell him about George.
But that could wait.
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4.

Bernard

You might remember that Tuesday evening is book club night. Reading is
one of my interests and so I got fairly involved and stayed quite late. When
I got home both Vicki and Bernard were asleep. I went to the toilet but,
quite close to where I was about to sit, was a monstrous, hairy spider. And I
am not real good with spiders.
‘Vicki.’ I cried. ‘I need your help.’ All our doors were open as a
means of increasing the through-draught because the day had been quite
hot. So she heard me immediately, and she came to me fairly quickly.
‘How amusing.’ She said. ‘But it doesn’t worry me. I use Bernard’s
toilet all the time. And am certainly not prepared to remove a spider as
horrible as this one. You will have to ask Bernard to help you.’
‘Could you call Bernard – you know him much better than I do.’
I didn’t want to call on Bernard because I knew he only slept in a very
light pair of loose shorts. Going to his room when he was in that state I felt
would be an invasion of his privacy. Fortunately, Vicki liked going into his
room and showing herself off. So she was happy to go and get him. When
he came he was wearing a short but a respectable looking dressing-gown.
Bernard saw the problem immediately and hardly needed any
instructions at all as to what to do. He tore off a few sheets of toilet paper,
folded them up so they were solid and then used this to quickly pounce on
the spider. And he then squashed the spider completely with his fingers and
then threw the mess of toilet paper and squashed spider down the toilet.
Finally, he flushed the toilet and my little panic was over. I suppose, if you
get used to doing that sort of thing, then there would be no worries. But I
was most impressed how simply and efficiently Bernard did this whole job.
‘What can I do for you in return for what you have done for me?’ I
asked. ‘I am terribly grateful.’
‘You know I am very keen on you.’ Bernard replied. ‘A simple little
thank-you kiss wouldn’t go astray.’
‘Before you have your little kiss, let me exit.’ Vicki interrupted.
‘You both are due for some time together now and I certainly don’t wish to
limit you two. I will go into Bernard’s unit and spend the night there. I’ll
even shut his door so you can have as much privacy as you could possibly
desire for the night. See you both in the morning.’ And she departed leaving
me to deal with Bernard. Vicki had neatly put me into a very awkward
situation. I didn’t like it at all.
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But, first of all, I certainly had to give a good kiss to Bernard.
We both gave a slightly embarrassed smile at each other and then our
lips touched. And then, when a person gives you, a very good, deep,
passionate kiss it is hard not to respond just a little – particularly when
you feel he deserves it. And so I did. And it went on for a long time. And
then suddenly he swept me off my feet and carted me off to my bed. Now I
have always been a good girl and I have always tried to do the right thing.
But, when things go beyond my control, I just give up. I did tell him that
this wasn’t fair. But he ignored this feeble effort of mine. I didn’t want to
fight Bernard. He is a really nice guy. Circumstances were against me and
it wasn’t my fault. Vicki had conspired against me. Besides it would be a
new experience for me. And Bernard was a very reasonable guy. So, – I let
things slide.
But after we had snuggled up well and we had had another rather
intimate kiss, Bernard quietly drew back.
‘I am sorry,’ Bernard said, ‘but I am really here under false
presences.’
‘What do you mean?’
‘This has all been a put-up job. Vicki suggested the idea but I’m
afraid I went along with it. So I found the spider and put it in your toilet.
But I never intended it to go too far. All I wanted was some time with you
when we could talk. And then I could express how keen I am on you. It
is so long since I have had any association with a woman at all. And you
would seem to be a perfect partner for me. I’ve been thinking about you
ever so much.’
So I felt I had to talk to him for a while and this went well. But then
we had another kiss and I started to actually feel quite sexy towards him.
He was such a nice kindly chap and terribly keen on me. Also I suppose I
was excited by the novelty of the whole situation. And then the fun I was
having with Aaron was possibly stimulating me as well. And George was
so far away. And, most important of all, it definitely wasn’t my fault. So
I started to let things slide, and Bernard, the noble fellow, rapidly took
full advantage. And then physically I had to admit it was damn good.
Afterwards I explained to Bernard that this incident had to be just a one-off
thing because I had commitments in Sydney. But we should remain just
good friends. And he agreed. So all was well. So this night was just a very
slight aberration from my normal well-organised moral life.
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Next morning you might expect that I would be waiting to give Vicki a
good ticking off. But I am not real-good at that sort of thing. Somehow
she usually seems to get the better of me. And this morning was to be no
exception.
‘So how did you enjoy the magnificent night I organised for you
last night?’ She gaily asked. ‘I am very proud of my little effort.’
‘Bernard explained to me that it was all a put up job.’
‘I thought he might. He is always a perfect gentleman. But I don’t
think Bernard being a perfect gentleman made any difference to the result I
wanted. You still spent the whole night with him in bed.’
‘The circumstances were against me. But this could all have more
serious consequences you know. George has a female associate at work and
she is seriously interested in him. He might choose to use this night as an
excuse to get serious about this woman in retribution.’
‘George has told me all about Vera and you don’t have anything to
worry about on that score at all. George, like all good healthy men, likes
to have his fun. But he is also acutely aware of what is in his own best
interest. And I am the number one woman in his life and you are number
two. He knows what is best for himself. You have nothing to fear on that
issue.’
‘Nothing is as easy as that. But I am looking for the day when you
get fully involved with a guy your self. You will find things aren’t quite as
easy as you think.’
‘Well you may rejoice. This is partly what this whole exercise has
been all about. For once you and I are in complete agreement. It is time I
got fully involved with a guy. But the problem is that there is no one good
enough for me. But I have to do something. And I don’t want to do it with
anyone in my Uni crowd because they all know each other. And then they
would have a private gloat about how the wonderful me, Vicki, has fallen
for someone.
‘So my decision is that I must make do with Aaron. He is not good
enough but then no one is. But no one at Uni knows what he actually looks
like and he does have some ‘with-it’ things to say. I know it is all utter
rubbish but my uni friends swallow that sort of this. I can build him up,
at least in my friend’s eyes, into a weird, green, way-out hero. So I shall
swallow my pride and go the full way with him. Besides it will be fun to
play at being part of the common herd.
‘But, if I go the full way, it must be the full thing. So, for our
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stay here, Aaron and I must be recognised as a full-on couple. So the
community here must not think that there is any connection between you,
my Mum, and Aaron. Do you get the picture? Think about it.’
So I thought about it and I had to agree she had a point – a bit of
an experience with Aaron would be good for Vicki. And besides, the better
they knew each other, the quicker they would fall out with each other. So
this could be good for me. But I said. ‘You can be recognised as Aaron’s
boyfriend and Bernard can be publicly recognised as my main friend. But
Bernard and I have agreed that last night will not occur again. So you must
accept that this is what will happen.’
But Vicki replied to me with one of her infuriating, patronising
smiles. ‘I expected you to think this way.’ She said. ‘However, come
Saturday night, I firmly predict you will find it your duty to enjoy another
sexy night with Bernard. For a start I have studied these things carefully.
The accepted advice is that two healthy humans of your and Bernard’s age
should enjoy a good sexual experience twice a week. So next Saturday,
when I shall be with Aaron, will fit with that perfectly. You will be with
Bernard quite a lot in public and, during this time, the love-light in
Bernard’s eyes will be seen by the people here resting firmly on you. This
will affect you. And finally you will think of me and what I might do. Now
I am a great friend of Bernard and I don’t want him to suffer for no good
reason. So I could spread the word that you have already spent a good
night with him and are now being unkind to him. On the other hand, if you
continue to sleep with him, my lips would be sealed. So think about these
things.’
‘I am not sleeping with Bernard again.’ I said as firmly as I could.
‘You just don’t know. But I am due to join Bernard at work now.
And I shall be telling him that, by Saturday, you should be ready for more.’
And she left.
Unfortunately, I knew Vicki could be right. But, on the plus side, I also
knew that Aaron was a genuine friend of mine. And, further on the plus
side, it had rained a little over night so I had a perfect excuse to see him
right now. I could tell Dorothy that I needed to learn what ought to be done
when the reservoir filled a little. So I rushed off to tell my problems to
Aaron.
I called in at the workshop first but he wasn’t there. So I made my
way to the reservoir and there he was – tightening the guy ropes we had so
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tediously loosened a few days ago. He was intent on the job so I walked
around the reservoir to where he was and offered my help to him. He came
up and looked at me.
‘Something is wrong.’ He said. ‘You look worried. Let us sit down
and talk about it.’ He took my hand and we walked over to a shady spot and
sat down. It is nice to have a friend who can recognise when you have a
problem.
So I told him all that happened last night and in the morning. I
stressed how I was being enmeshed with Bernard against my will. But, as
regards Vicki, I only said she wanted more time with him, Aaron. I couldn’t
say more than that.
‘You have one very special virtue, Sophie, that I appreciate
enormously.’ He said. ‘This is the ability to fit in with people and make
friends of them. In the current world, people are often too individualistic
and only think of their own personal success. But, in a green community,
people like you who fit in, are enormously important. It is people like you
that will make a community work. So you should be proud of your gift
and use it whenever you can. And, if you don’t mind, you should use it
with Bernard now. Bernard would be a fantastic guy to join us in a new
permanent green community. I have talked to him and he is definitely
interested. So use your influence with him while you can. To form a green
community, we all must spend a large amount of time with new people
getting to know them as well as we can. I am your friend forever and I like
to think that you are my first disciple. But we both will need to spend a
large amount of our time being friendly to many people. And you are good
at it.’ And he gave me a good tight hug. I grew a bit tearful - from relief and
joy as much as anything else.
‘I don’t wish to push you into anything you can’t cope with.’ He
continued on. ‘But Bernard is a really nice guy – a perfect guy to have a
little affair with. If you want to, you can just think that you are doing it just
for me.’ We smiled at each other and he brushed away my tears.
‘OK,’ I said, ‘but remember - I am just doing it for you.’ And then
finally we had a proper full-on kiss with each other.
But then, of course, I had to tell him the truth about my home life
and my possible problems with Vera. He listened very carefully.
‘I had always assumed that you would have a stable long-term
relationship with a guy in Sydney. You are much too nice a woman not to.
So this is no surprise to me. But the great news is that George has quite
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strong green interests and is coming up here soon with your son. Are you
going to ring him and tell him what has happened here?’
‘I hate talking about important matters on the phone. It feels so
artificial. He will be here in two-weeks time. I will do it then.’
‘You ought to do it right now. The current circumstances are such
that it would be very easy for you and George to become estranged. And, if
he finds out you didn’t bother to tell him immediately, it could make things
worse. The important thing is that you must retain George as a good friend.
And, if you ring him now, it will help enormously. I know it is difficult but
you ought to do it. After all, it wasn’t your fault. It was all Vicki’s fault.
You should put your case immediately.’
‘OK, I will do it sometime. But not immediately. What will you do
with Vicki?’
‘I will do with Vicki what you will be doing with Bernard. This
is to fit in with her wishes as best I can. I don’t think she has any genuine
green interests at the moment. But she is young. At the age of 18, no one
has the least idea of what they want to do with their life. So I must sow my
ideas of green-living to her while I have the chance. But I will also keep
everything in balance. So I hope I will continue to see you every day when
we check the animals’ water. Except under abnormal circumstances, this
hour will continue to be our time together.’
‘Can we continue to practise ‘Vilikens and His Dinah’. We can’t
perform it now – but it will be fun to continue to practise it.’
‘Yes, we will. We can do it this very afternoon in fact.’
We then had another big hug. He offered to walk back with me but,
of course, I knew I had to limit the amount of time I might be seen with
Aaron. And so I slowly walked back by myself. Aaron was a wonderful
friend and I should have been contented with that. But I wasn’t. I now was
starting to be in love with Aaron in a way that I haven’t been – at least for
18 years. George was OK, but he was always full of himself and he never
thought of me very much. Aaron was genuinely kind and he thought about
my problems. So I wanted to have a genuine full affair with him. And
that is what I would now be trying to do. But how this would fit in with
everyone else I didn’t know - and wasn’t going to worry about it at this
moment. But it was Aaron that I would be working on. And I was damned
if I was going to ring George and tell him everything. George could damnwell accommodate himself to me for a change.
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That afternoon then Aaron and I continued our practise of ‘Vilikens and His
Dinah’. And this was terrific. In the evening we had our bush-dance as on
our first night. I used to play the guitar a lot when I was young and I had
found there was an old guitar in the recycle room. So I used this and played
along with Nancy for some of the dances. She was appreciative but she
wanted more.
‘Your guitar playing is good but I drown you out with this much
louder instrument.’ She said. ‘Why don’t you learn to play the melodeon
yourself. It is not such a difficult instrument to learn. You can borrow this
instrument whenever you want to and I will teach you. I would love for
someone else to be able to take over from me some of the time.’
‘Just give me time to think about it.’ I replied. ‘I am still very new
here. But it is a good idea.’ Nancy was being very kind. But I didn’t want to
have too many things on my plate for the moment.
The following afternoon, after having our usual practise at ‘Vilikens and
His Dinah’, Aaron had to leave slightly early.
‘There is one activity,’ Aaron explained, ‘that goes on here that you,
as yet, don’t know about. You have met Jack – haven’t you?’
‘Yes, I think so. He is that guy who looks as if he could be in his
fifties and is quite fit. He also looks as if he could be permanent here.’
‘Yes, that is right. He is a professional climbing guide and he runs
climbing instruction courses in the Blue Mountains over the weekend. It
is convenient for him to live here quite cheaply and close at hand. But he
also enjoys teaching the younger people here the basics of climbing. And
he does this on Thursday evenings. He has developed a little crag about
a kilometre away in the Blue Mountain hills behind us. And so he will be
taking anyone that is keen there this evening. He calls what they do there
‘bouldering’, because the climbs are all very short and you can jump off in
safety, if you have a mat to fall on and someone to spot you. Someday you
ought to try it yourself. I have been there many times. And this afternoon,
Vicki has organised me to go with her together with the rest of the young
crowd. So I have to leave slightly early. As you know, I have to circulate as
much as possible on all occasions.’
And so he left me. But this also got me thinking. The first thing
this reminded me was that I was a bit older than some people here and I
couldn’t join in everything. And the second thing it reminded me of was
that I didn’t like being left by myself too often. So perhaps I ought to spend
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the next half-hour putting through a call to George and make sure of my
safety on that score. It was essential that I kept him as a good close friend.
Fortunately, there was no one near the phone at the centre and
George would still be at work at that time. I didn’t want the awkwardness
of ringing in the evening at home and finding he wasn’t in - and then
wondering whether he was with Vera or not. He answered immediately
and I told him all about me and Bernard – stressing, of course, that it was
all entirely Vicki’s fault. He was terrific. He was very supportive and
assured me it would make no difference to our relationship at all. He was
as keen on being married to me as ever. In fact, I had never known him as
enthusiastic. I wondered why. So I asked about Vera and he relayed this to
me.
‘I was sitting with Vera having coffee after we had finished a
significant piece of work which we had done together. Then the following
conversation arose.’ --“
‘I trust you will notice,’ Vera said, ‘that, since we had our last disagreement
about our relationship together, how good I have been. I have not bugged
you at all and we have worked well together.’
‘Yes, you have been good.’ I, George, replied.
‘Perhaps you are wondering if I have lost interest in you?’
‘I was gratefully assuming that you have. And I am glad to say
that there is hardly time for us now to have an affair before I leave for my
holidays.’
‘I have been lulling you into a false sense of security. I am taking
my holidays when you are and I know a person who will be at the Farm
Community then. I can stay at their place. So we will still be seeing each
other for all the holidays. We will be going there fully independently. But,
when we are there, you won’t be able to deny that you know me very well.
And I think the nature of our situations will mean that you will be seeing
a lot more of me than of Sophie. You will then see that I can take my time
and you are my goal. You eventually will be mine whether you want me or
not. While you continue to see me so much, it is going to be very hard for
you to stop thinking about me and my powerful intentions towards you.
‘But I have said enough now. I won’t bug you here too much now. I
will just play a waiting game.’ She then quickly took my hand for a second,
gave it a kiss and left. --68

“
‘So naturally I am worried.’ George continued on to me. ‘Vera seems
terribly determined. But I will be seeing you in about two-weeks time and
then we can give reassurance of our love for each other every day. We
should be OK. We are bound by marriage, two children and 19 years of
intimate life together. Neither Vera nor Bernard should be able to split us
up.’
And, of course, I agreed with him completely. But then I hadn’t
mentioned Aaron to him and his various ideas. Similarly, George could be
much keener on Vera than he was letting on to me – but at the same time he
was terrified of falling into her clutches. He knew life would be a lot safer
with me. So, as always, I would simply have to take life as it came. The
future seemed too difficult for me to think about for the moment. But I was
certainly glad I had rung him.
The next few days followed, as you might expect, with Vicki seeing a lot of
Aaron and me seeing a lot of Bernard. And Bernard and I liked each other
and fitted in with each other well. At the campfire on Saturday night, I sat
with Bernard. When we walked back and were out of sight, he took my
hand and I can’t say I tried to resist him. We went to my flat first and when
inside he gave me a good kiss and I responded. After that he firmly took
my hand and duly led me off to bed. I was his woman for the night and I
accepted it. But I could still vaguely feel that I had not actually agreed to
this union. And then we again both enjoyed our night together very much.
My other interests didn’t really seem to worry me too much at all. Besides,
I was just doing my duty. Vicki conveniently spent the night in his unit.
On the following Monday, Vicki spent the whole day with Aaron learning
about water (as I had done the previous week). This meant I could spend
the day with Bernard learning about energy and construction without
being bugged by the presence of Vicki. And I was determined to learn and
remember everything I was told. And you, my poor reader, will have to do
the same.
‘The fundamental thing,’ Bernard said, ‘that you must always
remember, is that it is much easier to get hot-water energy from sunshine
than it is to get electricity. In simple monetary terms, we get hot-water
energy at a third of the cost of electrical energy. So this means that, if we
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wish to live in a green manner, we must use hot water energy whenever
we can and only use electrical energy when it is absolutely essential. And,
if you look at your unit, you will realize that we do this very well because
there are very few appliances in your unit that need a significant amount of
electricity.
‘Now you might think that many
private homes also have solar hot-water panels
and so we are not doing any better than they
are. This is not the case at all. Such homes
always use electrical power as a backup when
the sun is not shining. But we never do this.
So the first thing I want to show you is our
huge hot-water storage tank that makes this all
possible.’
So he took me along to see our hotwater storage tank at the top end of our terrace
units. And I was duly impressed by its size. He
explained that it contained four-days supply of
hot-water and, if necessary, it could be heated
by methane or our waste wood in a smaller
burner as well.
‘The reason that this system works for
us so well,’ Bernard continued on, ‘is because
our terrace accommodation is so compact and
we cater for a reasonable number of people.
Let’s go down and follow our hot-water pipes
This picture shows the hot water
beneath our terraces.’ So we followed the hot
container
at the bottom. Then there
water pipes from the tank to down beneath
is
a
channel
beneath the terracethe terraces through a low services channel.
houses which lead into the red
There we had to crouch a little. And he was
service boxes.
correct. The hot-water pipe was very well
insulated and the delivery system was very efficient. So that was why we
didn’t need to use electricity at all for heating or cooling in our community.
Good insulation and the compactness of our community had solved all our
problems.
We then went onto the roof and inspected the various panels. There
were actually two types of hot-water collection devices. We first stopped at
some funny looking black tubes.
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‘Greg has recently installed these new-fangled evacuated tubes.’
Bernard went on further. ‘It is a very efficient means of collecting hotwater. But we don’t really need them here. Greg sells them at his business
in Lithgow to all the nouveau-riche people, who are moving into our area.
And then it helps if he can say that he uses them himself. But we don’t
really need them. Look at these panels here that I made myself. They are
nothing like as efficient at the evacuated tubes – but they do the job. In a
green self-sufficient community, it is more important to be able to do the
job yourself than to do it incredibly efficiently.’ I naturally agreed with
Bernard. But the nifty evacuated tubes looked a hell of a lot better than
Bernard’s efforts. So, back in Lindfield, we could use some of George’s
excess wealth and install a fancy, evacuated-tubes, hot-water system.
We then looked at the PV panels that produced our electricity. All
one can do here is to wonder at the marvels of modern science that allows
these panels to convert sunlight into electricity. But they are not cheap of
course.
Bernard finally took me over to our compost building and showed
me how we collected methane from this. It is essential that this be done
because an excess of methane in the atmosphere can also cause climate
change. And this methane was used for all our cooking needs at the centre.
This completed my introduction to green energy. The message
was simple – don’t waste anything. I then spent the rest of the day helping
the various people build a new terrace house at the far end of our line of
terraces. The work was well organised so people didn’t need to carry heavy
loads. So I was useful.
Finally, at the end of the day, I did the right thing and remembered
all that I had learnt. In brief, - we should always use hot-water whenever
we can and only use electricity when it is absolutely essential. And a
community like ours can become completely self-sufficient in energy
because we live in a compact manner and we have enough people in our
community to do all the jobs ourselves.
‘I bet you are itching to know how I am progressing with Aaron.’
Vicki greeted me on the following morning at breakfast.
‘I am mildly interested, so I am prepared to listen.’ I lied. I was
dead keen to find out but I didn’t want to tell her that. ‘I suppose you just
want to boast about your new conquest.’
‘It is not like that at all. I have been having a very difficult time.
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You don’t appreciate my problems. Aaron is a very trying person.’
‘Aaron is not difficult at all – it is just that he is very different from
you.’
‘Just
listen to my
story. Everything
started in earnest
on Saturday
when we went
on a long walk
together. We went
up into the Blue
Mountains behind
us, following the
track that leads
up first to our
little bouldering
crag that we went
to on Thursday.
From there we
sidled-right a
little and then
we went down
into a beautiful
small gully. And
there was a little
dam that had
This map shows the track that Aaron and Vicki took up into the
been constructed mountains. First they came to: the bouldering cliffs (the red blob);
then the swimming pool (the blue blob); and then the track to the
to make a
mountain top.
perfect small
swimming hole.
This was strictly illegal, of course, because this is crown land. But no
one would know. Presumably Jack had organised it so that people, going
climbing, could cool off pleasantly afterwards on a hot day. Anyway it
was a wonderful place for us to have lunch. After lunch we scrambled up
to the top of that main peak we can see from our farm. Then, after this, we
returned to cool off with a little swim in our dam.
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‘Up to this point, although we had talked and told a lot about each
other, Aaron hadn’t, as yet, made any move to invade my personal space.
He had been the perfect gentleman. But during the swimming, I had plenty
of opportunities to show him I wouldn’t mind a bit of intimacy. But he was
holding back. I was worried. However, after drying off, he lit a little fire
and we had a cup of tea and biscuits together. Then he spoke at length. --‘It is time I explained my situation to you, Vicki, in detail.’ Aaron
said. ‘You are a very beautiful, and enthusiastic girl indeed. Most people
would love to be with you as much as possible. And I have enjoyed the
time I have spent with you so far enormously. But I think you could now
want to go further. And I can’t.
‘You know already that I have committed my life completely to
forming a green self-sufficient community. But you probably don’t realise
what I think is the prime purpose of such a community. And this purpose
is, very simply, to have and bring up children. Now you probably think
that the purpose of life is to be happy - and I have a lot of sympathy with
that view. And, when I first talk to people about my community, the major
benefit I tell them is that it will give them a much happier life-style. But, if
you look at ancient human communities or animal communities, then the
major thing you will see is that they spend most of their time looking after
or bringing up their young. And I think we have to do the same as them. We
humans can’t be happy unless we have a purpose and are going somewhere
- and our children are our future. So children are absolutely essential to our
happiness.
‘Now you very likely won’t agree with this. But this is how I
feel very strongly indeed. And, for myself, I will not consider having a
close relationship with a woman unless there is a good chance that the
relationship will lead us to having children. But you are in the midst of a
Uni course and most of your friends are Uni students. You can’t possibly
consider having children now. So, at the moment, you and I cannot have
an intimate relationship. The best we can do is to remain good friends till
you know your own mind and your Uni course is finished. You could still
visit here and learn more about green living in the intervening years. But,
till then, we both must live normal independent lives and continue having
many friends in our different spheres of life.
‘So what I would like us to do is to seal our friendship now with
a little kiss. And also it would be nice to continue to act as a couple at our
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campfire tonight. But on Sunday, we have to go our separate ways and both
of us be friends with everyone here. You could possibly take the insane step
of considering having children now – but you will have enough sense not
to do this.’
‘So, Mum,’ Vicki continued on to me, ‘you can see Aaron really was giving
me a problem.’
‘You don’t have a problem. All you can do is to give up any thought
of Aaron till your Uni course is finished. That is fine.’
‘But I haven’t finished telling you my story yet. Let me finish.
That is what I naturally and very sadly felt myself initially. But then, at the
campfire, I watched you and Bernard calmly and comfortably going off to
bed with each other. And I knew this association could continue on into the
indefinite future, because Aaron had told me you will be coming back here
occasionally. And I would have to explain to Dad that I was the cause of all
this - for absolutely nothing. I would shrivel with shame. I couldn’t bear the
thought of facing Dad. Besides I have found out one extra fact about Aaron.
His academic results were far better than mine or even Dad’s. True, neither
Dad nor I think much of academic results. But I could take this as an extra
excuse to take Aaron seriously.
‘So that night I decided I had to continue with Aaron regardless. I
would tell him I was prepared to have a child immediately and give up Uni.
After all, being prepared to do something, doesn’t mean you are actually
going to do it at all. But I would pretend to take everything he said very
seriously and go along with all that he said. And that is what I have done.
It hasn’t been easy. I had to remember everything he said so that he knew
I had been listening to him. And, because I had to remember it, I started to
think about it. And then I started to agree with a lot he said. Green living is
a much more sensible way of living.
‘When he talked about children, I genuinely got into the mood and
momentarily felt that it would be wonderful to have a child. But, when I am
by myself alone again, of course, I come to my senses completely. It has
been difficult – but also it has been glorious fun. And now we are becoming
very intimate and that is terrific. I love the way he kisses and does it all
so very slowly and carefully. And his hands are now starting to wander
all over my body in a most enthusiastic fashion. It is much more fun to be
with him than with any of my Uni friends. And I love the way he takes it
all so seriously and how he thinks I am the sweet, young, docile girl I am
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playing at being. I am actually starting to quite like him – even though he is
obviously a complete nut-case.’
‘But what will happen when he finds out the truth about you?’
‘That will be easy. When I am safely back at Uni and far away from
him, I will tell him I have fallen in love with one of my Uni friends and
everything has changed. A girl of my age is always allowed to fall in love
with a guy of the same age. So he would have to accept it. And everyone
knows that love changes everything.’
‘Do you still intend to go the whole way with him?’
‘Of course I do. That is the purpose of this whole exercise. Next
Saturday will be the perfect day. We have a walk planned similar to last
week, and, near our dam after our swim would be the perfect place for a
very intimate afternoon. I’m getting quite excited about it all.’
‘What are you going to do about contraception?’
‘Aaron knows that I am a virgin and not on the pill. And I have
told him that I am prepared to take on the risk of pregnancy with him
on an occasional basis. This is the basis of my proof to him of my being
completely genuine about having children. But that is where you come in
Mum - and also the reason for all this long conversation and me telling you
about everything. I have checked your stock of pills and I was glad to find
that you came here with a complete supply for the whole holidays. You will
now have to share this supply with me till we get some more.’
‘They are my pills and they are for me alone.’
‘You won’t have any say in the matter. You have to share them with
me because, if I was to fall pregnant because you didn’t let me have a few
of your ample supply of pills, Dad would never forgive you. But, besides
this, I am physically stronger than you, so I can take them when I want to.
So you can forget about playing the high-and-mighty with me, Mum.’
‘OK. I will be noble and generous. But aren’t you worried about me
spilling the beans to Aaron? After all, I see him every day and I am a close
friend of his.’
Vicki came around to where I was sitting and took both my
hands. ‘Now look at me directly in the eyes.’ She commanded. ‘You have
always been a good Mum to me and you are proud of the fact. And I am
proud of you being a relatively good Mum as well. And Dad is too. Also
Aaron would give you no thanks for ratting on me. He is big enough and
old enough to look after himself. So don’t toss yourself into the fire by
upsetting the applecart. You couldn’t handle the furore that you would
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cause.’

‘You are right – I couldn’t do that sort of thing.’ Unfortunately,
Vicki has learnt George’s technique of power play. I always cave in.
‘One of the hardest things I have to put up with Aaron,’ Vicki
continued on, ‘is his everlasting praise of you. Particularly about you
having me so young - and he has assumed it was out of wedlock. And I
have to pretend I would be prepared to do the same thing for him. It is
most humiliating. But I go along with it. I suppose I am becoming a better
person through all these trials.’
So Aaron really was keen on me. But Vicki was going to be in
charge for these holidays. I would have to wait. Then we divided the pills
between us and Vicki took her very first pill. My daughter was a-growing
up and interfering with my desires. But in our unit she continued to flirt
with Bernard just as much as ever. The modern generation is hot stuff.
Afterwards, I thought about having children in general, - and in
particular with respect to myself. I had been prepared to have more children
with George – but he wasn’t keen. So I didn’t bother. But I still could have
more children. So I could offer to have a child with Aaron. But that would
be far too dangerous. I could be left carrying the can all by myself. But I
could try to have more children with George. Then I could take them up
here and present them to Aaron as candidates for a new green community.
So I could receive Aaron’s blessing without any risk to myself. It was
something worth thinking about. A green community would be a wonderful
place to bring up children.
When I saw Aaron in the afternoon, I certainly wasn’t going to tell him
about Vicki. But I would have loved to have heard what he thought of Vicki
himself. But I couldn’t ask. We continued to practise ‘Vilikens and His
Dinah’ as normal with our usual pleasure. But after this, he had a new topic
to discuss.
‘Nancy has told me,’ Aaron said, ‘that you are thinking of playing
the melodeon.’
‘Just vaguely.’ I replied. ‘I am certainly not committing myself to
playing it.’
‘You need to realise that Nancy does more than anyone else here
to make this community work. Most people can learn and eventually do
physical jobs. But to take on the social responsibility like Nancy does
is very hard indeed. There are very few people that could do it as well
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as Nancy. But a community really does need a vibrant social life. And
someone must be in charge. It would be wonderful if you could try to be
Nancy’s under-study. You could do it in time. Could you just make a few
overtures in that direction? It would make an enormous difference.’ And
he took both my hands in his with a very pleading look in his eyes. And I
pressed his hands in return and gave in.
‘I could never do the job like Nancy does. But I will start trying to
learn how to do it.’
‘Thanks awfully. Being in charge doesn’t mean you need to do
everything yourself. Mostly it means you need to encourage other people
to do things. And you are very good at that. The person I would particularly
like you to encourage at the moment is Jack. His climbing trips are very
useful to this community. I have spoken to him about joining us and he is
interested. Could you talk to him and give him some encouragement? To
an older guy like him, a bit of interest from a personable woman like you
would make a lot of difference.’
Aaron was beginning to use me. But he was right. It was the sort of
job I could do well. I had to help. And so I agreed.
So at the bush dance on the following day I danced with Jack and asked
about climbing. His eyes brightened up with joy when I showed some
interest. He was proud of his climbing activities.
‘I am more useful to this community than many people realise.’
Jack said. ‘A lot of people who go climbing are also interested in green
living. And I tell them about this community here and several climbers
have come along. I am happy to play my part in the great scheme of things
to see that our world develops in a saner fashion.’
And I told him I would go climbing when a young friend of mine
joined us in about a week’s time. I, of course, was referring to Michael.
I also chatted to Nancy and told her that sometime I would
definitely try to learn how to play the melodeon. So I would play my part in
the great scheme of things as well.
I was late coming home and I had forgotten it was Wednesday
night. But Vicki hadn’t. She was sleeping in Bernard’s unit and Bernard
was waiting for me in my bed. But one has to enjoy life however it is
served up to you. And I did.
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5.

Vicki

Naturally I was waiting on the outcome of Vicki’s Saturday trip with Aaron
with keen anticipation. They left together early on Saturday and they
weren’t expecting to come back until our campfire had started. So they had
taken food and equipment to cook a meal beside the swimming hole.
But, just before the campfire was due to start, Vicki returned alone
looking flustered, very red and exceedingly angry. She looked at absolutely
no one but went straight to Bernard. She said a few words to him and then
they both disappeared in the direction of our unit. So something had gone
very badly wrong. I did my best to hide my elation and tried to appear as a
deeply concerned mother ought to look.
Aaron must have sneaked in quietly behind us because the first I
knew of his presence was a little tap on my shoulder. He looked terribly
distressed and deeply ashamed of himself. We both moved away from the
campfire and sat down together so that we could talk quietly in private with
each other.
‘So what happened?’ I asked.
‘As you might have guessed, we had an almighty row.’ Aaron
replied
‘What about?’
‘Absolutely everything by the time we had finally finished our row.
But first of all, you need to understand is that I only agreed to go out with
Vicki, if she was serious about being green and that she would think about
us having a child together.’
‘Don’t worry about that. Vicki has already told me about your
agreement in detail.’
‘That’s good. It means you will understand my position. Well I
never had really believed her about what she said. And I kept questioning
her about the details of what she would do about it in the future. And, in
the afternoon, when she obviously wanted to go the full way, I pressed her
very hard indeed on how and where we would live if we had a baby. But
I went too far. I told her I suspected she was actually on the pill. Then she
blew up completely. ‘Did you really think that I was such a bloody nutcase
as to think of having a baby with you?’ she said, as she flew at me in anger,
beating me with her fists. And, in fury, she then told me the complete
truth about your life in Lindfield. And she was proud of her position in the
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world and all that she stood for. And I then told her what I thought about
it. And this was that she was like all the other wealthy people in this world
who, through their slavery to materialism, are thoughtlessly destroying
our world. And you know how I can go on. Then she retaliated and so
our argument went on forever and ever. Finally, she stormed away - and I
followed at a distance to make sure she didn’t come to any harm.
‘But, on the way back, I started to realise I had been much too hard
on her. In her own way, she thought she was doing me a favour in having
an affair with me. And a lot of people would have agreed with her. Besides,
in a funny sort of way, I think we were both becoming quite attached to
each other. I should have shut up and accepted her just as she was. I was
expecting much too much of her.’
‘Rubbish, rubbish, rubbish.’ I replied. ‘You did exactly the right
thing. Vicki, because she is young and pretty, gets away with murder particularly with her Dad. It is wonderful that someone has finally put her
in her place. I am eternally grateful to you. But what is she thinking of
doing now?’
‘She said she would pack up tonight and go back home to Lindfield
tomorrow. And that would be awful.’
‘Yes, it would be awful. But I doubt if she will. She went back
to our unit with Bernard. They are really very good friends and he will
talk some sense into her. And, when Vicki starts to think about it, she
would hate to go back to Sydney. She has already boasted to all her Uni
friends in Sydney about how she is going to fit in here and learn all about
green living. She would hate to have to back-track on that. Vicki has a
magnificent sense of pride. She won’t do that.’
‘That is a relief. So now I will have a chance to make friends with
her again.’
‘There is no hurry to do that. Why don’t we take the opportunity
now of doing ‘Vilikens and His Dinah’ at the campfire now? We know it
perfectly so why not use the chance while we have it.’
‘I don’t think Vicki would like that at all.’
‘Stop thinking about Vicki and start thinking of me – me, your
number one disciple. Remember all the things I am doing for you. I am
being friendly to lots of people and persuading them to join our new
community – in particular Bernard and Jack. And, besides this, I am
learning the melodeon and how to do Nancy’s terribly difficult job. And
remember, we are friends forever. And I really am prepared to do anything
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for you in support of green living. Just ask me and I will do it. And all I
want from you is to sing a little song with me. It is not all that much.’ And
I gave him a little hug and kiss to show how keen I was. {The thing about
me being prepared to do anything for him was about me being prepared to
possibly have more children. But I couldn’t tell him that yet.}
‘OK.’ He said. ‘I don’t think I have any choice now you put it that
way. It would be fun and I need some cheering up. And I think Vicki will
be safe and happy with Bernard. He will look after her. So we will try to do
it tonight. You have been very good to me and so I have to do something
for you.’
‘Yes, you do.’ I replied
I could have danced a jig in jubilation. But it was safer to maintain
a saner and sober appearance. So Aaron and I were gradually getting closer
together. And Vicki won’t be able to get in our way anymore.
This was to be my song and so Aaron insisted that I make all the
arrangements. Besides he said that this would be practise for me as a future
social organiser. I arranged that we would do the song after our supper
break as before. But this time it was my job to introduce the song. And I
hate doing that sort of thing and I get terribly nervous about it. But it had
to be done. Nancy first introduced me to everyone. And then I was on my
own.
‘Aaron and I have already sung you a song.’ I said, as confidently
as I could. ‘But that was Aaron’s choice and it was rather serious. This
song is now my choice and will be much more fun. It is a melodramatic
moral song from the Victoria era. You all have to join with us in some very
exuberant singing of the chorus. But, besides that, you must join in with
lots of hisses and boos for the wicked Vilikens, my Dad, - played by Aaron,
but lots of cheers for Dinah his beautiful young daughter - who is me. You
will all do that, won’t you?’
And everyone got in the mood with many shouts of assent of a
ribald nature. We then practised the chorus several times. This went
		Singing, - Toolali, Ooorali, Hoorali-hay
Where I sang ‘Singing’ and everyone sang the rest in a whining Cockney
accent. They did very well. I then started the song.
Me		 T’is of a rich merchant – I’m going to tell,
		
Who had for a daughter – an unkimmon nice gal,
And I then spun around showing myself off in everyway. I had loosened
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the top of my dress and, as I spun round, I pushed my breasts up to reveal
them a little and also lifted my dress to show my legs. Everyone cheered
wildly in a horrible ribald manner. I had never done anything like this in
my life before. But it was fun to make a fool of myself just once in my life.
One only gets one life, - and I might never get the chance to do this again.
Besides I loved the applause – it was intoxicating.
Me		 My name it is Dinah – just sixteen years old,
		
With a very large fortin – in silver and gold.
And the chorus which everyone joined in uproariously.
Me		 Now, as I was a-walking – in the garding one day,
		
Me father comes up to me – and thus to me he did say:
Aaron had gone back to his unit and now he was dressed in the
outlandish garb he had used for ‘The Voice of the Fire’. And he hammed-up
the part up really well. The crowd booed and hissed magnificently.
Aaron		
“Go dress yourself, Dinah – in gorge-ous array,
And I’ll bring you a husiband - both galliant and gay.”
				And chorus.
Me		 “Oh father, dear father,’ – my daughter she said,
Me		 “I don’t feel inclined – to be marri-i-ed;
		
And all my large fortin – I’ll gladly give o’er,
		
If you let me live single – a year or to more.”
			
And chorus.

Aaron

Aaron		
“Go, Go! boldest daughter,” – my parient he cried,
Me
Aaron		
“If you don’t feel inclined – to be this young man’s bride,
		I’ll give your large fortin – to your nearest of kin,
		
And you shan’t reap the benefit – not one single pin!”
				And chorus.
Aaron		
Now as I was a-walking – the garding all round
I had now laid down on the ground pretending to be dead and
Aaron searched around to find me. And then he acted out the rest of this
verse.		
I spied my dear Dinah – laying dead on the ground,
		
And a cup of cold pison – all down by her side,
		With a billet-dow which said – as ‘twas by pison she died.
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				And chorus.
Me again
Then he kissed my cold corpus – a thousand times o’er
		
And called me his dear Dinah, - though I was no more,
The reason I took over the singing here again was to make sure that
Aaron could do a really good job of ‘kissing me a thousand times o’er’.
And also I insisted that he sit me up so that everyone could hear my singing
and everyone could also see me being kissed by him with great passion.
Me		 Then he swallowed up the pison, - and sang a short stave,
		
And Vilikens and his Dinah – were laid in one grave.
Then Aaron and I had a little cuddle on the ground while everyone
sang the chorus with much weeping and groaning.
Aaron then arose and took on the moralist pose he had used for
Bunyan and Blake in ‘the Voice of the Fire’.
Aaron		
Now you young men, - don’t you fall in love nor
		
Do that by no means – disliked by your gov’nor;
And then it was my turn to do the same.
Me
And, all you young maidens, - mind who you claps your eyes on
		
Think of Vilikens and his Dinah – not figetting the pison.
				And chorus.
The applause was tremendous – much better than for ‘the Voice of
the Fire’. And there were calls for encore and ‘do it again’. But I had had as
much limelight as I wanted. I had shown myself publicly being very close
with Aaron. And now I wanted to get very close to him in private.
But first Aaron had to leave me because he wanted to go back to his
unit and get back to normal clothes. And then we sat together for the rest of
the campfire. Afterwards I tried to persuade him to go for a little walk with
me out in the bush.
‘I am sorry but we can’t do that.’ Aaron replied. ‘Vicki will be
expecting you back in your unit soon after our campfire ends. And, if you
are not there then, she will get some very wicked ideas about what we
might be doing together. You wouldn’t want that would you?’
That was exactly what I did want actually. But I couldn’t tell him
that. And so I agreed with him and hid my disappointment. We then walked
back together to my unit. But, in the privacy of the alcove in front of my
unit, we had a good kiss and Aaron told me he really loved me. But we
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must be very careful not to offend Vicki. And then I told him that I loved
him as well and we had a much longer kiss. But then he left and I entered
my unit.
My unit was dark and I didn’t turn the lights on. I relied on our faint nightlight. Our unit was empty and quiet and the door to Bernard’s unit was
closed. But there was plenty of noise coming from there. They were both
obviously enjoying themselves immensely and Vicki, in particular, was
being very vocal about the pleasure she was receiving from Bernard. My
ears burnt red with embarrassment. But I had to give it to Vicki – she knew
how to recover from a rebuff and go on and enjoy her life. And why not
– we only live once. My only regret was that I couldn’t enjoy myself now
with Aaron, like she was enjoying herself with Bernard. But hopefully my
time would come. But I would never be vocal about it, like Vicki was now
with Bernard – I would never be like that.
I quietly checked Vicki’s room and I found she had done some
packing up, as if she might leave. But that must have been before she had
gone to bed with Bernard. And I was sure she wouldn’t be leaving now.
Bernard and Vicki had always been very fond of each other and so this was
a very genuine bit of fun between them. And she was on the pill so there
could be no serious consequences. And their age difference wouldn’t matter
for the moment. I retired to bed. But I had to get up and shut my door and
forget about a through-draught. I couldn’t sleep while I could hear their
carrying-on.
In the morning, Vicki was still in Bernard’s unit. I thought it best to pretend
that nothing had happened. I was about to start breakfast at the normal time
not expecting Vicki to appear. But, at precisely the right time, Vicki did
appear from Bernard’s room – very well dressed and, obviously, radiant.
And as always – infinitely pleased with herself.
‘You might have noticed,’ she said, ‘that I was a little flustered last
night and I needed to borrow your partner. He was fantastic. Can I give you
a good thank-you hug and kiss for borrowing him?’ And she did. She gave
me a real bear hug that really squeezed us very much together. And then
she gave me a full kiss on the lips. We hadn’t done this since she was tiny.
This sex thing was clearly going to her head.
‘I made an important decision last night,’ she continued on. ‘and I
will tell you about this after breakfast. But first I have to tell you all about
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my wonderful night with Bernard.’ And so she did - in infinite detail. It was
painful in the extreme. All about how they had first kissed and how much
they really loved each other. And then how they undressed each other item
by item in perfect detail. And then about all their foreplay and how their
various acts with their various different bits of anatomy had aroused them
to perfect passion. And then the act itself and its many stages. And all this
repeated several times for the several sessions they had during the night.
How I wished for the good old days when sex was regarded as a taboo
subject and never discussed. Nevertheless, I was noble and listened to it all.
I played the good mother. Finally, breakfast was over and she could tell me
what her big decision was. I was sure it wouldn’t be anything important at
all.
‘We also talked a lot about green living.’ Vicki said. ‘Bernard
wanted me to be the leader of a movement to form a new green community.
And, after due consideration, I finally agreed. So that is my big decision.’
I was inclined to laugh at this suggestion. But I had to be more
tactful. ‘It is all very well to decide to be a leader. But you have to find
people to follow you. Bernard might follow you, - but I can’t think of
anyone else that would.’
‘Yes they will. Initially the group would just consist of me, you,
George, Michael, Bernard and Aaron. But others will soon join us.’
‘So what makes you think that I, for one, would join?’
‘You will have to. You see I have decided that I will have a baby.
And, as you ought to know if you have been listening carefully to Aaron,
by far the best place to have a baby is in a green community. So you and all
my close friends will have to join me in our green community in order to
support me and my baby.’
‘It will be exceedingly noble of you to have a baby and expect all
your friends to join you in a green community. But aren’t you just a little
worried that they might not join you and then you would be left having the
baby all by yourself?’
‘Don’t worry. I won’t be alone. You are going to have a baby along
with me. So we will be having babies together.’
‘And what makes you think I would be prepared to have a baby
with you?’
‘I know you are too weak to make an important decision like this
by yourself. But, when we have finished this little discussion, we will both
go to our rooms and get our pills. And together we will throw away our
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pills in our community rubbish bin. And then Bernard hopefully will get
you pregnant in the normal course of events. You have had life too easy.
You ought to have had more children in any case.’
This little speech of Vicki’s stopped me in my tracks. Up to this
point I had assumed that this was all a bit of a joke. But dispensing with our
pills meant that Vicki really could be in earnest. ‘I still don’t believe that
you are serious about having a baby.’ I questioned.
‘I am not like you Mum at all. I don’t mind taking risks. I am quite
confident that I can deal with any circumstance that might come up. I am
for real – as you should know if you bothered to listen to Bernard and
myself last night.’
I blushed to think about their carry-on. That was certainly for
real. So she really was serious and I was forced to think about the matter
very carefully. And I could be prepared to have another child myself - if it
would help our new green movement. But there were other implications I
didn’t like at all. So I said. ‘If you have a baby, then I could be persuaded
to join you. But when and who I have another child with is strictly up to
me. Bernard is a good friend, but I don’t intend him to be the father of my
child.’
Vicki smiled. ‘You should choose the father of your child. But I
think it will end up being Bernard. But let us have a good kiss and a hug on
the basis of our agreement.’
I allowed us to have a kiss. But this didn’t mean I was definitely
going to have a baby as well. It was just that I would consider the
possibility. So we kissed strongly again. I didn’t have much say in the
matter because Vicki is much stronger than I am. For a few moments at
least, Vicki and I were as one. I started to think of her quite fondly. But
then I started to think about all the other impossible problems of this idea.
‘What will you do about your Uni course now?’ I then asked. ‘You
won’t want to throw that away, will you?’
‘I have everything worked out on that score.’ Vicki replied. ‘I
will continue with the course but without any expectation of finishing it.
Amongst all his raving, Aaron has persuaded me that it is the economists
that are largely responsible for the mess the world is currently in. So I
don’t want to be an economist any longer. But I have a large number of Uni
friends that are interested in green living. So, when convenient, I will return
to Uni to tell all my friends all about our new green living community and
persuade them to join us. And I am sure some of them will. But I will have
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to attend a few lectures just for form’s sake.’
‘I have to hand it to you that you have everything worked out. But
what will George think about all this?’
‘Dad, like everyone else in this world, will be worried about this
new venture. But leave it to me. You and I, Mum, are the centre of Dad’s
existence. He can’t afford to throw us away because then he would have
very little left in his life. So eventually he will have to fall in line. And also
I have to persuade him to sell most of his assets so that our community will
have enough money to buy some land and get ourselves started. But I can
do it. He doesn’t really need this money and he does believe in our green
principles. I will just have to work on him.’
‘You certainly have everything all worked out.’
‘There is one very sensitive little subject that you have been careful
not to talk about yet. But I am not afraid to bring it up. It is Aaron. As you
no doubt realize, I got exceedingly angry with Aaron on Saturday. He was
trying to push me to do things I didn’t want to do. It was wonderful to
return to a really good friend like Bernard who understands me perfectly.
And he always does what I want him to do. Besides he is a lot bigger and
more handsome than Aaron is. Aaron is a bit of a runt. Bernard and I had a
terrific night together. But, if we are to have children, then the community
here must think that Aaron is the father of my child and Bernard is the
father of your child. You think about it. There is no other way we can
maintain a sense of decency.’
And I thought about it. I had to agree with her that there was no
other way. ‘But are you going to tell Aaron about Bernard?’ I asked.
‘I certainly am. I will take enormous pleasure in telling him about
how much pleasure I am giving Bernard rather than him. He will go green
with envy. But Aaron must also support the general assumption of the
community that my child is his. So I must at least let him think my child
could be his. Thus, when we have chucked our pills away, I will get you
to go and fetch Aaron here. You and Bernard can then join the rest of our
community party and go swimming at the Cox’s river. And Aaron and I will
spend an hour or so here being sufficiently intimate so that he could think
that I could be having his child. And then we will join the party at the Cox
and we will play at being lovey-dovey for everyone to see. So everyone
will have no doubts that my child is Aaron’s.’
Now I began to understand what this whole affair was really about.
Vicki wanted to take a very extreme form of revenge on Aaron for turning
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her down. She wanted to put him firmly in his place beneath her, because
she would now be the leader of the new movement. And Aaron might well
accept it. But I couldn’t mention this. Instead I asked. ‘Will you continue to
spend the nights with Bernard?’
‘You bet I will. I am not going to miss out on my fun. But I will
only do this when you don’t need him. He is strictly your partner.’
I could have argued that last point. But I was tired with this whole
conversation for the moment. It was all too much for me to take. I wanted
to go and see Aaron and see what he thought about it. I would also have
liked to ring George and see what he thought as well. But I didn’t want to
ring him when I wasn’t sure how he was coping with Vera. He would be
here in just three-days time. I would have to wait till then.
We then went and got our pills and we both carefully checked that
neither of us were holding any back. We both knew how many each of us
had - so we couldn’t cheat. We then went outside together and chucked
them in the community rubbish bin. And there was no way we could get
them out. So that was it – we were on our own. Then Vicki went on to ring
George from the centre. I watched her go with a new sense of respect. She
certainly had guts and didn’t mind making some big decisions. And she had
thought of everything. Maybe she really could pull this whole thing off.
Perhaps this stupid arrogant daughter of mine could really lead us into a
better new green world.
I hadn’t been in Aaron’s unit before so I was keen to see what it was
like. I knocked on his door but he was shaving. He told me to come in
and he would be out in a couple of minutes. Nobody normally bothers to
lock their units in this community. So I wandered round and checked out
his unit while I waited. The unit was the same as everyone else’s. But I
could check out his bookcase. It was all serious stuff - lots of books on
physics, agriculture, energy, dam construction etc. And his light reading
was Moore’s Utopia, Plato’s Republic and lots of history books associated
with many civilisations. He really was a serious guy. Finally, he came
out and I told him everything that had happened – including about me
having a baby and Vicki’s carrying-on with Bernard. But he was delighted
with everything. He gave me a big kiss and hug and we made ourselves
comfortable on his sofa.
‘I know this must be very stressful for you but for me it is
absolutely wonderful.’ He said. ‘I never dreamt that Vicki could act like
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that.’

‘Aren’t you annoyed about her carrying-on with Bernard and yet
you will be assumed to be the father of her child?’
‘No it doesn’t worry me at all. Bernard is a great guy and she
should have her fun with him. But the great thing is that our green
community could be on its way years before I thought it would be possible.
So are you really happy to have a child yourself?’
‘Yes - but the problem is who should be the father? I like Bernard
but I am not in love with him. It could be George - but best of all I would
like the father to be you.’
‘It would be much too dangerous for me to be the father. Vicki
would jack-up immediately - and she is our essential member. Later when
things settle down we could have our own child. But we must be patient
and wait.’ And he gave me another kiss. ‘You could still have a child with
George but at the moment you don’t know his situation with Vera. For the
moment it is best to wait and maintain your close friendship with Bernard.
He is the person who suggested this whole idea to Vicki in the first place.’
‘So will you go back to Vicki and accept her as the leader of the
group? It will be very humiliating to you.’
‘I certainly will. I will do absolutely everything to start a new green
community. A bit of humiliation is nothing to me.’
‘I thought you might. You are the absolute fanatic. But, before you
go, Vicki said I should know all about the advantages of having children in
a green community. I don’t remember you telling me that.’
‘I couldn’t tell you that before because it would imply that you
should have more children. But I guessed that very likely this situation
would be too difficult with you. But I could tell Vicki the advantages
because she was pretending she wanted children quite soon.’
‘So what are the advantages of having children in a green
community?’ I asked of Aaron.
‘There are quite a few. The prime advantage is that you can
continue working in the community as much as you like and there would
be no disruption to your living style. Also our community would have a
crèche run by you and your friends. Most of a mother’s activities could
continue uninterrupted. And a small tight community is a very safe place
for children. They could run around with their friends without any worries.
There would be no cars to worry about. There would be plenty of older
women to give you help and advice if needed. And, of course, there would
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be none of the isolation many women feel when they are left alone in the
suburbs bringing up their children. So there are many advantages. But you
won’t remember all this. But now I can tell you about these advantages
many times. And I am prepared to look after your child whenever you want
me to.’
‘Yes, it will be better. But Vicki will be waiting for her homage
from you. We ought to go.’ And he agreed.
Back in the unit Vicki was waiting for us. She had spoken to
George and she told me he was worried but supportive. She was sure he
would fall into line in time. Then Bernard and I joined the party going to
the Cox, leaving Vicki and Aaron to join us an hour or so later.
That evening I was about to retire to bed as normal just by myself. But
Vicki had very different ideas on this subject. She came into my room.
‘Have you discussed with Bernard yet,’ Vicki asked, ‘your
intentions to have a child as well when I do.’
‘No,’ I emphatically replied, ‘I want to postpone that discussion for
as long as I can.’
‘Well you can’t. I have told Bernard all about it and he is very keen
to talk to you about its implications.’
‘You always interfere into all my affairs.’
‘Yes, but just for your own good - left to yourself you would do
nothing. I have also told Bernard that George and Michael are coming on
Wednesday and they are good old friends of ours. And they own our block
of units and hence they are rich. I suggested you might also fancy George
and so he could be a candidate as the father of another child for you. So
you can keep your options open if you like on that score. So I have looked
after your interests haven’t I?’
‘I would still prefer it if you would just leave me alone. You are a
pest.’
‘Well - what I am going to do tonight is to sleep in Bernard’s unit.
And I will send Bernard here to you for the night. Bernard is a perfect
gentleman and he won’t be forcing you to do anything if you don’t want
him to. He is not like that at all, as you know very well. You have nothing
to worry about. But you are good friends and you have been intimate with
each other three times before already. And you both enjoyed your nights
together. So you have to work out your new situation. And that, I have
ordained, will be your task for the night.’ And with that she left. In a few
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moments Bernard appeared and sat down on my bed. He was wearing his
dressing gown - so he was respectable.
I certainly didn’t want to talk to Bernard either about George or
having a baby. But I didn’t need to - instead I could go on the attack. ‘I
heard everything that you and Vicki did with each other last night.’ I said.
‘You can’t really expect to sleep with my daughter when I am your partner
and still retain my friendship. There are limits you know.’
‘I agree. I was thinking of pleading my case by saying I was forced
into it. But it wouldn’t be entirely true. I am terribly fond of Vicki and last
night was the most wonderful night I have ever spent in my entire life. In
fact, I can’t even image a more wonderful night than that for anyone. But
that doesn’t mean I still don’t love you as well just as much as I ever did.
You are right to be mad at me. But Vicki says I have to come to you for
the night and try to make friends with you again. And her word is law. You
could send me out into Vicki’s room to sleep. But then Vicki would say
I hadn’t tried hard enough. The best thing to do would be to let me sleep
here. I promise I will turn away from you and I won’t interfere with you at
all.’
And I agreed – it was the easiest thing to do. So we both turned
away from each other and tried to sleep. But then I started to think of
Bernard. And I didn’t really care about Vicki sleeping with Bernard at
all. In fact, it would have been terrible if he hadn’t. And Bernard was
such an easy-going and kind sort of person. In many ways he was a much
nicer sort of guy than George. True I was still in love with George and I
certainly wasn’t in love with Bernard. But George is very domineering and
always wants to get his own way. He will get away with murder if he can.
I certainly wanted to retain Bernard as a very good friend. So I turned over
and touched Bernard on his shoulder. He rolled back to face me.
‘We really have been good friends in the past.’ I said. ‘I want this
friendship to continue on into the future. Lets makeup with a nice friendly
hug.’
And then nature took its normal course. Our hug turned into a kiss
and then to more. I always have been a friendly soul. My fertile period
wasn’t for another week so I would be fairly safe till then. In our quiet and
submissive ways, we fitted very well with each other.
In the morning while still in bed, I asked Bernard a question that had been
bugging me for a while. ‘Where will Vicki be sleeping in your unit at the
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moment?’
‘Previously she has slept in the sofa/bed in my living room. But
after last night, I am fairly sure she will be sleeping in my bed.’
‘So you and Vicki will continue to be very close.’
‘As I told you before, I will do whatever she wants me to. She
still needs me because she continues to be very mad with Aaron. She was
beginning to forgive him a little when they went swimming. But then she
heard how you and Aaron had gone to the extreme and sung a risqué song
together at the full campfire. She couldn’t forgive him for that. She felt he
should have been thinking about her at that time and not carrying on with
you.’
‘You are forgetting that you haven’t heard Aaron’s side of the story.
And she seemed to enjoy her night with you instead.’
‘Vicki and I are very good close friends. But I think she was, and
still is, really in love with Aaron. Aaron did the wrong thing by her. And so
now she thinks it is her duty to make him suffer for his sins. And she will –
she feels she is doing the correct thing. This is what all women should do in
these circumstances she says.’
I wasn’t going to tell Bernard that it was me that forced Aaron to
sing that song. And I was quite happy with Vicki being mad at Aaron. It
would mean Aaron would have more time for me. And he would appreciate
my friendship even more.
At breakfast Vicki congratulated me on cementing my friendship with
Bernard. Strangely I was quite pleased with this and thanked her. I felt I
had done a good job. But, when I looked back at this, I could see I was now
beginning to accept Vicki as my leader and mentor. Hopefully this wouldn’t
last.
‘There is something more I need to explain to you.’ Vicki said. ‘You
know how I enjoy my fun with Bernard. And I have every intention that
this activity will continue on into the future. But it would very dangerous
for Dad to learn about this. After all we are expecting him to mostly fund
our new community. So, I won’t tell Dad a direct lie, but I will imply that
Aaron pushed me too far on Saturday afternoon and so he is the cause of
my pregnancy. But my relationship with Bernard must never be known
publicly. So what I will do now is to sometimes close our unit’s internal
side door that leads to my room and Bernard’s unit. You never go in here so
this won’t bother you. Ostensibly this will be so that Aaron can visit me via
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Bernard’s unit without
your knowledge. And
occasionally he will.
But it will also mean
that I can have my fun
with Bernard without
you knowing about it.
So in that way you,
Mum, will have no
evidence to blurt out
the truth about me and
Bernard - should you
ever be tempted in that
direction.’
So Vicki was
This picture should remind you how the units are connected
becoming a rather
together.
clever organiser – she
thought of everything.
And it was certainly best that her activities with Bernard were not publicly
known. So the less I knew about them the better. And I am no saint as
you my reader may have noticed. I could be tempted to tell either Aaron
or George about Vicki’s wicked ways, when Vicki has been particularly
aggravating to me.
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6.

George

Now George was due to arrive on Wednesday. When I met him I was
looking forward to showing off how much I had learnt about green living.
And so I hadn’t been just here on holiday enjoying myself. But, strangely,
the subject I knew least about was agriculture. True I had learnt a lot of
detail about how to grow certain vegetables. But this was no different
from my normal life. I wanted to be able to say something to George that
would show that green agriculture was different from normal agriculture.
Of course we recycle everything and use very few chemicals. But everyone
knows that. And so I didn’t know what to say - but Aaron, the fountain
of all such knowledge, would. Fortunately, I still had Aaron all to myself
for the last hour of each working day – a privilege Vicki hadn’t tried to
interfere with. So on Tuesday, when I was with Aaron, I explained this
problem to him.
‘You are the same as everyone else.’ Aaron said. ‘Strangely
agriculture involves remembering a lot of production quantities - and
everyone hates having to remember such numbers. Do you know how
much you produce per area for any of your vegetables?’
‘No, I’m afraid I don’t’
‘It is not your fault. The people who run our world at all levels like
the world the way it is. They like their power over people and they don’t
want people to have the chance to move away from under their control. So
first of all, they deal in numbers that are meaningless to normal people. So
they talk in terms of ‘tonnes per hectare’ for produce. Do you know how
big a hectare is?’
‘No, again, I’m afraid I don’t.’
‘A hectare is actually 10,000 square meters. But it is hard to
visualise this area. We should deal in terms of units that everybody knows.
And these are, as every school boy knows, kilos and square meters. And
then everyone can correctly visualise what actual agricultural production
figures mean to them and hence how much land they need. And so, in green
living, we always deal in terms of kilos/per square meter and then we have
no problems.’
‘So I ought to – but, at this moment, I still know nothing.’
‘We can’t talk in too much detail at the moment. But, at this stage,
have you any idea what sort of area is needed to support one person in fruit
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and vegetables?’
‘One of my gardening friends says that she can support herself just
by using their front garden. Is that correct?’
‘Yes, that is a very good answer. And a front garden has an area
of roughly 100 m2. So people need about a 100 m2 of land for fruit and
vegetables. I will now tell you the other more difficult figures that you have
to know. The essential food ingredient for both humans and farm animals
is grain. And, if you nourish and water your soil correctly, then 300 m2 of
land will supply one person and their related animals with sufficient grain.
And, finally, if you have 100 m2 of Lucerne-pasture land then this, together
with our grain and our left over human scraps, will provide enough food
for our animals. So, adding these three figures together, 500 m2 of land is
roughly what one human needs for their food. But to demonstrate that this
is true is very complicated. When we return to the centre, I will give you
all the various tables and calculations that show how this is worked out for
a sensible general diet for one person. But this is the first basic figure you
ought to remember.’
‘I shall remember that. A person needs 500 m2 of land to provide
their food.’
‘To produce this food we need 1.5 meters depth of water correctly
spread over the land per year. Our rainfall here is only slightly above 750
mm per year, which is half of what we need. So we need an equal area of
water collection land to supply us with enough water. So, adding this to our
total, we now need 1,000 m2 of land for our food. Finally, we need 200 m2
of land of normal living space for our houses and play areas etc. But half
this land can be used for water collection as well. So now our total needs
are 1,100 m2 per person. And, besides this, we naturally want some bush
land for wild life, play and expansion if necessary. So we usually say that
a person, in total, needs 2,000 m2of land to live on, if they live in a green
manner.’
‘OK, I’ve got that. In green living, a person needs 2,000 m2 of
land.’
‘Now we must compare this figure with the amount of land that
other people use. The term used for this is called a ‘foot-print’ and this
is measured in hectares. Now, as 2,000 m2= 0.2 ha, this means that we
have a foot-print of 0.2 ha. The average foot-print for Australians is 6.5
ha and the average person in the world has a foot-print of 2.3 ha. So the
basic difference between green living and normal living is that we use far
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less land. And this is mainly due to our much more sensible agricultural
practises.’
‘So this is the essential fact I must remember – we use much, much,
much less land. And this means there will be much more land for normal
wildlife.’
‘Yes that is true. But it is also much better for us. Our frugal use
of land means we can afford to buy expensive land close to villages and
towns. And this means we can create and use good efficient public transport
systems. And so, using these, we can continue to work and socialise in
many large urban centres. So we, in self-sufficient communities, never
need to feel isolated. I could work in Lithgow and you can return to Sydney
whenever you want to.’
‘That is good.’
‘Finally, when George comes, you must remember how these
figures translate into the amount of land we need to buy for our new
community. Ideally we would like a community of about one hundred
people and so we would like 20 hectares of land. But initially we won’t
need this amount of land. It might be better to start, as we are here, with
about 6 hectares which can support 30 people. Then we would have to
buy more land as we grew larger, - but we could afford it then with more
people. A community must always be constantly changing to some degree.
That is the very nature of life.’
So those were the basics facts, which I needed to know, to show
I really knew what green living was all about before George came. But I
could forget these figures. So I, like you, would have to check I knew these
essential figures before I went to bed.
Aaron and I then returned to our centre and Aaron gave me all the
many tables, figures and calculations that supported these final figures.
‘But why should I look at all these?’ I asked of Aaron. ‘They were
terribly complicated and I can assume they are correct because this is what
we do in our Back-to-Reality farm.’
‘You can’t really assume anything.’ Aaron replied. ‘Our farm here
is a holiday farm and we do all these things. But we don’t take things too
seriously and we don’t try to be completely self-sufficient in food. But,
when we form our community, we will have to take it seriously and people
must be paid for the work they do. And then we want to be sure we can
produce all the food we need at a reasonable price. And, at the same time,
our people will have sufficient time left over to play an active part in our
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outside world. And to be sure of this, we need to work out the amount of
work involved in every activity we are engaged in. And no one has done
this yet except me. So you should check all the figures I have told you.’
‘OK, I will check the figures sometime. But not too soon.’ But I
had no intention of doing this at all. It would involve far too much work.
I, like everyone else in this world, trusts their leader and then promptly
blames their leader when things go wrong. Checking all the details of how
a system will work beforehand is much too like hard work.
George was due to arrive at three o’clock on Wednesday and so Vicki
and I were patiently waiting for him at our centre at the correct time. He
arrived on time but he was in Vera’s car. This looked horribly ominous.
But Vera took her own luggage and then promptly left us to look after her
own independent business. That meant that our family was now united
again with no intruders. But George was clearly worried about the look of
things as regards his arrival with Vera. So he let Vicki and Michael take the
luggage to their unit and we went for a walk just by ourselves.
‘My arrival with Vera was just a question of convenience.’ He
explained. ‘I was going to take my own car with Michael. But Vera was
going at the same time and she explained how bad it would look to a green
community to see the three of us arriving in two cars, when we both knew
that we were going to the same place. And my car was unnecessarily big
and a petrol guzzler. So it made sense for us all to come together.’
I thought this excuse was fairly weak myself actually. But I
couldn’t say this to him. ‘Yes, I understand. You had to do the correct thing.
But what is the situation between you and Vera now?’
‘Physically nothing has happened between us at all. But I don’t
know how we feel about each other. Tell me about you and Bernard first.’
‘In a way our relationship is very simple. Through Vicki’s
interference, we sleep with each other twice a week and we are very good
friends. But that is strictly as far as it goes.’
‘My situation with Vera is not as simple. I know her intentions to
me and I can’t stop myself thinking about her a lot of the time. I am very
stressed by the situation. I feel that, if I could physically normalise my
relationship with her, then I could put her out of my mind. I am glad to be
married to you and, when these holidays are over, hopefully we can get
back together and continue our married life again. But, while we are here,
it is easier for me to be with Vera. And Vicki expects to have a child here
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very soon and she wants you to have a child at the same time. And so she
thinks the father of your child ought to be Bernard because this will fit in
with what everyone in this community expects. And I think I am forced to
agree with her. I hope we can have a further child together later when we
take up our normal married life again.’
I thought about what he said carefully. The way I read the situation
was that Vera had George twisted around her little finger and George was
blaming the problem on Vera. This was a situation that was entirely new
to George and, in a way, it was time he suffered a bit like normal people
usually do at times. But I couldn’t tell him this. I wanted his friendship in
the future. ‘I see you are in a difficult situation now,’ I tactfully said, ‘and
you are doing the best thing you can for everyone concerned. Hopefully
we will continue our married life again sometime in the future. Till then we
can only be good friends. But best of luck with Vera.’ And I felt he needed
it. Vera seemed to have his measure. She was a tough nut. Perhaps George
and I might get together again sometime in the future – but I certainly
couldn’t rely on that. I would have to take life as it came. I was glad of my
close friendships with Aaron and Bernard because I didn’t think I could
rely on George.
We then had a kiss and a cuddle to show we really did still love
each other. Then George went off to have a very deep and meaningful
discussion with Vicki and I sought out Michael to show him around the
farm.
Michael was a wonderfully receptive audience to all my new-found
knowledge on green living. First, I showed him our terraces and explained
how our energy collecting panels, on our roof, made us almost completely
independent of energy derived from wickedly polluting coal. Then I
showed him our water collection and storage system and explained how,
when we planted a crop, we always knew we would have enough water to
harvest the crop - no matter what the weather did. And finally I showed him
our agricultural system and explained that, because we were so efficient in
our use of land, we could always live quite close to a good public transport
system. Thus he could continue to go to school or Uni and still live with
us in a green community a reasonable amount of time. Michael was most
impressed and was keen to learn more. So Michael, rather than George,
was now the person I could rave on to with all my new wisdom. We got on
well.
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That evening we had our bush-dance as normal. This gave me the
opportunity to watch how Vera and George acted with each other. They
weren’t too bad and didn’t overdo being a couple. And Vera was living
somewhere independent of George. But it still looked as if George was
very much under Vera’s thumb. So, for all these reasons, that night I agreed
to have Bernard’s child. And he was delighted. I was sure he would be
a diligent father. So he would do – and, after all, I was only doing what
Aaron wanted me to do.
The next day George, Vera, Bernard and Vicki wanted to look at the
neighbouring countryside and see if there was any land that George could
possibly buy. I was asked to join them but I declined. I wanted to spend
the day with Michael and encourage his enthusiasm for green living.
First of all, I persuaded him to join our agricultural group rather than
the construction group. And so we worked together in the usual way in
our farm for the morning. During this time, he expressed his admiration
for Nancy’s melodeon playing. So I suggested to him that he join me in
learning how to play the instrument. Nancy had already given me a couple
of lessons so now I could impart this knowledge to Michael. Michael, like
me, had played the guitar at school. So he already knew about the various
scales and their related circle of chords.
‘Why does the melodeon give out a much jollier sound than an
accordion?’ Michael first asked.
‘An accordion is like a piano and you get the same note whether
you push or pull the bellows. But, with a melodeon, you get the tonic chord
notes when you push and the other notes when you pull. So, for most notes,
you must change your force direction and this forces you to give each note
its correct emphasis. And you can do this because a melodeon is a much
smaller and lighter instrument. And hence you get a simpler but jollier
sound.’
We then started by practising ‘Go tell Aunt Rhody’, which was the
simplest tune I knew. And he picked up that tune fairly quickly.
‘So how do I add an accompaniment?’ Michael asked. ‘The tune
doesn’t sound all that great by itself.’
I wasn’t real-good at this myself. But at least I knew what you
are supposed to do. ‘See these buttons for the left hand. You alternately
press the chord key-note button for the strong beats of the bar and the
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chord button for the weak beats of the bar. But you then need to know
which chord to play. And the melodeon note structure makes this easy.
The two buttons, you normally use, give the tonic chord for pushing and
the dominant chord for pulling. And this is sufficiently good so that most
people don’t notice when the chord is wrong. But, if you want the correct
chord, all you need to remember is which notes need the sub-dominant
chord. And, if you are playing with your fingers in their most common
positions, this is your second and third fingers. And for ‘Go tell Aunt
Rhody’ and quite a few simple tunes you don’t need to change your fingers
from these common positions. So all you have to remember is that, if you
are pulling with one of your middle fingers, then you need to change to the
alternative buttons. And this makes life easy.’
Then we tried playing ‘Go tell Aunt Rhody’ with an
accompaniment. We made slow but steady progress. Perhaps in a year’s
time we might be good enough to play for a dance. But this practise meant
we at least were learning to do a very useful task together.
We followed this activity by joining Jack’s little party to go
bouldering up in the mountains a little way back. Jack was delighted and
insisted that I did a bit of climbing myself. The keen bouldering guys just
used a mat and spotted each other. But most of us beginners found it easier
to use a top-rope. Michael had been to the St Leonard’s climbing gym with
his school and then they used harnesses when using a rope.
‘Surely you should use a harness rather than just tying directly onto
the rope?’ Michael asked of Jack.
But Jack just laughed. ‘I started my climbing in England at
Harrison’s rocks just south of London.’ He said. ‘And there, most
weekends, perhaps a few hundred people would gather and use top-ropes
without any harnesses. And I never heard of any accidents there at all.
And the rocks there are higher than the rocks we are climbing on here. The
world has gone neurotic on the subject of safety simply in order to persuade
people to buy a lot of gear that they really don’t need. Just have a practise
fall and check that your belay partner can hold you. That is all you need to
do.’
He then showed me how to belay with the rope around my
back with both hands holding the rope in front of me. And this method
of belaying was quite adequate. But Michael assured me it wasn’t as
comfortable as if you were wearing a harness and using a belay device. So
we climbed and it was a pleasant, healthy way of spending an afternoon.
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We returned quite tired and we were quite lethargic at the games night that
followed.
On the following morning I was keen to hear from Vicki what she thought
about this horrible interloping Vera woman.
‘You are biased against Vera,’ Vicki said, ‘because you think your
future life with Dad is threatened. I managed to have a serious womanto-woman talk to her about George and her, and you have nothing to fear.
She definitely doesn’t want to marry George. She definitely said he is too
old. All she wants from George is for him to continue to support her at
work and to have a little physical intimacy with him. She is just a weak
female. I suspect that she also wants to hear George say he loves her. But
that doesn’t matter. She supports everything we say about green living and
forming a community. But that is because she is just a ‘yes’ woman - like
a lot of weak women. It means nothing. George needs her at the moment
because he is in a weak state with all his world gone topsy-turvey. But he
will recover and in time return to you fully. You just have nothing to worry
about.’
I wasn’t anything like as certain about Vera as Vicki was. But she
could be right. I was certainly biased against Vera and a lot of women
are a bit weak like that. So I would assume that Vicki was right and not
worry about the future – que sera, sera - is what we used to sing - and the
message is true.
The next couple of days followed the normal pattern of life here. George
and Vera worked in the community like everyone else did and joined in
the social activities. Christmas was only a week away now and so George
and Vicki, on Friday night, wondered about a suitable skit that they could
do at the campfire on Saturday night. And they finally worked out this skit
that I will now describe. I am a little biased against this item because I
don’t think it was as good as the items that Aaron and I did at the previous
campfires. But it is relevant to this story so I have to tell you all about it. I
will just describe the final version as produced on Saturday night. Because
the item involved everyone, it was put on before the supper break so that all
the young children could still be present.
‘We all know and love the Christmas carol ‘Good King Wenceslas.’ Vicki
loudly said as she arose to introduce the whole item. ‘But have we all
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thought about the song’s more subtle implications as regards green living?
That is what we shall do here. But let us all first sing the song as we mostly
know it.
‘But we now have a problem. I want us all to join in and sing
and act the various parts. But all three characters are men - so what do
women do? Well, when I was young, I thought the first line went – ‘Good
King Wence’s lass looked out’. A reasonable mistake to make because,
at that stage, I thought all the most important people in the world were
young girls. So, in this version, all us women will play the part of being a
princess, King Wence’s daughter. Then younger men and boys will play the
part of being the page and the older men will sing the part of the narrator.
But the narrator, in our version, is the ‘poor old man gathering fuel’ and so
you will act that part as well.’
Vicki then organised us into three groups with; herself in charge
of the women; Aaron in charge of the young men - the page; and George
in charge of the older men – the narrator and old man. The three leaders
would then go on to be the three characters in the skit. And so we started
the song - with a considerable amount of enthusiasm on the part of
everyone.
Older men
Good King Wence’s lass looked out, – on the feast of Stephen,
And all us women duly checked out the scene.
When the snow lay round about, - deep and crisp and even:
Brightly shone the moon that night, - thought the frost was cruel,
When a poor man came is sight, - gathering winter fuel.
And the men hobbled around trying to pick up sticks.
Women

‘Hither, page and stand by me, - if thou know’st it, telling,
And the younger guys grovelled forwards to us, the women.
Yonder peasant, who is he? – where and what his dwelling?’
Young guys
‘Miss, he lives a good league hence, - underneath the mountain,
Right against the forest fence, - by Saint Agnes’ fountain.’
Women		
‘Bring me flesh, and bring me wine, - bring me pine-logs hither:
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And the guys jumped to and fetched the goods.
Thou and I shall see him dine, - when we bear them thither:’
Older men
Page and princess forth they went, - forth they went together,
Through the rude wind’s wild lament – and the bitter weather.
And the women and young guys marched off, bearing their loads and
fighting the elements with great gusto.
Young guys
‘Miss, the night is darker now, - and the wind blows stronger;
Fails my heart, I know not how; - I can go no longer.’
Women		
‘Mark my footsteps, my good page; - tread thou in them boldly:
Thou shalt find the winter’s rage – freeze thy blood less coldly.’
And the young guys duly stepped in the footsteps of the women.
Older guys
In his mistress’ steps he trod, - where the snow lay dinted;
Heat was in the very sod – which the Saint had printed.
Therefore, Christian men be sure, - wealth or rank possessing,
Ye who now will bless the poor, - shall yourselves find blessing.
Vicki then got everyone to sit down and the skit proper began. Vicki was
wearing a dress, as opposed to the jeans she normally wore, and had a
circle of tinsel pinned to her hair to represent a small crown. Aaron, as
the page, had a cape and little beret with a bobble on the top. George, the
peasant, had tied his trousers up with twine and had put on a very obviously
false white beard. The scene was the arrival of the princess and page at the
peasant’s dwelling.
Princess:
‘Most worthy ancient and worn-out peasant – I
have observed your trials from the palace and I have nobly come to give
you succour. I am your king’s daughter.’ And she gave him a sweet little
curtsey.
The peasant, George, scratched his head. He clearly wasn’t
too impressed. ‘You have come a long way here in foul weather. So I
appreciate your efforts. But I am only the same age as your decadent dad
and in far better physical shape. I don’t need your succour - but my wife
and children, I have to admit, do. So I’m prepared to accept anything you
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offer us.’
They then gave their presents. Vicki had just carried the wine and
meat, which were easy to carry. But Aaron had carried the pine-logs and
was staggering under the load. George, the peasant, accepted the presents
but made no attempt to use them.
Princess:
‘Aren’t you going to light a fire and cook a meal?’
Peasant:
‘We peasants may be poor - but we aren’t stark
raving bonkers. We don’t use items like these.’
Princess:
‘What do you mean?’
Peasant:
‘These items cost a fortune. I will take the wine and
meat to our local inn. They will use them to feed the wealthy travellers,
who stop there. With the money I will receive from the inn, I will be able to
buy enough grain to feed my family for a week. And my family will grow
up in a much healthier style on this food than your family at the palace
living off flesh and wine.’
Princess
‘What about the pine-logs?’
Peasant ‘This wood is much too good for a fire. I will use the logs to
make some more furniture. The waste wood I was picking up this morning
is all we need for our fire in our home. It is good for the forest to pick up
the dead wood because then the forest is much less likely to burn down.
We don’t need the great fires you use at your palace because we don’t have
your great empty halls to keep warm. Our thick thatched roof and our own
body heat is often sufficient to keep us warm even without a fire.’
Princess
‘So what can I do to help you?’
Peasant		
‘What we poor people need are laws that will stop
the rich and powerful people taking our land from us. If we peasants had
our just share of land, we could live comfortably and not starve at all.
But the rich and powerful people have taken our land and they use it for
hunting and their other pleasures. And the worst of all such people is your
dad, the king. So that is what you need to do is to go and tell your dad to do
his job properly and so to rule our land justly.’
And then Vicki and Aaron turned to the audience and Vicki spoke.
‘And so we returned to our palace with an impossible task to try to
carry out. Humans are creatures of habit and, when they have got used to
a certain way of life, then they feel it is their God given right for them to
continue on with this way of life for ever. It is so now with our big houses
and our excessive use of cars. To persuade our Australian people to change
our laws, so that these practises will be more limited, will be a very hard
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thing to do. And with this difficult thought, we now conclude our little
moral story.’
And she took hands with George and Aaron and the three gave
us, the audience, a little bow. And we, the audience, gave them a huge
applause.
It is terribly easy to be very critical of amateur little skits like this
and I, for one, indulged in my feelings in this way for quite sometime.
It was clearly nothing like as good as my ‘Vilikens and his Dinah’ song.
But everyone applauded them just as much. I suspected that Bernard must
have spread the word that George was rich and was thinking of starting
a permanent green community up here. And everyone thought they had
to support him and applaud his efforts. But this huge applause was very
effective in persuading George he wanted to be an active member of the
green movement as you will see later. He had done most of the writing of
the skit. So, in our little world up here, George had become someone. And
he liked it.
On the following evening, George asked all of our group, that is me,
Bernard, Vicki, Aaron, Vera and Michael, to a meal at his unit. And there he
made the following big announcement.
‘I have decided I will support the formation of a new green
community.’ George said. ‘To finance it I will need to sell our Lindfield
home and many of my other assets. But I own a four-bed-roomed unit at
Strathfield as well, and this unit is very convenient for both of us, going
into the city and coming out here by train. Michael and I will now live in
this flat mid-week and come out here on most weekends. Other people can
stay in this unit as well. So we can all continue to maintain our close ties
with the city.
‘This will give me about three million dollars to buy about five
to ten hectares of land in the area around here. And there will be enough
money left over to get our community started. Thus we will show the world
how people ought to live in a sane, healthy fashion. I hope you all approve
of this decision and will join in completely.’
And, of course, we did and gave him a great chorus of approval.
I had expected that George was going to give his approval to our new
community by the way he was acting after his little skit’s success last night.
But I wasn’t expecting him to go anything like as far as this. But George is
like that. When he gets an idea in his head he wants to do it completely 104

and this also usually results in him being in charge. Which is what he likes.
And this is what he was doing now. And this was exactly what we needed I
suppose. And Vicki, of course, had played her part very well in persuading
him to do what he had done. So everything had worked out exactly as Vicki
had said it would. So all was well and we were on the way.
We then had drinks and celebrated properly. George is keen on that
sort of thing.
When we finally left, George and Vera stood next to each other
hand-in-hand as they waved goodbye. Their message was clear – they were
now a couple and Vera was going to spend the night with George. Vicki and
I naturally talked about this on our way home.
‘You mustn’t worry Mum.’ Vicki said. ‘George has just made a big
good decision and he now feels he deserves a good treat for the night. And
Vera is his treat – and a very good treat for him as well. But it doesn’t mean
very much. Vera will return to the city and, in the city, their little affair may
continue for a little while longer. This is all that Vera wants. But George’s
money and all his interests now lie up here. Vera will stay in the city and,
after a while, she will be forgotten. And then you and George can get
together again.’
And it seemed as if Vicki was probably right. So a big new world
was to start up here quite soon. And it wouldn’t take years to get started as
Aaron had previously been thinking of.
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7.

Equity

On the following Monday afternoon, I was keen to see Aaron and hear
what he personally thought of our magnificent result.
‘My family has done rather well don’t you think?’ I said. ‘We,
together, will get your new community well on the way.’
‘Yes, your family have done very well indeed. I am eternally
grateful. But you have to realise we have still need to face our hardest task.’
‘So what hard task lies ahead?’
‘People only like jobs that they are used to doing. And people are
used to making money and building things. And this what George has done
for us. But what people really hate is having to think about things that they
have never thought about before.’
‘I can’t think of anything we need to think about now.’
‘We need to think about finance. Now I know you think this is
not a problem because George will provide all the money. But that, as it
stands, is no good at all. If George provides the money, then this implies
he owns the place and he will be in charge. And this means that no normal
independent person will join us apart from George’s own family and close
friends. And many people do have money and they would want to invest
their money in the community they want to join. So the problem we have
is - how we can devise a safe, flexible ownership system of our community
that will be fair to everyone concerned.’
‘OK, I can see there is a problem. Do you have a solution?’
‘Yes, I do. I have been thinking about this problem for many years.
But neither George nor Vicki will listen to what I have to say on this sort of
subject.’
‘Yes, I admit that is a problem. They are both terribly anti you at
the moment. So what can we do?’
‘This is where you, my most devoted follower, must play your part.
One of the great things in this world is that most people are reasonably
sensible. So, if you ask people the correct question, they will come up with
the sensible answer. So, if a person asks all the correct questions about
financing a community, then most people will come up with a sensible
answer. And so they themselves will come up with a sensible way of
financing a community.’
‘This is true, but I don’t see where it is getting us.’
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‘This is my plan. You will ask all the right questions to Bernard
about finance and he in turn will then ask the right questions to Vicki. And,
if this is all done very well, then Vicki will, in due course, propose a safe,
flexible system of community ownership that will be fair to all people.
And then, when we finally have a meeting of prospective members, many
people will want to join us.’
‘Oh – I see. But you are not fooling me. To ask the correct
questions, I will need to understand how your finance really works in
detail. You are really asking me to indulge in a hell of a lot of learning.’
‘There is absolutely no other choice. If we are to create a workable
community, we must have a good ownership system. And all members
must be absolutely clear about all the fine details of how this ownership
system works. So you, like everyone else, must understand it perfectly.’
‘Woe is me. Christmas is only two days away and you are going to
force me to think as I have never had to think in my life before. But I am
your most devoted disciple. I will bear my burden. Spout on you horrible
slave-driver!’ Aaron smiled at my little melodramatics. I do like him. He
trusts me to do an important job in a way that George would never do.
‘I will only try to tell you the basic outline of my finance system
today. Tomorrow I will cover the essential details. In a proper community,
all the resident members must also be the share-holders of the community’s
assets. This means they can look after themselves and control the assets
of the community as they like. The proportion, that each member holds, is
called their ‘equity’ in the community. But the amount of equity that each
person provides must keep on changing over time. This is because, when a
person is young, they will be relatively poor because they haven’t had any
time to earn money. But, as they work, they will become richer and then
they are capable of having a substantial amount of equity. And then, when
they become very old, they will become poorer again because they will be
using their equity or wealth to support themselves in their old age. And, as
each member must use a significant amount of their wealth as equity in our
community, this equity in the community must change in a similar fashion
over time. Do you agree and understand what I have said so far?’
‘Yes, I understand and agree. But it also means that your system
must be terribly complex.’
‘My system won’t be too complex. But you will have to think. I
will cover the details tomorrow but today I will just mention the subjects
that we must cover. They are: the precautions we must take so that people’s
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life savings will be fully safe as equity in our community; how people
will be paid for the work they do; what interest should be payed to people
who provide community’s equity; and, how people can join and leave our
community in respect to their equity. So there is a lot to cover. But you
must expect this because we have to cover many of the aspects associated
with banking and work. I hope you don’t mind?’
‘Yes, I do mind. But unfortunately I can see these topics must be
covered.’
‘There is one item I have prepared that can help you. Several years
ago in Canada I, together with one of the economics lecturers, wrote an
article called “The use of variable equity, rather than bank mortgages and
loans, as a means of financing building projects”. I can put a version of this
article in our community’s book room, which does not have my name on
it. You can tell Bernard that this article exists there and he might mention
this to Vicki. This article does not cover the complete subject. But it should
help to put Bernard and Vicki on the right track.’
I thanked Aaron for this. But there was still a hell of a lot facts I
would have suffer learning. And you also, my dear reader, will have to
suffer with me as well. There are times in our lives when we all need to
think carefully about our finances and where our assets should be put so
that they are safe and can help us most in our future lives.
That evening our preparations for Christmas were heavily under way.
Nancy took this matter very seriously. There was a complete ban on
anyone taking in commercial goods from outside to celebrate Christmas.
We had to do it all ourselves. We weren’t in any way allowed to support
the commercialisation of Christmas. But, in our recycle-store, we had a
considerable collection of discarded toys and goods. So people were busy
fixing and giving these items a new coat of paint for the various children.
We helped a little with this. For adults, people usually just gave their
friends their favourite fruits or nuts - but picked specially for the occasion.
And we followed suit. But then we had to decorate our wrapping-up paper
and produce our cards ourselves. We agreed, among my family, that we
wouldn’t try too hard at this task because none of us were very good at it.
But, for Bernard, I did bake a carrot-cake, which was a favourite of his. So
I did my duty by him.
Finally, towards the end of the night, we went a-wassailing to some
of the community’s friends in the neighbouring farms. So our Christmas
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was to be celebrated in a proper green style - whether we wanted to or not.
That night was the beginning of my fertile time so Bernard came to my
room to get things started. I didn’t need to start talking to him about equity
and finance and difficult things like that yet. But I found I wanted to. I
couldn’t help thinking about the subject and its various problems. And
Bernard was very interested in the subject as well. So we started to talk
about all the problems and Bernard started to make suggestions even before
I knew what Aaron’s solution was. Bernard was as keen as anyone to find
a good solution. I told him about the article in the book room and he said
he would get it immediately. So passing a good solution onto Vicki would
be no great problem. I found I was even looking forward to hearing what
Aaron would tell me on the following afternoon.
‘You know that remuneration, banking and finance are very difficult
subjects.’ Aaron said when we met on the following afternoon. ‘But firstly
there is one great simplification we can make in our community. And
this is that all people should be paid at the same rate of pay. This will not
be as easy-going as it might sound. If people don’t do a job well enough
then they won’t get any more work in that field and so they might not get
any money. Also people can still get highly paid jobs in the outside world
and so they still can become rich in this way. But, within our community,
all people will be doing similar jobs and people’s needs are the same. So
there is no need to pay people differently. In our community, we will need
officers in charge of the various areas and these jobs will be more difficult.
But these officer jobs will have a lot of status associated with them and
they will have other advantages as well. We still don’t need to pay such
people any more money. Do you agree?’
‘Yes, I agree completely.’ Sometimes I say I agree with Aaron when
I have my doubts. But in this case I had no doubts. In a community like
ours it would be simply horrible if some people were paid at a higher rate
than others.
‘This leads us to the next simplification we can make. Our
community should have its own monetary unit and this should be ‘hours
worked’. There must be, at all times, an exchange rate with the Australian
dollar of perhaps $20 - $30 per community hour depending on supply and
demand. But the advantage of having our own unit is that we can be much
more independent of the outside world. Also our unit would not be subject
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to inflation and everyone would know precisely what they were talking
about in terms of the hours of work a job implies.’
‘Having our own monetary unit sounds horribly risky.’ I replied.
‘Isn’t this going too far?’
‘It might sound that way. But let us go through the details of what
would happen in daily practise. And then you will see that this system can
work simply and it will be not very different from using Australian dollars.
‘Clearly our community will follow normal practise and, at the end
of each week, each person would produce a time-sheet with their times
they worked in the various work areas. And this time-sheet must clearly
also be countersigned by the relevant officer for each area. To this timesheet, each person will then add the required Australian dollars they want
for the coming week. And this time-sheet would be given to the finance
officer. At the same time, the officers of the various areas would give their
accounts to the finance officer detailing people’s expenses in terms of food
used, electricity, rent etc. These items would similarly be in terms of our
monetary unit of ‘work hours’.
‘All these items would then add to or subtract from each person’s
credit equity balance. And, a few days later, our finance officer will give a
new credit balance for each person. So effectively our community would be
running its own banking system. And each person’s credit balance would
represent that person’s equity in the community assets.
‘This all sounds a lot of work - and it is. But this is only doing the
work we always have to do in normal life. We always have to specify what
work we have done. And likewise, the shopkeepers, whose goods we use,
must always add up our total consumption. And we always need to pay all
our regular bills for the services we use. And our community must do the
same things. And we must do all this simple accounting work ourselves.
Clearly, all these details would be put onto our community computer
and everyone could check that the details and calculations were correct.
And this means we would have no need for cash in our community and
everyone can always check on every single transaction that occurs in our
community if they want to. So how do you feel about all this now.’
‘It does all involve a lot of work. But, as you say, it is work that
does have to be done. But I still don’t see how George would feel safe
about his equity in our community.’
‘I am still coming to this. It is a big subject. Clearly anyone who
provides finance to our community will expect some interest on their
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investment - as in the outside world. And now we have a problem. The
banks, who receive and lend money in the outside world, never give a fixed
interest rate for long term investments. They can’t - because inflation keeps
changing and our government also insists on appropriate rate changes.
We wouldn’t be allowed to do things like this. But that is the advantage
of having ‘work hours’ as our monetary unit. It is inflation free. Humans
don’t vary as to how much work they can do in an hour. Our body and
brain simply doesn’t change and so an ‘hour’s work’ will mean exactly the
same several decades later. So we can give a fixed interest. Over time, safe
property investments rates have been between 3% and 3.5% when inflation
is taken out. If we offer 4% then each member investor is getting a good
return. And we can afford 4% - I have checked all my figures. I am keen to
have a slightly high rate figure because then all members will be keen to
increase their equity in the community.
‘So this is how the whole thing would work. George is our principle
investor and, in return for his 2 - 3 million dollars, he will get an equity
of 100,000 hours or more - depending on how we agree on the exchange
rate at the time. Our other member investors will get the same deal. And
they will receive their guaranteed 4% interest as well. As members start
working, their equity will start to increase in-as-much as their work hours
exceed their expenses. As time goes by, the community will be over
subscribed and George will be paid back. He can’t be allowed to retain too
much equity because it is essential that, as much as possible, the equity be
equally shared between all members. All members must be encouraged to
attain their full share of equity so that they can look after their own welfare
in their old age. So the equity of all people will vary in the way I said was
necessary yesterday.
‘And now finally I need to demonstrate why George’s equity
should be quite safe. The only way that George can lose money is if our
community’s work hour unit dropped in terms of Australian dollars. This
shouldn’t happen because with inflation people usually earn more money.
But our exchange rate will depend on supply and demand and, if all
members decided they wanted to leave the community, then this would
certainly happen. This is unavoidable – it means our community has been
a complete flop. Even then George would receive his just share of the land
and any sellable assets in proportion to his equity. But it is up to us all to
make sure our community does not fail. And George would be in a situation
to check absolutely everything we do and complain about anything we
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were doing wrong. He would be in a far better situation to check and
control his investment than anyone normally can in industry. He would be
getting a good deal and his investment would be as safe as it is physically
possible.
‘So what do you think?’ Aaron finally asked.
‘You have told me enough now not to worry about George. If
somehow our venture failed, I would be much more worried about myself
than George and his money. So this simply means that we must all make
sure that our venture doesn’t fail. It is up to us all. Is that everything for the
day?’
‘Not yet. We still need to talk about the problems associated with
either people joining or leaving our community. When people join our
community then they should want to add equity to the community and
when they wish to leave they will want to take equity out. We must allow
for this but these changes must occur reasonably slowly. Our community
could only readjust gradually. Probably we need to limit equity changes to
no more than 20 monetary ‘hours’ per week per person. Of course, if some
people wish to join when other people want to leave, then there would
be no problem. But there must be such limitations. We can’t allow any
members to be the first to make a ‘run-on-the-bank’. Do you agree?’
‘We all hate to think about the problems of what to do when people
want to leave. And I am the same. But your idea seems sensible.’
‘Before we finish, you should appreciate the significance of the
‘stable’ situation. The average equity per person, by my calculations, will
be about 10,000 ‘hours’ or equivalently $200,000. And, from this, the
average person will be receiving an annual interest income of 400 ‘hours’
or equivalently $8,000 pa. But this interest income, in a way, is phoney.
Such an average person owns their own share of assets and the rent and
services the person paid would have included a large interest component.
So the income, which the person receives from interest, will simply cancel
the extra charges they are already paying. So, as far as the tax-man is
concerned, this is not income at all because all people are allowed to have
their own accommodation and essential goods. It is just that this is the way
our community must carry out its own internal accounting.
‘When members get old, they will be carrying some of the equity of
the young people. The maximum equity that old people are likely to attain
is about 15,000 ‘hours’ or equivalently $300,000. This should be plenty to
look after their own welfare. I don’t think any of our members should be
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allowed to use any outside
welfare while they reside
in our community at all.
We don’t need it and, if
we did, this could give the
outside world an excuse to
interfere with our internal
affairs. Our community
wants to be as independent
as possible of the outside
world. The other feature
that this situation implies
is that the older people,
who have reached their
maximum equity, cannot be
given any further work in
our community. All work
has to be given to our young
people so that they have
the chance to increase their
equity. We certainly won’t
be supporting the situation
in the current world where
This picture tells you how a financial system would
the older people remain in
work for a full “Town-State” community.
their good jobs and so the
young people have difficulty
finding good genuine worthwhile jobs which they think are useful. Do you
agree?’
‘You could be right - but I need to think about all these things more
carefully. But you have covered so much that I am now suffering from
over-load. Is that all?’
‘Yes, for the time being. Finance is such an important subject that
we have to consider the details many times to be sure we are aware of all
the ramifications. But that can wait. We have plenty of time to sort things
out.’
‘What a slave-driver you are.’
So we parted and I was glad I wouldn’t have to worry about finance
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for at least another twenty-three hours. But this wasn’t to be. Bernard and
Vicki had clearly talked about finance between themselves during the day
- and now Bernard was dead keen to get it all right. They had clearly been
reading Aaron’s article in the book room very carefully. The two of them
had clearly suddenly realised that, if a community is to work, its finances
must be correctly organised so that all people have the right incentive. So
he wanted to talk about it all night long with me. And I couldn’t hold him
down. Fortunately, their ideas were already on the right track. All I had to
do was to listen to him and mostly tell him what I liked and what I didn’t.
And I made a few minor suggestions as well. When you think about it
carefully, then there seems to be only one sensible way that a community’s
finance can be organised. Anyway their ideas concurred with Aaron’s. So I
had no rest from finance. It is not a subject I like to think about too much.
The following day was Christmas day with all its usual activities. The highlight was a very festive bush-dance held in the evening. The whole centre
had been well decorated and, as the night progressed, many people got
quite mellow. But, before this, Vicki came to me.
‘We are ready now to hold a meeting for people interested in
forming a new self-sufficient community.’ Vicki said. ‘Bernard and I have
worked out how all members can gradually participate in the finance and
George agrees with our various ideas. I will write our financial system up
over the next few days. We would like to have this meeting in the centre
here next Saturday. But we need to ask Nancy about it all. You know and
get on with Nancy very well because of your melodeon practise. Could
you speak to Nancy and try to get her on side first so that we can have our
meeting in the centre?’
And I, of course, agreed. I was astounded that they felt that they
were ready for such a meeting already. But Vicki had studied economics
and they were all keen to get things moving. So it might be OK. I spoke to
Nancy and she was happy to have the meeting. She and Greg had already
heard about the idea via the community grape-vine. They were supportive
of the idea in general but not interested in joining themselves. They
were happy running the Back-to-Reality farm just as it was. Vicki then
announced the meeting for the following Saturday. So everything was well
under way.
Later in the evening I had a chance to have a quiet private talk with
George. He was in a very cheerful mood indeed and so I decided to use this
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golden opportunity to ask him some personal questions.
‘How are you getting on with Vera?’ I asked.
‘I am happy to say my recovery is complete.’ George replied very
confidently. ‘For a while I was worried about her and couldn’t get her out
of my mind. But, now I have got to know her, she is just an ordinary girl
that is a bit in love with me. I have very few ties with her. I have to do the
right thing by her and not drop her too quickly - particularly in public. But,
in a few months-time, you and I will be able to start getting back together
again. Vera means very little to me.’ And he gave me a very friendly hug.
So all was well. But I still didn’t feel I could trust him – in a way I was
safer off with Bernard as it was.
‘And are you happy with all that Vicki is doing now?’
‘I don’t like Aaron at all. He seems a remarkably useless layabout
sort of guy. But fortunately it seems that Vicki now also feels the same
way. He was just a temporary bit of madness on her part. Bernard is her
real friend and he is a much more reasonable and useful fellow. But, for
appearances sake, we need to put up with Aaron for a while. Everything
else that Vicki has done is terrific. I am very proud of her. We are making a
great team in forming this new community.’
And I had no intention of telling George the full truth about Aaron.
I was happy with the way things were. I liked the way that the current
circumstances were keeping Aaron and myself close together. He needed
my support. Besides, George didn’t really want to know the truth about
Vicki. So I just agreed with George in a rather vague sort of way.
On the following day I went bouldering with Michael, as on the previous
week. But this week he had a pair of climbing shoes with him.
‘Where did you acquire your new climbing shoes?’ I asked.
‘Vera gave them to me.’ Michael replied. ‘She used to go climbing.’
‘That was very good of her don’t you think.’
‘Not really. Just look at them – they are very worn out. But they fit
me and are better than nothing. When climbing shoes get old, they stretch
and they have now stretched to fit my larger feet.’
‘Do you like Vera then?’
‘Yes, I do. She takes an interest in me. She reads the books that I
read and we talk about them. We get on well together.’
So it appeared that Vera was ingratiating herself with my family.
Perhaps she was feeling a bit insecure. But she had a good reason to be
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feeling this way with George changing his mind - as he often does with his
female interests.
Our big meeting was convened for Saturday morning. We had a good
roll-up. Aaron had contacted the interested people on his list and some of
them had made the journey to come from Sydney to here. Vicki was very
much in charge assisted by George and Bernard. She first handed out her
finance write-up to everyone and went through it in detail. It was very
comprehensive and it showed how each person could gain a just and fair
equity in the community without any hardship or worry. Everyone was
most impressed. Because the physical form of the community was to be
modelled on our Back-to-Reality farm, which everyone knew, these details
did not need to be covered. She then explained how George would provide
the initial finance and that they had already checked out some sites in the
neighbourhood and had found some that would be quite suitable. So all that
they needed now was a reasonable number of possible members. She then
asked for expressions of interest and more than twenty people raised their
hand. She then explained that, if all these people were genuine, then this
would be enough to start the community.
‘Everyone here now needs to think about everything we have done
here very carefully and study my handout in detail.’ Vicki said. ‘I suggest
then that we meet here again next Saturday morning when we can all
make a more definite commitment. But then we will also need to consider
how our community will be organised. A green community will always
have several areas of activity and they will need an officer in charge of
each area. Just as we have here at present here. And these officers must be
democratically elected. But there must also be some executive officers, and
they will provide the general leadership to the community. I suggest we
have the normal three offices of president/chairman, secretary and treasurer.
These officers also must be elected by the community.
‘These three officers, together with the officers in charge of each
activity area, will form the ruling committee of our new community. And it
is clearly best if all these officers can get on and work with each other very
well and so the committee will be united in how it runs our community. So
my suggestion is the following.
‘At one annual general meeting, we, all the members, elect a
president, a secretary and a treasurer. These three officers will meet and
think about officers to be in charge of the various activities. We will then
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have a further meeting and at this general meeting we will then elect the
other officers – either as suggested by the committee of three or their own
choice. Thus people can either vote for a person suggested by the executive
or have their own independent choice. I think this gives a good balance.
And of course the executive will only choose people whom they know can
do the job competently. How do you all feel about a system like this?’
And we all agreed – it seemed a very reasonable suggestion.
‘If, next week, we agree to choose such a system then we could
also vote for the three executive positions. And would you all like to know
who I personally will nominate for president and treasurer?’
And, of course, we all wanted to know.
‘Well I suggest George for the president – after all he is supplying
all the initial finance. And I know Bernard would be a good treasurer
because he helped me work out this finance system. That just leaves the
position of secretary to fill. Can you think of a young enthusiastic person
who will make the best secretary you can possibly imagine?’
And, of course, we all shouted. ‘You Vicki. You will be perfect.’
‘Well I will be glad to offer my own humble services as the
secretary. But I won’t be just the sort of secretary that just writes up the
minutes and does what the president wants them to do. I will be the sort
of secretary that acts independently and checks up on lots of things particularly when the president is not around. So this is the sort of secretary
that you will get.’
And again we all agreed and cheered strongly. These three people
were the obvious people for those positions. Perhaps it was a bit pushy in
the way Vicki had suggested it all. But Vicki is like that and it helped the
people to see how things would actually work out in practise. There is no
point in being too modest. Besides, she had chosen the least prestigious
position for herself.
‘Then next Saturday,’ Vicki continued on, ‘after you have thought
about everything, we will meet again and hopefully start to get our show on
the road.’
And so the meeting closed. I thought Vicki had done a superb job.
Everyone was united and it wouldn’t be long now before our community
would be in operation.
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8.

Fire

I was looking forward to seeing Aaron and hearing what he thought about
our big meeting. But Aaron wasn’t around to talk to. He didn’t even join
our swimming party going to the Cox. I did see him occasionally in the
distance, but he was obviously busy doing other things. I thought perhaps
his nose was out-of-joint because of Vicki’s great success. If so then I was
very disappointed with him – I thought that he was above such things. But
it could be that – he is human.
I even thought that perhaps he wouldn’t even come to our normal
meeting in the afternoon on Monday. But he did come – but even then he
was still looking very pre-occupied.
‘Where have you been?’ I asked immediately. ‘You haven’t been
around.’
‘I have been very busy writing.’ Aaron replied. ‘Vicki’s
announcement of this next meeting took me completely by surprise.’
‘Don’t you think that Vicki did a superb job at our last meeting?’
‘Yes, I was most impressed. The meeting went very well indeed. I
applauded strongly like everyone else.’
‘Well why are you now skulking off by yourself and not joining in
the general joy of our community now being on the road?’
‘I think there will be problems for our community in the future and
most people have been careful not to think about these problems.’
‘I thought Vicki suggested a very standard and sensible method of
running our community.’
‘Yes, the form is quite standard and most people would think it a
very sensible form of organization.’
‘So what is the problem then?’
‘Running a community in a truly democratic manner is a very
difficult problem. It needs a lot of careful thought. That is why I am writing
everything down now. It will take a long time to explain.’
‘I don’t believe you. Just give me the guts of the problem.’
‘You are looking at things from your own perspective as a person
who knows everyone in the community and trusts them. But let us think
of the situation when, in several-years time, a young, confident, capable
person wants to join our community. Just that sort of person would be the
kind of person, who we would like to join us. Now how do you think he/
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she would feel about our community?’
‘He/she would see a nice friendly community causing no pollution
and at peace with the world. So they would want to join us.’
‘Yes, I believe they will see a well-run community that they
would like to join. But they would also see that this community was run
by a ruling clique. And this kind of person wouldn’t appreciate this at all.
They would feel that they could only make progress in the community by
sucking up to the powers that be. And they certainly wouldn’t like to do
that sort of thing.’
‘Our community would be democratically run. We can vote for
whoever we like.’
‘I have belonged to many clubs and groups and I know it never
works out that way. People always vote for the current ruling party unless
things are going disastrously badly. And this rarely happens. And can
you see either George or Vicki either stepping down from their executive
positions or anyone else successfully contesting their positions for many
years to come?’
‘No, I have to admit I can’t. Both George and Vicki are good at
being in charge and love being in charge as well. They would be fixtures
for a long time.’
‘But this is not our only problem. It would be very hard for
members to gain other official positions against the executive nominee. For
a start, it would be very difficult for members to know if a newly proposed
person was competent. And also members would be very loath to vote
against the executive nominee. They would feel that this would be a slapin-the-face for the people they had just voted for. There would be severe
problems for outsiders.’
‘A young, confident, capable person is often also a pain-in-the-bum.
It doesn’t do anyone any harm to have to suck up to the powers-that-be
occasionally in their life. It is part of life – it is the way the world works.’
‘I personally regard myself as a young, competent, capable person.
And I would not be prepared to suck up to Vicki or George all my life. I
would go along with it while I had to. But I would then continue to spend
my life trying to form a community, independent of your new community,
where a ruling clique would not form. This is what I vowed I would try
to do from the start. And this I what I will continue to strive to do in the
future.’
And then I suddenly realised I had been caught. Aaron was really
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my principal friend and I couldn’t afford to lose him. And he was the
person who had started this whole idea in the first place. George and Vicki
were newcomers. And he was straight and honest in a way that George
and Vicki never were. I had to make a quick back-flip. ‘I was being over
flippant about what I just said. You had better tell me now the way you
think the system ought to run. I know you have been thinking about this for
a long time.’ The last thing I wanted to hear about was his own outlandish
political system. But I now needed to show some enthusiasm to get him on
side with me again.
‘OK, I will. But it will take a long time. That is why I have been
writing it all down.’
‘I will be patient.’
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task to carry out. So it is a very different system and it will take a while to
understand it all. It is considerably more difficult than the financial system.
Are you ready for all this?’
‘As much as I ever will be.’ I just managed to avoid saying that
it sounded ghastly. I didn’t want to think what every officer should do. It
would involve far too much hard work.
‘My system is worked out for an optimum community, which I
think is about 100 people. So there would be more officers than we would
need to have just now while we are still starting up. But at least, by stating
these officers, I will give you an idea of the complete scope of all the
work that will need to be done in a community. The 10 normal officers in
charge of departments would then be: Agriculture, Construction, Transport,
Social, Care and Education, Energy, Water, Re-cycling, Communication
and Workshop. And my five executive officers would be: President/
chairman, Treasurer, Secretary, Membership and Analyst (equivalent to the
opposition). I describe all these officers in detail in my hand-out but, with
you, I will mostly just talk about the officer positions in general.
‘The first thing you will see is that each officer will need a
reasonable amount of technical knowledge. Clearly our community must
be sure that a candidate for an office has the requisite knowledge in that
activity before they can be elected. And the only fair way that I know that
this can be checked is for each office to have a specific examination. In the
notes I am writing now, I can show how this can be done in a fair manner
without an excessive amount of work. But for the moment, all I can say
is that our community must eventually organise an examination for each
subject. What do you think about that?’
‘It is a horrible thought. But I think you may be right. This may put
a lot of people off joining us.’
‘It will a little. But all forms of society have examinations of some
sort. At least, for our community, everyone will be able to clearly see that
each exam only checks on what is essential and that each exam is fair for
everyone.
‘Because there are so many office positions, every member of
our community should expect to spend a reasonable amount of time as an
officer. It is good for everyone, at times, to have positions of responsibility.
But not only this, all young people should be encouraged to sit for the
various exams and hold these positions of authority while they are young.
This means that all new members will gain experience quite quickly and all
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members will able to vote on what they know and understand.’
‘But what will people do when they are old? You are giving all the
work to the young.’
‘Yes, that is a slight disadvantage. But, for the community as a
whole, it is far better for the younger members to be fully integrated into
the community than for the older members to just continue with the jobs
they know. But there are plenty of things for the older members to do. Thus
they can work in the outside world as much as they like. Also, within our
community, they can help with the less essential jobs like: helping the very
young and old, looking after our bush land and helping with our sporting
and social activities. But the most useful thing of all would be for our older,
experienced members to help to get new green communities get started.
Getting started is the hardest task of all and, if we can provide the world
with a group of people who will have time to do exactly this, then the
world could really start to move in a sane direction.’
‘I understand your thinking now and you are maybe right. But,
at the moment, our group of people just want a governmental form that
they can understand right now. They don’t want to think about the distant
future.’
‘We do have to think about the distant future because this is
precisely what our current world is refusing to do at the moment. And so
we are causing climate change. Of course it is always up to our community
to decide what it wants to do. But the simple rules that I think our
community should have about officers are:
•
All candidates for office must have passed the exam for their area
of activity before they can be accepted for nomination,
•
A member can only hold one office at a time and
•
A member may only hold an office for 3 consecutive years.
I don’t think these rules are too extreme but they should be sufficient to
encourage general participation in the governing process. What do you
think?’
‘Yes, those three rules are fine. Is that all?’
‘No, there is lots more. We are only getting started. Government is
a complex process and you have to know it.’
‘Oh gawd! – but go on.’
‘Vicki and George want our community to be run by the committee
of all the officers. And I want our community to be run directly by the
officers who will report frequently to general meetings of all members.’
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‘You know what general meetings are like – various fanatics
rave on forever, everyone gets bored silly and then no one turns up. It is
best to have the active officers just consider the current problems at their
committee meetings.’
‘Yes, there is a problem about general meetings and I will return
to this later. But our membership must vote for our officers. But, how can
our members possibly know how well each officer is doing their job and
unless they hear what each officer is doing during general meetings? If
you just have committee meetings, then the president just reports what
the committee has decided. Our members won’t know to what extent the
success or failure of an activity is due to the president or to the officer in
charge.’
‘Yes, I can see that there could be a problem. Particularly if George
was the president and you were an officer. You had better tell me what you
want to suggest.’
‘As you say, general meetings can become farcical. But there is no
reason for us to allow this to happen. We run the meetings for our benefit.
It is up to us to set rules so that our members are forced to do the correct
thing. So we make rules about people not speaking too long and we can just
force our members to turn up.’
‘It would be hard to fine someone for just not turning up at a
meeting.’
‘We can be more-subtle about this if we like. Our community can
simply pay everyone that does turn up to meetings and institute a regular
levy to cover this cost. This could all be done automatically by our banking
system. Then all good people would pay nothing but the people, who don’t
come, have to pay the levy – and this is effectively a fine.’
‘You are right. Everyone gets lax about setting and enforcing rules.
And there really is no reason for meetings to be boring because everything
that goes on here is very relevant to our life.’
‘You are finally becoming more positive about this subject. I have
set out, in the hand-out I am writing, a complete set of rules that could
apply to meetings and these rules would make sure that general meetings
really do work. But other rules could apply and could be just as effective.
So I won’t go into details. But I think our community does need a weekly
general meeting of perhaps an hour. Most of these meetings can be fairly
informal. But, once a month, there needs to be a more formal meeting and,
for this meeting, attendance should be more-or-less compulsory. After all,
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everyone is living here so it is not far to go. At this meeting, the officers
must be elected. But each member must carefully consider the performance
of each officer for every position. And this total work cannot be done in one
or two nights per year. So my suggestion is that one or two officers should
be elected every month. So the performance of each individual officer can
be carefully considered by everyone.’
‘You certainly take this subject very seriously. But most people
don’t.’
‘I know most people don’t. But that is usually because people know
they can’t do anything about it. After all we live in a society that has been
set up for centuries. But, when we are setting up a new society, we can get
it right. And it is essential that we do because the happiness of everyone
will depend on how we are run.’
‘As usual you are probably right. But is this finally all you have to
tell me?’
‘Almost. I haven’t talked about the details of the individual officers
yet. As I said, I am writing all the details in my hand-out. But I will say
just a little about the president and secretary because people have strongly
differing opinions about the relative authorities of these positions. Thus,
when Russia became a communist state, the secretary was initially the most
powerful position in the land. But now the president is the most powerful
position. The authorities of these positions keep changing.
‘In my system, the president will be our community’s outside
representative to the rest of the world. Thus this person will be the general
contact for the community and represent the community when necessary.
This person might also tell our members how they should vote in external
elections for the maximum benefit of our community. This will be quite a
pleasant job. Their other job will be to chair our general meetings and this
will be a difficult job. It will be the president’s job to divide our monthly
meetings time so that each officer and the various members will have the
appropriate amount of time to put their cases. This won’t be easy because
each meeting will be quite different. So, when a new officer is being
elected, more time must be given to this subject and the officers associated
with this position. Thus the president must add the total amount of time
for each officer and members over the year and check that these totals are
sensible. This is the only fair way of making sure that each person has their
fair-share of speaking time. But it is hard work totalling things up.’
‘George won’t like that at all. He just likes to do all the talking
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himself.’
‘Yes, that is what most people like. And this is precisely what we
must prevent, if we want to make sure that all people have their fair share
of speaking time. And this is a chairman’s job. Their job is to make sure
that our speaking time is fairly divided. I know it usually doesn’t occur
in our current world. But I want a good egalitarian community and this is
what we have to do.’
‘George won’t like it - but you are probably right. What is the
secretary’s job? I hope that it will be easier.’
‘All true official jobs are difficult unless you give some people
autocratic powers. Thus the secretary’s job also won’t be too easy either.
As opposed to the president’s job, the secretary’s job will be internal. But
nearly all of the internal work is divided among all the activity officers. But
our community will need someone to co-ordinate all the various work and I give this job to the secretary. So members will come to the secretary,
if they want more or less work. Also activity officers will come to the
secretary, if they need more workers or if they think some of their workers
are not pulling their weight. And the membership secretary will come to the
secretary if they think new members are not getting enough work. And the
secretary must also check that people who are getting a lot of work are not
spending all their money externally. So, like all true jobs, the secretary’s
job won’t be an easy job giving a good balance between all the conflicting
interests. But someone must do the job - and the natural person to do it is
the secretary.’
‘I thought the secretary’s job was to write up the minutes of the
meetings.’
‘That job shouldn’t be necessary in our case. If people do require
minutes, then it should simply be a compilation of all the officers’ reports
that they gave at the monthly meeting. So all the officers would simply add
their entry to make up the minutes. And so all members will continue to
know precisely who did what. Writing up the minutes was always a cushy
job. I give all my officers genuine, necessary jobs.’
‘When I listen to you, everything you say always sounds quite
sensible. But, when I leave you, I will forget all the reasons you have given
and then I will think that everything you propose is much too complicated.
Which is what everyone else will think as well. So I don’t think most
people will agree with you.’
‘I am afraid you are probably right. But I shall continue to
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persevere. I always wanted to form the best community that I could and
this is what I will continue to try to do.’
‘I admire your determination. But I don’t think you will be
successful. But you should try.’ And I gave him a big hug. He really was a
fanatic. And we made our way back to the centre. I certainly wasn’t going
to try to remember what he had told me this time. And I am sure neither
will you, my dear reader.
On Wednesday Vicki and I had both finished our fertile time of the month.
And so we went over to Lithgow to have pregnancy tests. And we found
we were both pregnant. So our die was cast – we really had to get our new
community successfully on the road. But everything looked good - so we
weren’t particularly worried.
Then, in the evening at the bush-dance, Aaron handed out his
pamphlet to everyone concerned. It was quite substantial – about twenty
pages. Vicki and George were both very annoyed about it and let everyone
see their annoyance. It was a slap-in-the-face to their reasonably sensible
standard suggestion. So, when people accepted their copy, they showed no
enthusiasm for it. Certainly no one read it there. And because of this, for
a while, Aaron was ostracised and no one would dance with him – myself
included. I didn’t want to get into the bad books of Vicki or George. But,
when Nancy saw this happening, she promptly stopped playing for the
dance and put on a CD instead. And then she danced with Aaron with great
relish. She obviously appreciated Aaron enormously. So we all promptly
forgot Aaron’s misdemeanours and danced with him as normal. There were
other important people in our world besides George and Vicki. And Nancy
was certainly one of those.
That night I thought about Aaron again and I grew quite ashamed of
myself. Nancy was right – Aaron was better than any of us. And I couldn’t
just drop him because Vicki and George didn’t like what he was doing. So,
on the following afternoon at our usual place, I had to make peace with
him again and try to make sure he would be well integrated with our new
community.
‘Last night I was wrong.’ I said. ‘I shouldn’t have sided with Vicki
and George and ignored you. You did the correct thing in presenting your
case. But now you must accept the situation that everyone here is happy
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with Vicki and George’s ideas about how our community should be run. I
know George and Vicki have it in for you a bit. But I am sure Vicki really is
genuinely keen on you. Just give her time. Everything will eventually settle
down and then you will take your rightful place in our new community.’
‘Vicki’s attitude to me seems to have changed since George has
come here to support her. I am now finding her very hard to take. But I can
put up with this for the time being. However, we also need to think about
the future of our community. And this is a much more difficult question.’
‘For the sake of peace, we all have to accept our various
appropriate positions in this world and then we can all get along with each
other. This is what all the great religions teach us.’
‘That is not entirely true. Most religions are highly indefinite as
to what they teach us. You can usually support any point of view you
like by quoting the bit you want. The bit that supports my point of view
comes from Luke, chapter 12, where Jesus says “I came to cast fire upon
this world; and would that it were already kindled. . . . Do you think that
I have come to give peace? No, I tell you, but rather division; . . .”. This
quote hardly supports your point of view. I know that the New Testament
supports peace as one of the ultimate goals of life. But I take this to mean
the inner peace you get when you think you are doing the right thing for the
world as a whole. And I don’t think that sucking up to George and Vicki in
order to have an easy life is really doing the right thing by my ideals.’
I should have remembered all those heavy books that lined Aaron’s
book-shelf before engaging on a tricky subject like this. But I had to say
something. ‘And I expect this quote also tends to support your idea of
being the Voice of the Fire to this current world.’
‘Yes – and it also tells me I must expect hardships like I am having
with Vicki and George at the moment. But, as I told you beside our dam, I
think our expectation of peace for the world is false. Peace can lead to a life
of ease and then we get slack. Thus, we in the western world have had the
easiest time it is possible to imagine in all history. And yet it is precisely us,
with our indulgent ways, that are destroying this beautiful world of ours.
So I don’t wish to create a nice cosy community, which will also seek for
a life of ease. No - I want to create a community that can grow and expand
forever. First we can go onto the land, then onto the sea and then finally
into space. No real life form can be content with just staying where it is. I
want us to show this current world, built on the concept of just supporting
the status quo, that it will be super-ceded by a more viable life-style. Life
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on this world wasn’t meant to be easy.’
But I had heard enough of this sort of stuff – and I am sure you, my
reader, have heard enough as well. Aaron might think of himself as “the
Voice of the Fire”. But this doesn’t mean that he, as “the Voice of the Fire”,
is always right. But Aaron has had a few good ideas in his day. So I stopped
this conversation and we made our way back to the centre. But I couldn’t
claim to have integrated Aaron back into our new community. Aaron can go
well beyond the pail. But I had at least done my duty and tried.
Finally, the big day came and we all turned up at the centre. It was a
horribly hot day, but it was cool in the centre - so this didn’t matter. Vicki
was in fine spirits and again was very much in charge of the meeting. The
problem with Aaron was clearly forgotten. There were even slightly more
people than last time. Bernard, Vicki and George sat at a table in the front
facing the rest of us. Vicki was in the middle. I sat with Michael well at the
back of the room. I suspected that there could be fireworks at this meeting
and, if there was, I didn’t want to become too involved.
‘We have some great news to celebrate.’ Vicki began. ‘Both
Mum and I are pregnant and so we have two new members on the way.’
Everyone cheered and some wine was immediately passed around. Vicki
was in no way worried by the fact she was not married and nor was anyone
else. And for me it was also a good situation to make my position clear but yet not be on centre stage. So this was a very joyful way of starting our
big meeting.
‘The first thing we need to do,’ Vicki continued on, ‘is for everyone
here to confirm that you all still wish to join. Now you all should have
studied my handout on finance because this will be the basis of how our
community will run. So I think everyone should individually state whether
they are happy with the financial situation and then confirm whether they
still wish to join.’ So we then all spoke individually. And the total result
was that everyone was happy with financial plans and definitely wished to
join the new community.
‘The next thing we need to do is to decide how we shall be run.’
Vicki continued on. ‘Now Aaron has produced an alternative system which
he has given to you all. It is terribly long and complicated. But I have
spoken to everyone here and everyone prefers the more normal and simpler
system that George and I have proposed. So I don’t think we need to debate
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the matter. We can simply go straight to a vote on the subject.’ But Aaron
raised his hand. ‘I said we don’t need to debate the subject. It would take
far too long.’ Vicki said very firmly.
‘I am not going to debate the issue.’ Aaron said. ‘But now I do need
to state my individual situation.’
‘That is your right – go ahead, but be quick.’
‘You are forming a good community and I still wish to join you.
But your method of government has flaws and, in the future, this flaw will
limit your growth. So, some time, I will wish to leave you and try to form a
community without this problem. And this being the case, while I am with
you, I will not accept any officer position because my stay with you will be
temporary.’
Vicki was clearly furious about this. Perhaps I should have guessed
that this is what Aaron would do because this is what he had implied on
Monday. But even I was horrified. He shouldn’t be saying things like this
at this meeting. He was definitely out of line. ‘Aaron,’ Vicki said, ‘may I
remind that you are responsible for me being pregnant. You have to stay
here whether you want to or not.’
‘May I, in my turn, remind you that you have never had the
slightest interest in us even living together – let alone that we might get
married. I will always support any child of mine to my utmost ability
whenever this child needs my help. But I am still a free man and it is I,
and I alone, that will decide how I will follow my gaol of trying to create a
better community.’
Vicki was still furious – but she managed to control her temper. She
ignored Aaron and spoke to all of us. ‘I am sorry about this little domestic
confrontation between Aaron and me. But we can forget it. Aaron will stay
with us whether he wants to or not. His ideas are just pipe-dreams. And we
certainly don’t need him as an officer. So let us all now move on and bring
this matter to a simple vote.’
But at this stage Vera had her hand very clearly in the air. Vicki
managed to avoid seeing her, but Bernard, sitting next to her, nudged her
and brought this matter to her attention.
‘Yes Vera.’ Vicki said very patiently. ‘What is bothering YOU now.’
‘You have made a very important false statement.’
Vicki doesn’t like people saying she is wrong. But, because
everyone was watching, she had to swallow her anger and she asked Vera
to explain her possible error.
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‘You certainly haven’t spoken to me at all about my position as
regards Aaron’s proposal.’
‘I have assumed George had spoken to you and that he then spoke
to me on your behalf.’
‘That was a very definite false assumption.’
‘I am sorry. But it was a very natural assumption. Do you wish to
speak now?’
‘Yes, I most certainly do.’
‘Well speak but make it quick. Everyone else here knows their own
mind and we want to come to a vote. So get on with it.’
But Vera rose very slowly. There was an evil glint in her eye. I had
never liked her and I liked her even less now. I feared she was going to
throw a spanner in everything we had done. ‘Aaron’s handout is very long.’
Vera said. ‘It must have taken him at least twenty hours to write it and
much longer for him to think it all out. It took me hours to absorb its full
impact. And Aaron, as you all know, is no fool. So now I want to ask you
all, how long have any of you spent reading and thinking about this very
difficult subject?’
But Vicki stopped her right there. ‘I said you can speak - but I
didn’t give the right of an inquisitor to interrogate everyone here. How
long we spend on reading a handout is up to us. We don’t have to read
something we are not interested in. We can all make our own minds up on
a subject as we like. You can speak for yourself - but you can’t interrogate
people.’
‘Very well! Government form is not a subject anyone likes to think
about. But may I remind you that we will be spending many years creating
a new community. But, if this community is not governed correctly, then
all our years of effort will go down the drain. Don’t you think it is worth a
couple of hours of everyone’s time to think about this important subject?
So now I will ask the simplest possible question about Aaron’s handout.
What was the problem that Aaron was addressing? Can anyone answer
me?’
But no one could say anything. I certainly knew the answer - it
was about the formation of ruling cliques. But you can’t talk about a ruling
clique in the presence of the ruling clique itself. I had to give it to Vera –
she was very clever. She clearly knew that we wouldn’t say anything and so
she made us all look very foolish. ‘Well as you all are in blissful ignorance
of everything Aaron wrote about, I must explain it to you just a little. It
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is about why our proposed form of government will lead to the formation
of a ruling clique. And I agree with Aaron. And the reason for this is that
our community will be ruled by a committee and, in this circumstance,
a powerful president can be too much in control. The reason is that our
normal members will not know what goes on at the committee meetings
and so they must rely on the president as to what went on. And this gives
the president the power to form a ruling clique. And, in his hand-out, Aaron
had to spend a long time devising and explaining a system where this could
not happen. But I agree with Aaron – we have to work out a system which
does not give too much power to the president.’
At this stage Vicki spoke to George in a voice that could be heard
by everyone. ‘Your woman has spoken for long enough now George. Get
your stubborn woman under your proper control.’ Even I thought this was
a very stupid thing for Vicki to say. Vera is not a woman to be taken lightly.
She, with a controlled calmness, walked over to George and stood over him
in a towering rage. Sparks were coming out of her eyes.
‘Whose car did we come here in George?’ Vera said in a very
menacing voice.
‘Yours.’ George meekly replied.
‘Do I live in your unit?’
‘No.’
‘Am I in any way dependent on you at all?’
‘No.’
‘Did I introduce you to this Back-to-Reality Farm or did you
introduce it to me?’
‘You introduced it to me.’
‘So, right from the beginning, I was the person with the first interest
in green living. Well, will you now kindly tell your extremely ignorant
young friend on your right the correct state of affairs between us.’
So George had to explain all this to Vicki next to him. I have never
seen George so humiliated in my life before.
Then Vera turned to Vicki. ‘I haven’t finished talking yet. As
George is not going to do your dirty work, are you now going to try to gag
me you yourself personally?’ I personally sized them up as to what would
happen if it did come to a free fight. Vicki should have won because she
was bigger and very fit. But I would have put my money on Vera. I could
see every single muscle in her body moving and tensing for instant action
as she moved from side to side. She was clearly no weakling and she was
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in such a fearsome temper. Poor Vicki wouldn’t have stood a hope in hell.
‘You can talk for just a little while longer.’ Vicki rather meekly
replied. ‘But first go back to your seat and speak from there.’ Vicki was
clearly taking no chances. And Vera did walk back.
‘Now let us think about our new community from Aaron’s point
of view. And am I wrong? From all I have heard, it was Aaron who first
thought up this whole idea and talked to you all about it. Isn’t this true?’
And, of course, we all had to agree with her.
‘Now Aaron is a gentleman and he said he wouldn’t become an
officer because he would only be a temporary member. But he was just
being tactful there. In our community, the incentive to become an officer
is because of the recognition you can receive. But, with George and Vicki
ruling the roost, Aaron knew he would never get his due recognition.
George and Vicki would always keep him under their thumbs. And it would
be the same for any new person who George and Vicki didn’t like. You
must devise a means of ruling your community where everyone feels they
can look after their own destiny. Otherwise young capable people will
simply not join you.’
Vicki then took this slight pause in Vera’s talking to break-in again
herself. ‘May I remind you of your position Vera? You are a young lawyer
with a good full-time job in Sydney. You will return to this job and just
occasionally you will visit us. But most of us here expect to spend all our
life here - it will be our life. Thus both Sophie and myself are pregnant will
have our children here. You must let the people who will be actually here
decide for themselves what is best for them. You are an outsider. So you
have spoken enough and so let us all put this matter to a vote right now.’
But Vera would have none of this. ‘I refuse to be gagged while you,
Vicki, are spreading false facts about me. You heard me didn’t you when I
said I wanted to be a full member didn’t you?’
‘Yes.’
‘Then what right have you to interpret what my future actions
will be. What you have said about people working elsewhere could just as
easily apply to anyone couldn’t it? We are all keeping our options open as
to what we will do outside.’
‘Yes.’ Vicki replied rather unhappily.
‘Well let me speak now for myself. I am in fact pregnant exactly
the same as you and Sophie are. And so, like you, I would like to spend
my life in this community. But I would be a good member. Sometimes a
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community needs more members to work in the community and at other
times it will need more members to work externally to bring in money
so that the community can buy more materials. And a good member will
adjust their activities to fit in with what the community needs. And that is
precisely what I would do. I would be a good member. My only problem
is that I would feel exactly the same way as Aaron now does. And I
would feel I wouldn’t get a fair treatment with George as an all powerful
President. I know George very well – he is an excellent fellow but he loves
being in charge. He doesn’t like people around who would threaten his
authority. I like George enormously. But I’d rather be bloody dead than be
‘his woman’ and be too much under his authority. So I will join with Aaron
to form another new community as soon as possible unless we all now
choose a fairer governmental form.’
But at that moment Vicki jumped to her feet fuming with anger.
‘Aaron.’ she shouted. ‘Now I see it all. You are cheating on me. You are in
alliance with Vera and are the father of her child. You are an utter bastard.
This is what this whole business is all about, isn’t it?’
But Vera wasn’t finished yet. She took pen and paper in hand and
strode forwards to face Vicki directly across the table. She was trembling
with rage. ‘I will now make a statutory declaration before you all, stating
that George is the father of my child. Furthermore, I will support this claim
with blood tests when my child is born. And now, my sweet big loud mouth
Vicki, you must do the same thing. So you also must make a statutory
declaration saying that Aaron is the father of your child and agree to have
a blood test, the same as me, when your child is born. Let us see you put
your facts before the world in a legal manner rather than just shooting your
mouth off.’
Vicki went terribly white. But she also stuck to her guns. ‘No, I
will not. There is no reason why I should lower myself to doing a thing like
that.’
‘Right next to you on your right is a close friend of yours. From my
small experience of him he is a very honest person indeed.’ And Vera here
stared directly at Bernard. ‘Do you want me to bring this matter to a head
with him right now? I don’t want to embarrass you. But I will do so if I
have to.’
But it was all too much. Vicki rose suddenly rose and then spoke
loudly to everyone. ‘This is the end of everything. There will not be a new
community at all.’ Then she burst into tears and left the room with George
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and Bernard on either side. But she wasn’t the only one in tears. Vera also
broke down completely. Bernie, who was a doctor, came out to comfort her.
They rested leaning together on the edge of the table in front of all. The rest
of us all were just struck dumb with horror at this whole terrible scene.
Silence prevailed for a long while. I looked across to Michael and we held
hands for mutual support. He whispered, ‘It is tough on Vicki - but she was
asking for it. I still like Vera – she has got real guts.’ But very, very slowly
Vera recovered. She eventually wiped the tears from her eyes, recovered
her composure and spoke to us all.
‘I am sorry about all this.’ Vera said. ‘I just couldn’t take any more
of Vicki and George for a while. But Aaron, can you now be incredibly
noble and go and try to talk to Vicki. She really does respect you - although
she is not real-good at showing it. You can rely on me to support your view
here. And then it would be good if you could send Bernard back to us here.
He won’t be needed if you are with Vicki.’
‘I will do my best.’ Aaron said. ‘Thanks for your incredible support
Vera.’ And he left.
Vera now turned to us all. ‘As you no doubt gather, there is a huge
amount of tension between Aaron and Vicki and George. So it is best if we
can all discuss this problem without any of them being present. That is why
I sent Aaron away. It is actually too early for him to approach Vicki. But I
wanted him out of the way. However, I first need to explain my situation to
you all.
‘I have been closely associated with George and Vicki for the past
two weeks. And then the main subject of conversation has been first - how
to put Aaron in his place and then - how successful they had been. And I
just couldn’t stand it any longer. I had met Aaron when I visited here four
months ago. He seemed a very reasonable, enthusiastic type of guy. I felt
someone had to stand up for him. But our community is not finished yet.
Our only difference of opinion is how our community should be run. So
can I now ask you all the crucial question – what do you now think of
Aaron’s suggestion now you know that you can speak without upsetting the
powers-that-be?’
Bernie replied. ‘I glanced at his handout initially and it seemed
quite sensible. But I didn’t think about it very carefully because George and
Vicki’s suggestion also seemed quite reasonable as well. So, as they were
in charge, I thought - why should I upset the apple-cart? But as you, Vera,
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have now brought the problem to a head, I shall read it again. And then I
am fairly sure I shall agree with you. George and Vicki’s plan could lead
to a ruling clique. I can now see that there definitely is a problem and this
problem must be solved. And very likely most people here are in the same
situation.’ And, of course, we all agreed with Bernie. And so we would now
read Aaron’s handout again more carefully and probably we would agree
with it.
‘We all have to be very careful about agreeing with people too
much.’ Vera replied. ‘This can often be just a form of mental sloth and the
love of an easy life. We all, at times, must have full-blown rows - as we
did today. Vicki’s idea of choosing a ruling committee, with the intention
of everyone getting on with each other, was quite wrong. People should
disagree with each other because people do make mistakes. Full agreement
is the last thing a community wants. But hopefully we have had enough
rows for one day. Now we have to make peace. I will go and make peace
with George. I will probably be successful now that he knows I am carrying
his child. And can you, Sophie, go and make peace with Bernard?’
‘Yes, of course I will. I don’t think I will have a problem with him.’
I replied.
‘And Aaron is going to try to make peace with Vicki as well. It
will be very difficult for him. But, if we all speak to her supporting both of
them, we should still be able to get her to come on side. We must all try she is worth it.’
And we all agreed to try.
‘So I think we still can be successful in getting our community
going. We all still wish to form a new permanent community and some of
us want to have our children there. But we all now have a lot of work to do
– talking to all our friends and trying to come to a common agreement. And
then I suggest we come back here at three o’clock for a further meeting and
try to get our community going again,’
And we all agreed and so we all set out on our task of
reconciliation.
I, of course, played my part in all this reconciliation work as well. But my
very special talk was with Nancy.
She sought me out and wanted the full details of our big meeting.
And I told her everything. She listened with rapt attention and with obvious
enormous enjoyment. At the end, she said. ‘There is no way in the world
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that we are going to miss out on a glorious bit of fun like that again. So
Greg and I will now definitely be joining you all. Even I, who like to
savour a good row, have never heard a row quite as juicy as that one. I will
have to get to know this Vera woman. Besides, we want to be involved
in the action now we know it won’t be dominated by George and Vicki.
Aaron has given us his own handout and lent his copy of Vicki’s handout
on finance as well. So, if you copy what we have done here, and follow
what both those handouts say, then we think your community will grow and
grow for ever - and new communities will be splintering away all the time.
We eventually should be able to show the world how we ought to be living.
And so we want to be in the action, right from the beginning. We don’t
want to miss out. We want to share in some of the glory.’
‘But what will happen about your Back-to-Reality farm here?’
‘Greg and I have already talked about this situation as a possibility.
We would continue to own this farm but we would treat it as a starting
stage to a larger permanent community of 100 people - like Aaron was
talking about. So we would suggest that our new community should buy
about 20 hectares of land now because this would be sufficient for this
number of people. Greg and I would put more money into the community
to help this happen. And also we could wait a little till a few more people
have joined us. We can extend the accommodation here and then people
can stay here until the new community is ready for people to move in. This
would be a more sensible way for our community to evolve. We still need
to keep this farm going so that people can still have holidays here and be
introduced to the whole new concept.’
‘That would be just fantastic. Let me shoot off immediately and tell
everyone else about this terrific news.’
‘No, not so soon. I want to hear every single detail of your glorious
row once more. We can create new communities when we like. But I don’t
think I will ever hear of a row quite as good as this one. So let me hear it all
once again.’ So I had to wait.
Before the afternoon meeting took place, all our problems had already
been solved. George accepted Vera without much fight at all. Strangely
George seemed to like a woman that could really stand up to him. And he
was proud of having another child. I think he was in love with Vera in a
way he was never in love with me. So the hosts of evil did appear to have
prevailed against us in our case. Vicki took a while to calm down. But she
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certainly didn’t want to return to Sydney alone and pregnant. So eventually
she accepted Aaron with good grace. And I had no problem with Bernard at
all - and so we became a normal couple.
By the time of our afternoon meeting, Vicki was her happy
confident self again. The seating arrangements were the same as before and
Vicki was again the chair-person.
‘As you all know now I am happy to accept Aaron’s funny ideas for
the good of us all. Perhaps I was a bit stubborn about it all before. Aaron
and I will now be living together so I can keep him in check if he has any
more outlandish ideas. I have decided that I don’t want to be an officer for
a few years. I am still young and want to have fun without responsibilities.
So at the campfire tonight, I will organise us all to do ‘The Voice of the
Fire’ again. But this time we will do it properly with everyone involved and
I personally will be the ‘Voice of the Fire’. So it will be me that will touch
you all and make you accept the death you richly deserve. But also in the
outside world, I will be the ‘Voice of the Fire’ telling the world what an
appalling end awaits the world, if people don’t change their wicked ways
and stop causing climate change. Aaron can tell me all the other terrible
things that need to be said. But I will censor his ideas when he goes too far.
So I will be the beautiful front woman of our community. And besides all
this, I will never let you forget that it was me, and me alone, that got this
whole movement going in the first place.’
So Vicki was her normal healthy self and back to her exceptionally
painful ways. Then Greg and Nancy presented their ideas and they were
happily accepted. Finally, we had our elections and - George elected
chairman/representative, Bernard – treasurer, me – secretary, Aaron
– membership, and Bernie – analyst/opposition. These were now the
positions as defined in Aaron’s handout so you need to read this if you want
to know what each position was responsible for what. So all was in order
again in our little world. We were now ready to go and conquer the world.
But, if you remember, the secretary’s job is a horribly hard job. And I was
lumbered with it.
Finally, I imagine you, my dear reader, are wondering what the relationship
between Vera and Aaron could be. And this problem has very much
occupied my thoughts as well. But I couldn’t ask either Aaron or Vera. I
obey a very simple rule of life – never ask a person a question where they
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might be tempted to a lie. There is no point – for a start, you don’t know
whether they will tell the truth or not, and also you are very likely to lose
their friendship. But this is how I saw the picture about Vera and Aaron.
Firstly, Vera must be a very keen climber because a person won’t
fully wear out a pair of climbing shoes unless they are very keen indeed.
Almost certainly she must have bought another pair. Also the remarkable
muscular development I saw when she was arguing with Vicki probably
indicated that she climbed a lot. Very likely she would have met Jack
through her climbing activities. So he would have told her about this farm
and about our bouldering area here – he had told me himself, he usually
does this. Now she said she came here four months ago. So she probably
stayed at Jack’s place and went bouldering with him.
But Aaron goes bouldering as well and he always goes out of his
way to make contact with new people. So Aaron almost certainly would
have gone bouldering, when Vera was here and got to know her. And Aaron
would have told Vera his idea of starting a new community and Vera could
have agreed with him.
Now Vera’s interest in George at work only started four months
ago - but she had been in George’s company three months before that. And
this time would correspond to just after Vera had been up here and seen
Aaron. And so they could have hatched this whole plot between them. So
Vera could have gone back to Sydney with the full plan of her latching
onto George and getting our whole family to come out here. And then they
would split us all up and divide us between them. And then we, together
with Aaron, Bernard and Vera, would be the basis of a new community. The
other piece of evidence in favour of this plot is that, when Vera came here
with George, she was clearly playing the part of being a demure female just to persuade both George and Vicki to form this new community. She
was probably itching to go climbing all the time.
All this sounds a very evil thing for them to do. But this action was
also the ultimate in absolute personal dedication. Vera and Aaron gave their
lives and coupled themselves with people they may not have even really
liked. After all, neither Vicki nor George are really very lovable characters
– I know them – they certainly are not. And I can’t complain – I am better
off here with all my friends around me rather than be back in Sydney with
all its luxury. And there is nothing wrong with Bernard. He is a perfectly
normal kind person - just like me. And neither George or Aaron are really
like this. Also I will now have more children myself and a grand-child
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from Vicki. And all this, possibly, thanks to a lot of dedication on behalf of
Vera and Aaron in their search for their dream. So God truly moves in most
mysterious ways his wonders to perform.
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for his early, famous,
climbing, first-ascents in
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most of his life working
on six important global
challenges. So this is what
this unique autobiography
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My Farewell
Message
by
Bryden Allen

Everyone would
like to think that
human kind could
all work together in
peace and harmony.
The purpose of this
little booklet is to
show that this is not
possible.
First I show how
“peace” and “love” conflict with “truth” and “life”.
And then I show how the good concepts of
“equality”, “democracy”, “free-time”, “self-sufficiency”, “variety”,
“low-footprints” and “autonomy”
conflict with our current concepts of
“capitalism”, “globalism” and “economic growth”.
So our future life
probably won’t
be as easy and
pleasant as the life
we have enjoyed
for the past 50
years. But then
I also do give
two important
solutions.
The 4 pictures are the
covers for my major
novels.
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On the following six pages are the front covers of all my novels.
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